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On February 8, the Government of Mexico, act-
ing through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
launched an unprecedented initiative for the 
electrification of transport in our country, touch-
ing off the most ambitious bi-national effort for 
the automotive industry since the negotiation 
of the USMCA, in order to guarantee that the 
industry stays current and attractive to foreign 
investment, and to promote it abroad.

Current global phenomena, such as Indus-
try 4.0 and climate change, together with the 
disruption of production chains caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, are creating scenarios of 
uncertainty for our citizens, governments, and 
economies. The industrial transition towards 
electromobility is an example of the transver-
sality required by the new technological solu-
tions, with a focus in this case on the efficient 
use of energy and the use of green technologies. 
Particularly important is the transformation of 
the automotive industry, which is among the 
industries with the highest growth and great-
est dynamism worldwide, and one in which our 
country seeks to maintain its leadership through 
our competitive advantages.

In recent decades, Mexico has consolidated its 
foreign economic policy as a result of the diver-
sification of its trade agreements, regional inte-
gration and the implementation of measures 
focused on strengthening national industries. 
This has contributed to the consolidation of na-
tional capacities and has allowed us to position 
ourselves in high value-added industries that are 

evolving towards the so-called mindfacture, as is 
the case of the automotive industry. Today, the 
automobile industry is synonymous with jobs, 
the generation of prosperity, and, therefore, bet-
ter opportunities for Mexicans, with tangible and 
quantifiable results.

For the regional integration of the automotive 
industry, it is of crucial importance that we work 
together with our trading partners, particularly 
the United States. Collaborative processes of this 
kind strengthen the economic and productive 
vision of the North American bloc, largely thanks 
to the mechanisms implemented by the Govern-
ment of President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador.

Now, the challenges of climate change demand 
that the automotive industry in Mexico not only 
covers basic mobility needs, but that it does so in 
a sustainable, safe, and accessible manner, with-
out emissions that are harmful to human health. 
Achieving this goal involves transforming the 
industrial processes of the entire value chain of 
the industry to move towards a more competi-
tive and resource-efficient economy. 

In this context, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has 
promoted this initiative that seeks to identify 
the challenges and steps required to ensure an 
orderly and efficient transition towards the pro-
duction of electric vehicles in Mexico. Therefore, 
this document expresses the commitment of 
this Ministry to support the evolution of the au-
tomotive industry in a safe and environmentally 
responsible way, in keeping with international 
responsibilities such as the Paris Agreement. 

I have the honor to lead this effort from the  
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in collaboration with 
the University of California, and to present this 
document that summarizes an important initia-
tive to join efforts and make Mexico a protago-
nist in this global transformation of the economy, 
the environment and society. We are convinced 
that this type of collaboration will allow us to 
make innovative decisions for the construction 
of industrial solutions that contribute to the well-
being of each and every citizen of our country. 

MARCELO
EBRARD CASAUBON

| ELECTRIFICATION OF TRANSPORT |
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Mexico is immersed in a global dynamic that 
challenges the foreign, economic and industrial 
policy that had been applied in our country for 
decades. For this reason, it is necessary to coordi-
nate multilateral efforts and the triple helix - aca-
demia, the private sector and the government 

- with a vision for the future and a transformative 
direction. The Deputy Ministry for Multilateral  
Affairs and Human Rights of the Mexican Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs recognizes the value added that 
is created when academia, the private sector and 
governments join efforts to build a better country 
through the creation and implementation of spe-
cific public policies that meet the needs of the 
citizens and their economic industries.

Under this logic, in late 2021 we began a close 
collaboration with the University of California to 
address a very clear need of an industry that has 
been a source of prosperity for all Mexicans for de-
cades: the electrification of the automotive indus-
try. This global trend has required Mexico to align 
all possible efforts at every level to stand its ground 
in the transformation that is being experienced 
and will be experienced throughout the world.

The aforementioned collaboration resulted in the 
creation of the Taskforce on the Electrification 
of Transport. This initiative proposes an orderly 
transition to electromobility not only at the na-
tional but also at the regional level, by coordinat-
ing the integration of production with our most 
important trading partner, the United States. 
The goal is clear: in 2023 the University of Califor-
nia and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs will pres-
ent a bi-national roadmap for the creation and 
implementation of clear and defined policies for 
the Mexican automotive industry towards the 
manufacture and use of electric vehicles. 

The results of the work of the Task Force are re-
flected in this document, which is the product of 
sessions held in two different phases: the diag-
nosis of obstacles and the identification of pro-
posed solutions for the transition of this industry. 
In this regard, I would like to highlight the impor-
tance for this initiative of the inclusion of women 
in the automotive industry, also a relevant com-
ponent of our Feminist Foreign Policy.

To put the issue in context, in the United States 
women represent only 27% of the automotive 
manufacturing workforce, compared to 47% of 
the total general workforce. In Mexico, according 
to INEGI, women represent 37% of the person-
nel of the “transport equipment manufacture” 
sub-industry; and several studies indicate that 
only 24% of employees in the automotive indus-
try are women. While the data shows that there 
are women in executive positions in the industry, 
they represent only 3% of leadership positions,  
so it is imperative to incentivize their participa-
tion for our representation to grow. 

Our Feminist Foreign Policy permeates all the 
activities of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and 
this project is no exception, as it promotes the 
participation of women in the different stages 
of the value chain of the electric automotive in-
dustry. The Task Force on the Electrification of 
Transport seeks to make the industry more in-
clusive, one where there are equal opportunities 
for fair pay, training, and talent development.  
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the support 
of academia, particularly the University of Califor-
nia and its director in Mexico, Dr. Isabel Studer for 
her unwavering commitment to this important 
agenda. In addition, I want to recognize the au-
tomotive industry, civil society organizations and 
government entities of both countries that par-
ticipated to make this important initiative come 
true, which will be a tool for the orderly transition 
to electromobility in Mexico and North America. 
In particular, we appreciate the important role of 
the U.S. Embassy, the Department of State, the 
Department of Transportation, the Department 
of Energy, and California state officials in making 
sure this effort will translate into a fruitful out-
come for both nations. 

Finally, I recognize and thank the team of the 
General Office for Global Investment led by Pro-
fessor Iker Jimenez for their enthusiasm and effi-
ciency in coordinating this task, which will bring 
environmental, social and economic benefits to 
our country. 

| FOREWORD |
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Transportation is one of the main sources of both 
global carbon emissions and investment and job 
creation because of its contribution to manu-
facturing production and the overall economy.  
In the fight against climate change, the elec-
trification of transport is essential if we are to 
limit the increase of temperature to less than 
1.5°C. But the unavoidable transition to the elec-
trification of transport also implies a systemic 
change, with significant disruptions, both from 
a technological perspective and in the produc-
tion models of vehicles, their supply chains and 
the materials used, the workforce and the skills 
that are required, as well as in transport systems 
and the infrastructure associated with them.  
The transition towards the adoption of electric or 
zero-emission passenger or cargo vehicles also 
requires the design of new public policies and 
business strategies, and adapting the existing 
ones to ensure that internal combustion vehicles 
also contribute to reducing carbon emissions.

The rapid transition to the electrification of trans-
port also represents the emergence of new play-
ers and production centers that invested early in 
the development of electric batteries, in the ex-
traction of essential materials, in innovative busi-
ness models and in an industrial infrastructure 
that has allowed them to gain an advantage in 
the global market. 

This context of systemic transformation imposes 
joint challenges for Mexico and the United States, 
which in the last three decades have invested 
to ensure the competitiveness of the automo-
tive industry by creating an integrated regional 
production system and developing an infrastruc-
ture that allows mobilizing more than 70% of re-
gional trade using land transport. The complex 
transition towards the electrification of transport 
requires innovative cooperation frameworks to 
maintain the competitiveness of this industry, 
which is at the heart of the economic integration 
of Mexico and the United States. At the same 
time, the urgent need to reduce carbon emis-
sions makes it necessary to consider the design 
of new transport systems in the cities, including 

zero-emission public transport, as well as re-
gional regulations and standards for the internal 
combustion engine vehicles that will continue to 
predominate in the universe of vehicles in use for 
many years to come. 

In this complex scenario of systemic transfor-
mation, the University of California, through the 
Institute of Transportation Studies and Alianza 
Mexico, has vowed to generate the knowledge 
that informs both public policies and business 
strategies, which contribute to the development 
of innovative technologies and methodologies 
that accelerate the transition towards the adop-
tion of zero-emission vehicles, while maximizing 
the benefits and reducing the costs associated 
with that transition. 

In order for science to meet to the needs of so-
ciety, the University of California, in conjunction 
with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, has commit-
ted to offer a neutral space for government, the 
private sector, civil society and academia in the 
United States and Mexico to find points of con-
vergence and actions that favor the collective 
interest. The results of the dialogues of the five 
working groups that began in February 2022 and 
are presented in this report, as well as multiple 
interviews conducted by University of Califor-
nia experts with key players of the automotive 
industry, provided a wealth of perspectives and 
information that were crucial in the design of the 
research program. As a complement to the re-
port presented here, the results of this first phase 
of the research will be announced In April 2023, 
through a Roadmap, which will serve be the ba-
sis to build the bi-national collaboration frame-
work that drives the electrification of transport. 

Being a systemic shift, the transition to zero-
emission vehicle adoption requires a long-term 
effort from government as a whole and society. 
For this reason, the University of California has 
decided to create a longer-term research pro-
gram. To this end, three major work agendas 
have been identified around passenger vehicles, 
cargo vehicles and public transport, as well as 

| ELECTRIFICATION OF TRANSPORT |
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electromobility in cities. In parallel, three new 
subject-specific working groups have been es-
tablished around these areas, which have seen 
new partners and more experts from the dif-
ferent campuses of the University of California 
join in. In addition, opportunities have been con-
ceived to take collective work towards a broader 
horizon that considers the use of new fuels, such 
as green hydrogen, the circular economy, and 
the imperative of having a more robust electric-
ity infrastructure and zero emissions. This long-
term program will also enable capacity building 
on both sides of the border to develop the talent 
and workforce this transition requires. 

On behalf of the University of California, I ex-
press my deepest gratitude and appreciation 
to Minister Marcelo Ebrard for his leadership 
and vision leading a project of enormous strate-
gic relevance for Mexico and the United States.  
It has been a privilege to work hand in hand with 
Martha Delgado, Undersecretary for Multilateral 
Affairs and Human Rights, who has been a pillar 
of this project, and to whom I express my grati-
tude for the trust placed in our institution to un-
dertake this great task in a spirit of collaboration. 
I also want to thank Iker Jimenez, Director Gen-
eral for Global Investment, and his team for their 
great work. To all the partners who participated 
in the many dialogues, conversations and events 
held in recent months, my gratitude and admi-
ration for your commitment to turn this agenda 
of the electrification of transport into a true ef-
fort of the entire government and of society as 
a whole. 

| FOREWORD |
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The national electrical 
manufacturing industry 

and the electrification 
of transport 

SALVADOR PADILLA RUBFIAR
Director General of the National Chamber of Electrical Manufacture

Many efforts have been launched on the subject of sustainability around the world, 
to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions and mitigate their effects, in a context 
where the reactivation of economic activities demands an increasing amount of 
energy. In particular, there is an accelerated process toward the electrification 
of commercial, industrial and service activities, which allows us to predict a high 
impact on electricity in the future. 

Electromobility, defined as the set of land transport systems, whose propulsion 
and operation is partially based on the use of electric power, emerges as a mag-
nificent alternative that will without question contribute to the reduction of CO2, 
supported by a swift technological change that has make it possible to optimize 
costs, increase the storage capacity of batteries, and to develop more powerful and 
efficient recharging infrastructure. 

This has been key for international development of the electrification of transport; 
according to information from the International Energy Agency (IEA), the number 
of electric cars circulating in the world tripled in just three years, up to around 16.5 
million in 2021. Similarly, there was a significant growth in recharging infrastructure, 
even during the pandemic. Including both slow and fast recharging equipment, 
the number reached almost one million eight hundred public recharging locations 
worldwide in 2021. 

This global trend represents an exponential growth, and while it is more marked 
in certain regions, Latin American countries are not the exception. In the case of 
Mexico, the development of projects for the electrification of public transport and 
the incorporation of a greater supply of private cars, have driven an incremental 
adjustment of the projections for the coming years. In this sense, the 2022-2036 
Program for the Development of the National Electric System (PRODESEN) contem-
plates that the expected energy consumption of electric cars by 2036 will be 13,283 
GWh, which would represent 2.8% of the total energy consumption of the country. 
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| THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY |

The great opportunities that the development of electromobility will represent are 
evident, and the participation of key related industries, such as electrical manu-
facturing, is fundamental to maximize the impacts for the benefit of Mexico and 
its population. 

An initial issue derived from the significant increase of car recharging infrastruc-
ture that is foreseen, is the clear need for the modernization of the national elec-
tricity system, not only in terms of increasing generation, transformation and 
transmission capacity, but also in terms of qualitative changes in the electri-
cal equipment, to guarantee the optimal operation of the electricity networks,  
incorporating variable and distributed resources both for generation and for 
new recharging centers. This way, the electrical manufacturing industry is a ma-
jor player in the innovation and ongoing development of new products in re-
sponse to the modernization needs of the national electricity system. For this 
reason, some time ago, companies in the industry initiated major changeovers,  
moving towards digitization and automation, and prepared themselves to tackle 
this important challenge, using the productive and technological capacities avail-
able for this purpose. 

Second, as we previously mentioned, recharging system trends clearly require 
increasingly powerful and efficient equipment, interconnected at the level of the 
distribution networks. For this purpose, the technology centers of each electrical 
manufacturing factory, and the alliances they have formed with research centers 
and academia, are already working to offer solutions in this regard, strengthening 
the value chain of national suppliers. In order to generate a greater demand, it 
will be necessary to fill existing gaps in terms of regulation and standardization.  
This will allow, on the one hand, to guarantee the safe and efficient operation 
of the equipment, and on the other, to establish the operating rules of the new 
business models with a link to the sale of energy for recharging purposes. 

Third, electromobility implies substantial changes to the traditional value chain of 
internal combustion vehicles, because a large part of the components of electric 
cars are also electric, as is the case of: batteries, connection harnesses, internal 
chargers, engines and regenerative brake system generators, which are an es-
sential part of their operation. This opens opportunities for the local development 
of these new components, which involves capacity expansion, job generation, en-
gineering development, and other aspects that will give increased robustness to 
existing companies, attract national and foreign investment with new production 
plants in Mexico that can leverage the proximity to the North American market 
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and promote the integration of a regional value chain around electromobility, ben-
efiting from the Trade Agreement between Mexico, the United States and Canada. 
Finally, it is necessary to emphasize that innovation will be paramount for success 
and to realize the opportunities presented by the electrification of transport in 
the electric power industry. Science, technology and creativity will play a key role 
and the application of the five-axis model will bring together the joint efforts of 
academia, government, industry and society, all from an approach of sustainability 
and preservation of the environment, to have a robust, reliable, safe and efficient 
electricity system. It is considered that the near future will be electric and compa-
nies in the electric manufacturing industry are ready to make it happen.

| ELECTRIFICATION OF TRANSPORT |
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The Industrial Perspective
of the Electrification 

of Transport
JOSÉ ZOZAYA

President of the Mexican Association of the Automotive Industry (AMIA)

I have had the wonderful opportunity to participate in various forums on behalf of 
the Mexican Association of the Automotive Industry (AMIA), in which I have said 
that electromobility or the transition to zero-emission vehicles is a fact in the inter-
national arena that will continue to move forward with or without Mexico. In the 
case of our country, the share of hybrid and electric vehicles in the domestic market 
has been gradually increasing over the last six years, but still remains at marginal 
levels, representing 4.4% of the total sales of light vehicles, a situation that reflects 
the need to accelerate the electrification of the vehicle fleet in the country. 

In this sense, in recent times we have witnessed a series of announcements and 
strategies from the federal government that make us optimistic about the path to 
a Mexican automotive industry that gradually eliminates its carbon footprint. For 
example, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, together with the University of California 

– Alianza Mexico, has initiated a study that will define a roadmap towards elec-
tromobility. The findings will be reported in early November 2022 during COP27,  
in Egypt. 

This roadmap is based on the five pillars presented by this document. In addition, 
it is based on the experience of the state of California, therefore it offers a broader, 
more comprehensive vision. We recognize the importance of this electromobility 
initiative that addresses different aspects of the wide range of factors involved in 
the transition to electromobility and zero-emission vehicles. 

However, we believe that it is necessary to have greater inter-ministerial coordina-
tion and to establish a transversal leadership that facilitates a conversation with the 
automotive industry, to offer certainty and guidance to attract new investments. 
In this context, the AMIA has initiated a study to determine the elements that will 
be the foundation of our recommendations to the Mexican government to achieve 
the implementation of a comprehensive public policy that promotes both sides of 
the equation of electromobility. On the one hand, to encourage demand through 
the use and acquisition of electrified vehicles for the development of the domestic 
market; on the other hand, to increase supply by promoting the manufacture of 
parts, components, batteries and vehicles to maintain our position of leadership  
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at the international level among light-vehicle manufacturing countries and par-
ticularly in the North American region, to take advantage of the opportunities of-
fered by the USMCA. 

No less important is the task of educating and informing the general public about 
the benefits of the use of new technologies, and identifying the new skills and 
competencies that collaborators must have all along the production chain of this 
industry. An indispensable additional element is to ensure the supply of electric 
power from renewable sources, in sufficient quantity and at competitive costs 
both for the value chain as a whole and for the recharging of vehicle batteries.  
If this condition is not met, the permanence of the auto industry in Mexico will be 
jeopardized because it will not be able to fulfill the global auto industry’s commit-
ment to ensure the use of clean energy and to eliminate the carbon footprint in 
the coming decades. 

We are convinced that the collaboration between government and industry is in-
dispensable for the development and implementation of public policies that pro-
mote an accelerated transition to the electrification of the vehicle fleet in Mexico. 
We will achieve it working together. At AMIA, we reiterate our commitment to 
continue working for the well-being and progress of our country. 
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MIGUEL ELIZALDE
President of the National Association of Bus, 
Truck and Tractor Truck Producers (ANPACT) 

When we talk about electromobility, we think it is something recent, but in Mexico 
it started in heavy vehicles in 1900, with the first electric trams. It took 50 years be-
fore the same cable network was used for the first trolleybus in 1951. Later, the first 
battery-operated bus began circulating in Mexico in 2020. Months later, we had the 
first electric heavy-duty freight trucks and recently electric tractor-trucks. But Mexico, 
being a producing and exporting power, started exporting the first cargo trucks to 
the United States in 2018.

The Heavy Vehicle Automotive Industry is the world’s leading truck exporter, the 
fourth-largest exporter and fifth-largest producer of cargo vehicles, and eighth-
largest producer of buses. This leadership must be maintained in a challenging 
environment, where we must increase the value of regional vehicular content for 
the USMCA from 60% to 64% in 2024 and to 70% in 2027, at the same time as we 
are experiencing a reconfiguration of our supply chains, impacted by phenom-
ena such as nearshoring. Faced with this reality, we will see a gradual transition 
towards zero-emission vehicles at different speeds, where we will see ultra-low-
sulfur diesel, natural gas, electric and soon hydrogen vehicles coexisting next to 
each other in Mexico.

Electromobility is already a reality, and precisely because of Mexico’s global leader-
ship, our Industry, Authorities and Academia must work together. The best exam-
ple of this is the work being led by the General Office for Global Investment of the 
Deputy Ministry for Multilateral Affairs and Human Rights of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. At this office, we coordinated under different work groups ranging from 
energy infrastructure to the development of supply chains, with the participation 
of ANPACT, to accelerate the implementation of clean technologies.

As exporters, the challenge is to make our supply meet the requirements of the 
USMCA. For the domestic market, it is modernizing road transport to the same 
level of our main commercial partner, to avoid lagging behind, and strengthen-
ing ourselves as a region vis-à-vis other global economic blocks. Only in this way 
shall we maintain the global leadership of the Heavy Vehicle Automotive Industry,  
to continue on our Path for Mexico.

| THE INDUSTRIAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE ELECTRIFICATION OF TRANSPORT |
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In 1900, about 30 percent of cars in the United States were electric, but 100 
years later, only 1 percent are. The introduction of Henry Ford’s Model T - cou-
pled with the discovery of oil fields in Texas - enabled lower fuel prices, which 
resulted in accelerated production and the adoption of gasoline-powered 
vehicles. The production of this type of cars has grown exponentially ever 
since (Department of Energy, 2014; Placek, 2022).

However, innovation, technology and electronic advances have reformulated 
the way society operates. For example, advances in semiconductor technol-
ogy over the past 50 years have made electronic devices smaller, faster, and 
more reliable. Today it would be impossible to imagine the development of 
communications, the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, healthcare 
systems, transportation, clean energy and countless other applications with-
out the boost provided by semiconductors. 

Alongside these technological advances, the world is experiencing an 
unprecedented environmental crisis. This is the juncture the automotive 
industry finds itself in. On the one hand, the industry has to follow the tech-
nological vanguard and optimization trends. On the other, transportation, 
one of the main culprits of CO2 emissions has to become an ally in the fight 
against climate change. According to a report by Greenpeace (2018), the 
carbon footprint of the automotive industry in 2018 accounted for 9% of the 
total greenhouse gas emissions globally. That said, the only way to make 
transportation and its energy consumption more sustainable is by electrify-
ing it using renewable sources. 

In Mexico there are currently about 50 million combustion cars. This posits 
questions such as: What kind of infrastructure will be needed in the future to 
boost domestic demand for electric cars? What will be the reconfiguration 
of the roads, the houses and the apartments we live in? What kind of train-
ing and transfer of skills will automotive human capital need? What vision 
do we need for the future to achieve this transition, and to avoid being left 
behind in an industry in which we are leaders today?

Introduction

| ELECTRIFICATION OF TRANSPORT |
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This overview of the sessions of the Task Force on the Electrification of Trans-
port presents and answers questions like these.

The automotive industry has been one of the main pillars of the economic 
development of the North American region and, obviously of Mexico, par-
ticularly in the 90s, after the conclusion of the negotiation of the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The automotive industry played 
a fundamental role during NAFTA negotiations, since it was the industry 
with the biggest economic exchange for the three countries. The signing 
of NAFTA led to the gradual deregulation of the industry, creating business 
opportunities for foreign companies, and thus forcing auto parts manufac-
turers installed in Mexico to increase quality and reduce production costs 
(Miranda, 2007). 

As a result, for almost three decades the country has been one of the lead-
ing nations in this industry, currently it is the fourth exporter and seventh 
producer of cars in the world (OICA, 2021). This industry represents 3.0% of 
the total gross domestic product (GDP) and 16.0% of the country’s manufac-
turing GDP (INEGI, 2021). In addition, last year the domestic automotive and 
auto parts industry received about $5.4 billion in foreign direct investment 
(Statista, 2022).

Skilled labor, the country’s geographical location and the network of free 
trade agreements have made the automotive industry an important export 
platform for Mexico, and they have driven regional economic integration in 
this industry. 

1. MEXICO’S LEADERSHIP IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

| INTRODUCTION |

Automotive Industry in foreign direct investment 
GDP Total
GDP country’s manufacturing
INEGI, 2021

Received by the domestic automotive and auto 
parts industry last year
Statista, 2022

16%

3%

$5.4
billion
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2. GLOBAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE OUTLOOK 

However, the outlook in 2022 has not been entirely encouraging: according 
to data from INEGI, in the first months of the year car sales were the lowest 
in a decade. The aspects that led to the low performance of the industry - 
and that will undoubtedly continue to affect its results -, at least the first 
quarter of 2023, include: i) the shortage of semiconductors and a drop in car 
production; ii) the recent issuance of licenses to use foreign used cars; and 
iii) the volatility in the price of automotive components, such as steel and 
aluminum (Deloitte, 2022a).

The automotive industry is in a moment of disruption: the transition to elec-
tromobility. This, as explained above, is a consequence of the changes that 
society is experiencing due to the pandemic and other factors, and of the 
need to offset climate change with more sustainable and efficient means 
of transport. According to the Global EV Outlook, published this year by the 
International Energy Agency, in the best-case scenario, it is estimated that 
approximately 30% of new vehicles sold in the world will be electric by 2030. 
In addition, the global market value of this new industry is projected to reach 
$190 billion by that year (IEA, 2022a).

Here is a comparison to put this rapid growth in context: the number of electric 
vehicles sold in 2012 was around 120,000. By contrast, that figure in 2021 was the 
number of electric cars sold weekly. Today, nearly 10% of all cars sold are electric, 
with China accounting for half of that growth (IEA, 2022a). In the United States, 
which is another key market for electric vehicles, the federal government an-
nounced its first goals, which include 50% of electric vehicle sales by 2030 and 
the installation of 500,000 public chargers. The European Commission has set 
the year of 2035 as the end of the sale of combustion vehicles and several coun-
tries are offering incentives to increase the demand for electric cars (IEA, 2022).

for The European Commissionof all cars sold are electric
as the end of the sale of combustion vehicles and 
several countries are offering incentives
IEA, 2022

with China accounting for half of that growth
IEA, 2022a

2035
has been set
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On the other hand, economic growth and opportunities in this new industry 
have not been entirely equitable, as developing countries continue to lag 
behind in the manufacture and sale of electric vehicles, where few models 
are available or remain unaffordable.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (SRE) of Mexico, under its mandate to promote 
economic growth and to attract investment, understands that the country 
needs to accelerate the transition to the manufacture of electric cars and 
thus maintain a sustained growth in this industry. Therefore, the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, in collaboration with the Alianza Mexico of the University 
of California, has created the United States-Mexico Task Force on the Elec-
trification of Transport. This initiative is a cornerstone at the global level, as 
it offers a comprehensive high-level and triple helix approach (academia-
government-industry), with the aim of strengthening bi-national economic 
integration in the automotive industry under a single roadmap. The first 
output of this initiative was presented during the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (COP 27) and the final version will be avail-
able in 2023.

On the part of Mexico, different ministries and government bodies have ac-
tively participated in the project, including the Ministry of Public Education; 
the Ministry of Economy; the Ministry of Infrastructure, Communications 
and Transportation; the Ministry of Labor and Social Security, and the Federal 
Electricity Commission (CFE). At the state level, different states have partici-
pated actively in the task force - including Nuevo Leon, Puebla, Yucatan and 
Queretaro - and there has been collective representation under the Mexican 
Association of Economic Development Secretaries. In addition, five national 
business bodies, fifteen automotive industry companies, six universities and 
several civil society organizations have been key players in the initiative.

The U.S. Government also participated in the development of this document 
through the U.S. Embassy in Mexico, the Department of State, the Department 
of Transportation and the Department of Energy, and California State officials.

The overview of the sessions of these working groups consists of two parts: 
the first provides a diagnosis of the obstacles and challenges presented by 
this transition at the national level. The second part provides recommenda-
tions based on the analysis carried out in the first phase.

3. UNITED STATES-MEXICO TASK FORCE 
ON THE ELECTRIFICATION OF TRANSPORT 
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The results of the project are the result of an open and safe dialogue with 
the aforementioned actors. To achieve the identification of challenges and 
opportunities, the project has been conducted in different working sessions 
under five thematic axes, which are embodied in the chapters of this docu-
ment: 1. Human capital, 2. Innovation, 3. Development of Suppliers, 4. Infra-
structure and 5. Governance.

Finally, by way of conclusion, the document offers a section called “areas 
of opportunity”, which offers the reader a reflection on the challenges and 
gaps faced by this project in order to advance its findings and improve its 
analysis over time. 

The work of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is focused on achieving results 
that will boost the economic and social well-being of Mexico. This document 
lays the groundwork, raises the necessary questions and drives the critical 
analysis that industry, government and academia need to do to rethink the 
global economic and productive future. The country has all the tools to once 
again demonstrate its leadership in this industry, and in turn, to respond to 
the social demand for a more just and sustainable world, and to the complex 
challenges presented by the technological era. Let’s move into the future.
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The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (SRE) of Mexico, 
under its mandate to promote economic growth 
and to attract investment, understands that the country needs 
to accelerate the transition to the manufacture of electric cars 
and thus maintain a sustained growth in this industry. 
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Technological innovation has always been a key element in the evolution 
of the automotive industry. From its beginnings, vehicle production trans-
formed the manufacturing industry with technological advances, such as 
the development of new materials and designs, and new management 
methods, such as the production line. Over the decades, innovation in the 
automotive industry has made it possible to design vehicles that are in-
creasingly safer, faster, more efficient and less polluting. Currently, the de-
mand for the transition to electromobility presents a series of challenges 
that have, once again, the potential to blow up the innovation capacity of 
the industry.

In turn, beyond its contribution to industry, innovation itself is considered 
essential to realize the development of our society, and to sustain economic 
growth in a world of limited resources (Freeman, 1992). This is reflected in 
Goal 9 of the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs); “Industry, innova-
tion and infrastructure”:

SDG 9.b. Support domestic technology development, research and innovation in developing 
countries including by ensuring a conducive policy environment for inter alia industrial diver-
sification and value addition to commodities. 

We often think of innovation in specific technological terms, and in the case 
of electric vehicles, it is often linked to concepts such as artificial intelligence, 
robotics and other cutting-edge technologies that expand the frontiers of 
industrial capabilities. However, innovation can also be understood as the 
process of adopting and updating technological advances developed in 
other countries by way of technology transfer, as well as investing in pro-
duction in the country and applying imported technologies. These forms of 
innovation are relevant regardless of the specific product in which they are 
employed, because they can develop applications in other industries and in 
novel technological derivations.

Introduction
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The interrelationship of various factors such as trained human capital, regu-
lations that promote entrepreneurship environments, adequate infrastruc-
ture to strengthen value chains and financial systems are key to fostering 
the development of innovation. In this sense, the thematic axis of innova-
tion of this section refers to and is interrelated with the different thematic 
axes established in the project. 

This chapter analyzes different areas identified in initial research with stake-
holders from the industry, government and academia, which is comple-
mented with secondary research, which resulted in a diagnosis of the main 
obstacles and solutions in this area. The output of the research is a series of 
recommendations or first steps in innovation for the development of the 
electric automotive industry in Mexico.

DIAGNOSIS

In order to understand the most important problems the industry faces in 
the transition to electromobility, this section analyzes the obstacles identi-
fied to promote innovation in the production of electric vehicles in Mexico. 
The analysis is done in relation to new forms of production and the capaci-
ties needed to carry them out, and to the development and adoption of 
emerging technologies. 

These obstacles were classified in three sub-categories, which in turn group 
a series of challenges that reflect the main discussions on electric vehicle in-
novation around the world, which are: 1) innovation and development in the 
electric automotive industry; 2) innovation in circular economies, battery 
recycling and disposal, and 3) innovation and specialized human resources.

1. Innovation and development in the electric automotive industry 

Year after year, around the world we see important technological advances 
in the manufacture of clean vehicles, particularly in electric vehicles, and a 
remarkable evolution in the technology of the batteries. Electric cars have 
an increasing number of digital components and interconnecting func-
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tionalities that make them safer and smarter, allowing companies to con-
stantly improve their services. As for batteries, we see constant improve-
ments in charging speed, capacity and a reduction of their weight, the 
result of both consolidated technologies, such as lithium-ion batteries, as 
well as emerging technologies, which reflects the rapid and constant in-
novation in energy storage and its applications to mobility.

For this reason, the electromobility industry uses, invests in and contributes 
to the development of the main cutting-edge technologies. In artificial intel-
ligence, for example, autonomous vehicles in 2020 were the second area with 
the largest private investment (after certain medicines), receiving 4.5 billion 
dollars (Stanford University Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence, 2021).

There is innovation not only in electric car technology as a viable mobility 
alternative, but also in the way in which electric cars are produced. To un-
derstand the innovation challenges in the manufacture of electric cars, the 
participants of the task force explained the similarities and differences with 
respect to the manufacture of internal combustion vehicles. They pointed 
out that the manufacturing stages of electric cars - and internal combus-
tion cars - can be conceptualized in four phases: stamping, welding, paint-
ing and assembly. According to the participants, in the first three stages, di-
rect human intervention is minimal, since production is highly robotic and 
automated. It is precisely in the last stage - assembly - that we find the big-
gest differences in production. Electric vehicles are made up of fewer parts, 
so they need a less participation from workers in their production. 

Participants also noted that, in modern automobile manufacturing, parts 
are designed to be modular, and everything is manufactured under the 
just-in-time1 and just-in-sequence modalities.2 They pointed out that ve-
hicle production in Mexico is already largely adapted to these conditions, 
as it competes in advanced automotive manufacturing at a global level. 
Industry 4.0 - also known as the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”— is charac-
terized by automation and data exchange, so in this sense it is already a re-

1 It refers to the strategy of delivering parts or materials to manufacturers at or near the time they are needed  
for assembly.

2 It refers to the strategy that ensures that parts are delivered at the scheduled time and in the exact order  
required for assembly.

dollars received for private 
investment in autonomous vehicles

$4.5 billion
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ality in this industry. However, they pointed out that not all plants have the 
same level of automation, particularly in smaller companies, which tend to 
be less automated. Automation involves everything from logistics, robotic 
manufacturing methods and modular design to the integration of plant 
information. 

This new type of production increasingly requires the adoption of technolo-
gies associated with industry 4.0, particularly in terms of digitization and 
the implementation of the 5G network (see the Infrastructure chapter).  
This is done not only to optimize the entire manufacturing process, and 
to improve the traceability of the car throughout the production chain   to 
guarantee and monitor the quality of the product all along the process, but 
also in relation to the sale and after-sales services of electric cars.

In this respect, the participants mentioned that production processes in 
factories currently need to meet a growing global demand and competi-
tion in a more efficient manner, therefore a failure to adopt these technolo-
gies in Mexico would make the country less competitive on the interna-
tional stage. In turn, they pointed out that this will represent an obstacle 
in the medium and long term, as it will be increasingly difficult to comply 
with the requirements and technological standards that Tier 1 suppliers in 
the industry will require. Tier 1 companies are the link in a supply chain that 
supplies components directly to OEMs (original equipment manufacturers).

On the other hand, the participants highlighted shortfalls in infrastructure 
and investment in laboratories and test tracks that allow testing and vali-
dating the technology and innovation developed in Mexico, for example, 
the software embedded in electric vehicle components. 

In this sense, and to summarize, the participants considered that the main 
obstacle to the development of innovation in production plants and in the 
production of specific supplies is the absence of an ecosystem of compre-
hensive public policies and a lack of adequate infrastructure to support the 
transition of the automotive industry in all its links: Tier 3 (raw materials),  
Tier 2 (parts), Tier 1 (components) and OEMs.

2. Innovation in circular economies, battery recycling and disposal 

One of the topics highlighted throughout the sessions in all the thematic 
axes of the project, and in particular in terms of innovation, was the impor-
tance of the circular economy in the useful life of batteries, a model that 
contemplates the reuse of products and parts, including the recycling of 
components and the proper management of final waste. Participants con-
sidered that there are currently no suppliers - or at least not enough - of 
services of this kind. In this sense, the obstacles they identified were the 
lack of information on companies that can make the transition to provide 
circular economy services, as well as the absence of incentives to promote 
this type of industries.
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To this end, they pointed out the need to accelerate the implementation 
of adequate waste management regulations that protect the environment 
and people’s health. Recent literature on barriers and solutions in circular 
economies and electric vehicle battery recycling coincides with the find-
ings of the participants and points out as main barriers the lack of safety 
standards and public policies, as well as the high costs of recycling (Sopha 
et al., 2022).

3. Innovation and specialized human resources 

The creation or adoption of new technologies entails a need to have ad-
equate human capacities available. During the first working session in this 
area, participants agreed that, in this new industry, substantive production 
processes will be based on the work of other professions. These new spe-
cialties will be different from the traditional professions of the industry, so 
other areas - such as data analysis, telematics, mechatronics, electronics, 
software, cybersecurity, artificial intelligence, among others - will become 
relevant.

Most of the interviewees agreed that the lack of human capital develop-
ment constitutes an obstacle to innovation in all production links, and in the 
dimensions of services of this changing industry (see the Human Capital 
chapter).

In this regard, industry actors mentioned that it is very hard to hire people 
who have the skills required, so they often develop these skills internally in 
their companies. They pointed out that, in the case of medium-sized and 
small companies, the training is provided locally by consultants, while large 
companies prefer to send some of their staff abroad, with the idea that, 
upon return, they can train others. 

The participants mentioned that developing training strategies at the com-
pany level is an inefficient measure, because this strategy doesn’t have the 
scope to generate the human resources required at the industry level in an 
entire region. Second, they described that another obstacle is that, even 
if such capabilities are developed in the company and in the country, be-
ing highly demanded capabilities, companies often have to deal with “brain 
drain” when staff goes to other companies or even to other countries.
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INNOVATION RECOMMENDATIONS

The following section presents a series of general and specific recommen-
dations, which were taken from the information gathered in the second 
session of this thematic axis of the project with participants from govern-
ment, industry and academia from both Mexico and the United States, in 
response to the obstacles and challenges previously identified in terms of 
innovation. 

I. INNOVATION POLICY

Recommendation 1: Hold parliamentary forums for the drafting of a 
General Science, Technology, and Innovation Act, and other reforms that 
are required for the promotion of innovation in Mexico 

Among the general recommendations to address the aforementioned 
obstacles, the participants highlighted the need to carry out a systematic 
review of the current regulations in order to involve key innovation stake-
holders in Mexico. Regarding this, they proposed organizing regulatory in-
novation tables on research and development (R&D) policy, in order to iden-
tify the main needs to boost the development of innovation in the country 
in a collaborative way between government, academia and industry.

In this sense, an ideal forum for such regulatory innovation tables would be 
the National Congress. Therefore, the first recommendation would be for 
federal legislators to organize and convene a parliamentary forum through 
the figure of the Open Parliament, in which the various relevant stakehold-
ers of the Federal Government, state authorities, different technology and 
innovation industries (including the electric automotive industry), aca-
demia and civil society participate. The main goal of the forum will be to 
develop a participatory Science, Technology and Innovation draft law, and 
to review other regulations that have impacts on innovation. 
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The aim is to develop an overarching innovation agenda that takes into ac-
count the opinion of the different stakeholders and aligns interests to pro-
mote research and development in Mexico. In addition, the intention would 
be for this space to establish the bases for the implementation of various 
policies that are mentioned in this chapter. It is worth bearing in mind that 
it is relevant to make a thorough review of whether the regulation of indus-
trial and business activities creates or does not create incentives for innova-
tion in Mexico, since there is evidence of how certain regulatory standards 
affect innovation (Aghion et al., 2021). 

Based on the constitutional reform published in the Official Gazette (DOF) 
on May 15, 2019, article 73 section XXIX-F, gave Congress the authority to leg-
islate in science, technology and innovation in order to establish the general 
bases for coordination with the states and municipalities, and for the partic-
ipation of social and private industries for the consolidation of the National 
Science and Technology and Innovation System.

XXIX-F. To issue laws aimed at the promotion of Mexican investment, the regulation of for-
eign investment, the transfer of technology and the generation, dissemination and applica-
tion of scientific and technological knowledge required for the development of the country. 
Likewise, to legislate in the field of science, technology and innovation, establishing general 
bases of coordination between the Federal government, the states, Municipalities and the 
territorial authorities of Mexico City, within the scope of their respective competences, and 
the participation of the social and private industries, in order to consolidate the National Sci-
ence, Technology and Innovation System. 

Although the current Federal Science and Technology Act has been re-
formed a couple of times since the constitutional reform of 2019 and has 
embraced relevant issues, the current law is restrictive of the ways states 
and municipalities can coordinate and participate, which are limited to 
agreements. However, following the constitutional text, broader and more 
dynamic bases of coordination could be established between the states, 
municipalities and the territorial authorities of Mexico City to implement in-
novation policies in a coordinated manner at all government levels. 

There is also an opportunity to adopt best practices for the promotion of 
innovation and development, for example by providing specific tax and/
or non-tax incentives for the development of innovation. This can encour-
age the promotion of specialized migration programs and investment in 
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training in STEMS (science, technology, engineering and mathematics), as 
well as facilitate funding for research and development in this area.3 Finally 
some of the recommendations that are made later in this chapter may be 
reflected at the legislative level in this law, or others that may be reviewed. 

RECOMMENDATION 1
Hold parliamentary forums for the drafting of a General Science, Technology, and 
Innovation Act, and other reforms that are required for the promotion of innova-
tion in Mexico.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the National Congress, the Federal Government, 
state and municipal authorities, industry, academia, civil society.

3  See for example Bloom et al., 2019.
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Recommendation 2: Workshops for the development of industry-
specific technology centers for innovation, as well as the development 
of the electric automotive industry 

The need to design and develop one or more technological hubs in the 
country was raised in the sessions of the working group on innovation 
(both for the electric vehicle industry and for general industry). Based on 
the ideas expressed in these sessions regarding the characteristics that a 
technological hub may have, the participants of the working group identi-
fied an instrument that literature and international organizations refer to 
as “Technological centers” or “industry-specific technology centers” (CT or 
CTS). In this sense, the CTS can be seen as the mechanism to achieve the 
development of a hub, whose conceptual definition is the agglomeration of 
technology companies. IDB experts shared that: 

According to the OECD (2013), the two arguments that justify CTs are: (a) Generation of 
knowledge that is considered a public asset, correcting market deficiencies related to the 
low private appropriation of the generated knowledge. (b) Meeting of systemic failures that 
affect the development of interactions between institutions and private agents involved in 
R&D and innovation (Crespi, n.d.).

These types of centers can have a variety of characteristics and forms of in-
tervention, both public and private, but in general they fulfill these three ba-
sic functions: i) generation of industry-specific knowledge, ii) acceleration of 
the dissemination of technology and iii) strengthening of the coordination 
between supply and demand (Crespi, n.d.).

Additionally, the purpose of the hubs can be understood as concentrating 
efforts focused on technological development not only to accelerate it, but 
also to promote cooperation and joint creation between different industries. 
In general, innovation hubs can be conceptualized as spaces where bar-
riers to the co-creation of solutions are reduced and where collaboration 
and creativity are fostered (Toivonen et al., 2015). Innovation hubs can also 
be spaces for participatory experience in the development of technology 
skills and digital literacy (Gathege et al., 2013, cited in Sambuli et al., 2017). 
The actors of the project pointed out that having institutions and spaces 
for the development of human capital - through training schemes in which 
industries, academia and government participate - could be included as a 
potential component in a hub of this nature.

The technological innovation hubs can include everything from incubators 
and accelerators to laboratories and collaborative workspaces (Sambuli et 
al., 2017). In this regard, industry participants specifically noted the need to 
promote investment and schemes to develop testing infrastructure, such 
as tracks and labs, which could be conceived as part of a CTS.
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There are several examples of innovation hubs for vehicle testing. One of 
them, mentioned by a participant, is the autonomous village of Millbrook 
in the United Kingdom, a center built to promote the development of con-
nected and autonomous vehicles in order to provide mechanical support, 
integration and development of software for private and public transport 
vehicles (Millbrook, n.d.).4 Millbrook is not the only testing space of its kind, 
as it was inspired by the Milford, Michigan test facility created by General 
Motors in 1924, the first of its kind and which today continues to be one of 
the largest and most comprehensive automotive testing facilities in the in-
dustry (General Motors, n.d.).

On the other hand, in subsequent interviews with the IDB, specialists in 
competitiveness, technology and innovation shared various examples of 
CTS that have been implemented in the Latin American region. They ex-
plained that these models are useful to identify best practices, types of in-
terventions and collaborative strategies between government and industry 
to foster industrial innovation. They cited the example of Colombia, which, 
although it belongs to another industry, illustrates one of the possible mod-
els for a CTS: the “Fondo de Fomento Palmero”. This fund uses the money 
from a specific tax that is paid into an industry fund that finances national 
research centers, which are science and technology institutions for the ge-
netic improvement of palm and the development of palm oil.5 

On the other hand, Chile - under the National Agency for Research and 
Development (ANID)— has created a series of programs for the develop-
ment of technology centers, and to attract international centers of excel-
lence to carry out R&D activities, promote technology transfer and market 
the results. These are implemented with the participation of a local partner, 
which can be a university, a technological institute or a technology compa-
ny.6 So far, the program has installed centers from Germany (Gesellschaft), 
Australia (Csiro), France (Inria) and Holland (Wageningen).7 This is a model 
that could also be explored in Mexico for the promotion of innovation and 
technology transfer. 

A third Latin American example is Brazil’s EMBRAPII8 -or Brazilian industrial 
research and innovation company, per the acronym in Portuguese-, which 
are public companies that, with co-financing from private sector, develop 
centers of excellence in R&D, that develop technical skills and abilities in 
modern facilities focused on the promotion of industries with a technologi-
cal focus. There are 42 EMBRAPII units around Brazil engaged in different 
activities, including information technologies, chemical materials, biotech-

4 See EIT (2020).
5 See Fedepalma, n.d.
6	 It	refers	to	companies	whose	business	model	is	based	on	the	development	and	application	of	new	scientific	 

or technological discoveries for the generation of new products, processes or services.
7 See ANID, n.d.
8 See EMBRAPII, n.d. 
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nologies, mechanical manufacturing and applied technologies. Some of 
the activities carried out by these centers include the development of in-
telligent systems, software and computer systems, digital communications, 
embedded systems and intelligent automotive systems, among many oth-
ers. EMBRAPIIs have a tripartite financing model (EMBRAPII, 2020).

According to various project participants, the participation and leadership 
of the government is required to be able to develop innovation hubs with 
some of the elements indicated here (such as capacity building spaces, 
with specialized infrastructure for testing, laboratories and others). Because 
there are many possible models -and because the type of hub to be imple-
mented must respond to the needs of the relevant actors and that con-
sensus must be reached between the different interests within the indus-
try itself, the public sector and academia- the recommendation is to hold 
worktables to define the goals, interests and intervention mechanisms to 
implement CTS or hubs for the automotive industry in Mexico.

The recommendation of the participants is to propose holding worktables 
between government, academia and industry actors for them to jointly 
propose the development of CTS or innovation hubs for electric vehicles. 
Among the core points in the design of this type of space stands out the 
importance of ensuring the governance of technology centers through a 
significant representation of the private sector and private co-financing 
mechanisms that also guarantee their permanence and sustainability over 
time (Crespi, n.d.).

RECOMMENDATION 2
Workshops between government, industry and academia; Industry for the develo-
pment	of	industry-specific	technology	centers	for	the	electric	automotive	industry.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Economy, the Inter-American Deve-
lopment Bank, industry, academia.
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II. CIRCULAR ECONOMIES, BATTERY RECYCLING, HANDLING  
AND DISPOSAL 

The importance of this regulation for the electric vehicle industry is to antic-
ipate and avoid potential environmental problems arising from the end-of-
life and recycling of batteries in the future. To achieve this, it is necessary to 
generate a comprehensive policy that includes protocols on the recycling, 
transportation, handling and disposal of the hazardous polluting materials 
contained in batteries. In addition, it is necessary to establish obligations 
and responsibilities, so that industry, users and authorities together contrib-
ute to mitigate risks and generate innovative business opportunities.

There are several key strategies to consider as part of the overall review of 
circular economy regulations, to implement simultaneous strategies for 
this purpose, including the promotion of innovative business models, eco-
nomic incentives, standards for electric vehicle batteries, environmental re-
sponsibilities and certifications.9

Recommendation 3: Review of standards and programs for the proper 
handling and disposal of electric vehicle batteries 

This recommendation refers to making a diagnosis of the existing regula-
tions that impact on the circular economies of batteries, their recycling and 
adequate disposal, which can result in specific reforms to ensure an opti-
mal waste management and safety. The regulations that must be reviewed 
include the standards and plans for comprehensive waste management, as 
well as other applicable regulations. 

A series of concrete proposals were made during the solution sessions of the 
project to anticipate and address in a timely manner the challenges posed 
by the use and disposal of electric batteries, considering that the main bar-
riers usually include inefficient public policies, lack of safety standards and 
high recycling costs (Sopha et al., 2022). 

In accordance with the General Law for the Prevention and Comprehensive 
Management of Waste (LGPGIR), the Federal Government is responsible 
for formulating, conducting and evaluating the national waste policy, and 
for the development of the National Program for the Prevention and Com-
prehensive Management of Waste (PNPGIR) and the National Program for 
the Prevention and Comprehensive Management of Special Waste (PNP-
GIRME) based on the Basic Diagnosis for the Comprehensive Management 
of Waste (DBGIR) (SEMARNAT, 2020).

9  See Sopha et al., 2022.
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As instruments of the Policy for the Prevention and Comprehensive Man-
agement of Waste, these programs are based primarily on the information 
contained in a basic diagnosis, which identifies the generation and man-
agement of waste, the existing infrastructure, as well as the needs and 
problems associated with the entire comprehensive waste management 
system. The special programs —PNPGIR and PNPGIRME— establish the na-
tional waste policy through objectives, strategies and goals to prevent the 
generation and to improve the management of these, as well as actions, 
projects and financing aimed at driving government action in this area.

Based on these policy instruments, states and municipalities can learn 
about the current situation of waste generation and management in their 
territory, as well as plan the actions of their competence under a compre-
hensive approach that allows a transition towards sustainability in waste 
matters. In accordance with article 26 of the LGPGIR, states and munici-
palities, within the scope of their respective competences and in coordina-
tion with the Federal Government, must develop and implement local pro-
grams for the prevention and comprehensive management of municipal 
solid and special waste, in accordance with the LGPGIR, with the DBGIR and 
other applicable provisions.

Recommendation 4: Amendment to NOM-052-SEMARNAT-205  
on hazardous waste 

Now, while the LGPGI generally defines and categorizes the types of waste 
and prescribes differentiated treatments for them, the specific qualifica-
tion of the types of waste is delegated to the Official Mexican Standards 
(NOM), which are issued by SEMARNAT. In this sense, the main recommen-
dation identified by the participants of the working groups is to reform the 
standard that deals with battery waste, that is NOM-052-SEMARNAT-205, in 
which lithium-ion batteries currently appear under the category of “special” 
waste. In this sense, the participants of the working groups propose chang-
ing this category to consider this type of batteries as “hazardous waste”. 

Updating this classification in the standard is relevant for various purposes, 
including their transportation, storage, safety conditions in the workplace, 
consumer and environmental protection, as well as for better and more effi-
cient recycling. 10Treating batteries ass “hazardous waste” is supported both 
by academic sources and waste management industry practices - as well as 
on international regulations and the comparative experience of other coun-
tries, where lithium battery waste is considered hazardous and specific ob-
ligations are established for its handling, recycling and disposal.

At the international level, for example, the UN Recommendations on the 
Transport of Dangerous Goods (2019) classify lithium batteries and their 

10 See for example DSV, n.d.
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waste as “class 9”, which corresponds to dangerous miscellaneous sub-
stances and items, including substances that are harmful to the environ-
ment, in which specific nomenclatures are assigned to various types of 
lithium battery components for their specific treatment:

(UN 3090 — Lithium metal batteries (including lithium alloy batteries), UN 
3091 — lithium batteries contained in or packed with equipment (includ-
ing lithium alloy batteries), UN 3480 — lithium-ion batteries (including lith-
ium-ion polymer batteries), UN 3481 — lithium-ion batteries contained in or 
packed with equipment (including lithium-ion polymer batteries), UN 3536 

— lithium batteries installed in load carrying units) (UN, 2011).

As to comparative experience, UK Standard No. 1935 establishes obligations 
for the collection and recycling of batteries and accumulators, to prevent 
them from ending up incinerated or in garbage dumps. It also restricts 
certain substances used in batteries and accumulators, thus establishing 
general and environmental responsibilities for battery producers in order to 
facilitate their reuse, recycling and the recovery of materials at the end of 
their useful life (United Kingdom, 2015). 

In summary, the recommendation is to review and update the regulations 
relating to battery disposal, in accordance with international best practices, 
starting by reforming the current NOM-052-SEMARNAT-205 that classifies 
different batteries, including lithium-ion batteries, as “special waste”, unlike 
international best practices, which treat them as “hazardous waste”. 

Recommendation 5: Certification and directory of recycling, 
management and disposal companies

The need to create directories of certified companies that collect and 
treat lithium batteries was raised during the Recommendations session.  
Although SEMARNAT11 already has directories of authorized companies for 
the management of hazardous waste, as noted above, lithium batteries are 
currently not considered by the regulations as such, so these directories do 
not specifically include companies that handle this type of waste.

One of the consequences of the reclassification of batteries as “hazardous 
waste” will be the need for such certification, as part of the specific man-
agement plan for electric vehicle batteries that includes obligations for in-
dustry companies, as well as a directory and a certification of companies 
that handle electric vehicle batteries. 

In conclusion, the section recommends that SEMARNAT, within its compe-
tences, develops a specific management plan for electric vehicle batteries 
(lithium-ion) in which they are classified as hazardous waste. It was also 

11 See SEMARNAT, 2022.
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suggested by the participants that this plan shall establish obligations and 
include a directory and certification of companies that use batteries for cars 
of this kind. The latter is of utmost importance due to the increase we will 
see in this kind of waste, and because of the size and weight of the batteries.

RECOMMENDATION 3
Review standards and programs for proper waste management, and to design 
and implement plans for the handling, recycling and disposal of electric vehicle 
lithium-ion batteries. 

RECOMMENDATION 4
Amend	 the	 classification	 of	 waste	 from	 lithium	 batteries	 in	 NOM-052-SEMAR-
NAT-2005.

RECOMMENDATION 5
Directories	and	certification	of	authorized	companies	for	the	handling,	recycling	
and disposal of lithium-ion electric vehicle batteries. 

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the National Congress, SEMARNAT, academia, in-
dustry.

III. HUMAN CAPITAL AND INNOVATION 

Finally, the lack of human capital in STEM (science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics) disciplines and in specific skills such as programming 
languages, robotics and data analysis was pointed out as an obstacle to in-
novation in the field of electric vehicles in Mexico. The needs of the industry 
as a whole and human capital solutions will be discussed in greater detail in 
the following chapter, since this section focuses specifically on innovation.
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Recommendation 6: Mapping of human resource needs for the transition 
to electromobility 

Participants in the obstacle identification sessions pointed out the need to 
update curricula and development programs and to update or improve the 
technological skills of automotive industry professionals for the transition to 
the manufacture of electric cars and services associated with this industry.  
To do this, they proposed as a first step that their companies and industry 
chambers identify and inform the human capital needs for innovation, so that 
universities and training centers can use that information as an input to de-
velop curricula that meets the demands of the electric automotive industry. 

Recommendation 7: Digital platform for the identification of human 
capital needs, updating university curricula and continuous training 
programs 

A second step, also discussed in the sessions, was to create a digital platform 
that allows industries, chambers and companies to inform the skills that they 
identify as necessary for their industries, so that universities and training cen-
ters may have updated knowledge on the needs of the industry and adapt 
their curricula to offer professional training that is in line with the needs of 
the labor market. In addition, they proposed organizing and teaching cours-
es and training relevant to the industry through this platform, while it also 
acts as a job placement site that serves both professionals and companies.

To this end, they referred to the European Union’s capacity-building pro-
grams as an example. One of them, the European Software Skills Alliance 
Alliance (Essa) focuses on developing software capabilities. Moreover, in the 
European Union there is also another program and platform focused on 
developing emerging skills in advanced manufacturing called Skillman or 
Sector Skills Alliance Project.

ESSA receives funding from the European Union’s Erasmus program and 
from twenty-six industry and academia partners. Its mission is to provide 
update or expand training for workers in order to meet the future needs of 
society (Essa, n.d.). ESSA, for example, has a project to develop a European 
strategy for software training and to design a Vocational Education and 
Training (VET) curriculum.

Skillman in turn was launched in 2014 by a network of VET vocational ed-
ucation and training providers, the aeronautical and automotive industry, 
research centers and other organizations from various countries. The proj-
ect started receiving support for education and training activities from the 
European Commission in 2015, making it the region’s largest multilateral 
network in this field. Skillman combines knowledge of the needs and type 
of training required based on the organization and systematization of an 
information system related to the industry (Skillman, n.d.).
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In this regard, the recommendation is that, based on the examples of the 
European Union and others (see the Human Capital chapter), Mexican in-
dustry, academia and government jointly develop a platform where com-
panies can inform their human capital needs and based on this informa-
tion, the country’s higher and technical education institutions update their 
academic curricula. It can also serve as a platform for recruiting workers 
and to provide training and certifications. During the innovation sessions 
of the project, the University of California stated that this institution is ready 
to support Mexican universities and implement these measures and that it 
has the capacity to do so. 

Although this type of platform can receive public funds, the idea is that 
industry must play a predominant role in financing mechanisms for the 
development of human capital through this type of initiatives in Mexican 
educational institutions.

Finally, the possibility that this type of collaboration platforms and schemes 
between industry and Mexican and international universities is based on the 
previously mentioned technological innovation hubs is worth considering.  

RECOMMENDATION 6
Mapping of human resources needs for the transition to electromobility as an 
input for the update of university curricula and technical training in Mexico.

RECOMMENDATION 7
Development	of	a	digital	platform	for	the	 identification	of	human	capital	needs,	
and to update university curricula and continuous training and recruitment pro-
grams.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Public Edu-
cation, the Ministry of Labor and Social Security, industry, national academia, the 
University of California.
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Human capital is the fundamental factor of every industry: it is the workers 
who make production possible at every stage of the processes. That is why 
its role is fundamental in the transition to electromobility.

This document has an industrial transition approach, therefore it mainly 
uses the concept of human capital as a factor of production (although it 
will use concepts, such as human resources, which has an administrative 
approach, or others such as available workforce) to refer to the set of people 
who have the skills and knowledge necessary for the development of the 
industry and not only those employed or trained specifically for it. 

A redefinition of the role of human capital is necessary to adapt it to the 
big trends in the process automation manufacturing industry and for the 
implementation of technological advances in production. This is important 
in order to increase the level of staff training that enables workers to oper-
ate and maintain digitized machinery and interpret the results of informa-
tion systems. This will make it possible to face the huge challenges that 
an increasingly global and integrated industry poses to international value 
chains, the requirements of technological innovation and increased pro-
ductivity to have the flexibility to adapt to new consumption patterns and 
regulations.

In Mexico, the automotive and auto parts industry employs approximately 
824,000 people (INEGI, 2018) and has followed a virtually uninterrupted up-
ward trend since opening to free trade with North America in 1994. This has 
made it possible to increase exports of finished vehicles and fully integrate 
the industry into the region’s value chains. The huge impact of the regional 
integration of the automotive industry has turn it into one of the most dy-
namic and successful manufacturing industries in the country. 

Introduction
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Importantly, there are elements that characterize the human capital struc-
ture of the automotive industry in Mexico, in which nine out of ten em-
ployed people are workers (INEGI, 2018). Today, of the 73 economic car and 
truck manufacturing units registered in the National Statistical Directory of 
Economic Units (DENUE), 38% have 1 to 50 employees, while 48% have 251 
employees or more (INEGI, 2022b). Similarly, of the 2,132 economic units that 
manufacture parts for motor vehicles registered in the DENUE, 40.67% have 
1 to 50 employees, while 40.06% have 251 employees or more.

In both cases, we can see there is an active participation of companies with 
50 employees or less, with percentages comparable to large companies 
with over 251 employees, therefore it is necessary to take into consideration 
the diversity in the size of economic units as well as the current composition 
and the composition required for the transition to electromobility in any hu-
man capital strategy that is implemented. This is relevant, because we must 
aim to strengthen a significant pool of suppliers of auto parts and economic 
units for the manufacture of cars and trucks.

It is clear that talking about human capital is a core issue in the transition 
to electromobility. Therefore, the following pages explain the diagnosis on 
this thematic axis, which is based on the opinions of experts from the public 
sector, industry and academia that participated in the task force, and on 
individual interviews and complementary research that corroborates the 
relevance of the obstacles analyzed.
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DIAGNOSIS
This section analyzes the obstacles identified in this thematic axis, with the 
aim of understanding the most important problems that the electric auto-
motive industry faces with respect to the personnel employed in its produc-
tion processes. The methodology used to identify these obstacles consisted 
of analyzing the results of the human capital session held on June 27, 2022, 
and subsequent interviews with representatives of industry, the public sec-
tor and academia that took place between July 4 and 8 of the same year. 

These obstacles were classified in four sub-axes that group a series of identi-
fied needs, which underline the importance of specific aspects: 1) special-
ized workforce; 2) labor conditions and inclusion in the industry; 3) interna-
tional collaboration, and 4) Public policy, governance and legislation.

1. Specialized workforce 

This analysis identified a need for a greater number of available special-
ized labor for the electromobility industry, which implies influencing three 
sources of capacity generation: 1) an improved educational offer focused 
on STEMS academic disciplines; 2) technical careers with specialized knowl-
edge, and 3) updating the curricula with industry roles.

One of the main challenges identified was a need for technically trained 
personnel to meet the current needs of the industry. Another perceived 
concern was the need to have clarity in the profiles and skills required for 
the different positions in the industry - both for technical and professional 
personnel -, because they have yet to become fully defined for the transi-
tion to electromobility and the changes it implies.

With regard to training, it was emphasized that there are technical careers 
being taught at higher secondary education institutions, such as the Na-
tional College of Technical Vocational Education (CONALEP) and other 
specialized institutions. However, industry participants identified that edu-
cational programs are detached from the needs of their industry. This is a 
common perception within the academic sector, which pointed out that it 
is necessary to reappraise this type of education and adjust it to the needs 
of the labor market to make it more attractive to students.
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The academic literature highlights that the programs currently being 
taught by public institutions are not a main source of trained personnel for 
Mexican auto parts companies, since they have a very limited scope due to 
the low number of graduates and the gap that exists between the train-
ing received in these institutions and the current needs of the industry. 
Because of this, only large companies have used these workers in special-
ized jobs, while small companies hire them for machinery maintenance 
(Sancak, 2022).

The need for specialized personnel in all phases of the manufacture and 
maintenance of electric vehicles is in opposition with the dynamics identi-
fied by research in the automotive industry, which indicates that the trend 
is moving towards a demand for less qualified labor, with the associated 
decrease in wages that are paid for this type of work (Calderon-Villarreal, 
2017), therefore it is very necessary to define the profiles required for the 
transition to electromobility.

Regarding the training of personnel in academic disciplines of science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM), there was mention of 
the need for an accelerated transition to professions and capabilities in this 
category. This coincides with academic analyses that have segmented the 
new value chain of electromobility into processes ranging from the trans-
formation of raw materials, manufacturing, charging infrastructure, ser-
vices to transversal activities, which require a wide range of professions in 
technology, data science, administration and management (Larios, 2022).

It was pointed out that it is necessary to retain the current personnel of 
this industry in the face of the need for new profiles, so the participants of 
the working group suggested creating a strategy to reorient the profiles 
of these personnel and thus reduce the impact the transition will have 
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on employment. The studies consulted project that - although there are 
no exact quantitative forecasts - the jobs created in the value chain of the 
electromobility industry in Europe will outnumber those that will be lost 
in the automotive manufacture of internal combustion, even in the worst-
case scenarios (The European Association of Electrical Contractors, 2019).  
However, although projections indicate that there is a significant need for 
staff at this new stage, the percentage of current employees who can tran-
sition to the new work structure without support from formal retraining 
training programs is still unclear.
 

2. Working conditions and inclusion in the industry 

The work session and subsequent interviews indicated the need to improve 
working conditions with measures such as: increasing labor flexibility; re-
ducing staff turnover; developing competencies, mainly through training; 
gender inclusion; developing urban infrastructure and services as part of 
the improvement of working conditions.

Regarding the working conditions in the automotive industry, it was iden-
tified that workers are highly dependent on their employers for both skill 
development and employment. Factors that exacerbate employee depen-
dence on employers include remote plant locations, lack of opportunities 
and alternatives to join the labor market, inaccessibility, and the price of 
transportation services in and to/from the areas where plants are located 
and where operators live. These conditions, along with weak company 
unions, restrict the bargaining power of operators in the industry, which 
leads to substantially low wages in the industry (Sancak, 2022).

It was also noted that one of the obstacles that were often mentioned dur-
ing the first session of the working group of this sub-axis was the need 
to develop skills and training. Additionally, the need came up to improve 
workers’ salaries and working conditions in general in the Mexican auto-
motive industry, in particular in the context of the establishment of indus-
trial links in the region and the USMCA, which establishes regulations in 
related labor matters.

Another challenge that was identified in practice is that, although the train-
ing strategies are in compliance with the legal regime established by the 
Federal Labor Law (LFT), research shows that the use of the trial period of 
up to 180 days provided for in article 39-A of the LFT is a common practice. 
This reduces the costs for new hires, as it allows the company to get ac-
quainted with employees before offering them a permanent position and 
the possibility of ending the employment relationship without having to 
follow an expensive dismissal process. In addition, it offers the opportunity 
to give them very basic training at very low cost, which implies that they 
don’t acquire the rights of a permanent worker during this period, there-
fore they receive lower salaries and are subject to the possibility of dismissal 
without compensation. 
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On the other hand, the sessions highlighted the low participation of wom-
en in the automotive industry in Mexico, as shown by the Men and women 
in economic activities Economic Census (INEGI, 2019), which it points out 
that in the “Manufacture of transport equipment” sub-industry, men rep-
resent 63.5% of the personnel employed, and women 36.6%. In the “Retail 
trade in motor vehicles, spare parts, fuels and lubricants” sub-industry, the 
same census determined that 72.3% of the people employed are men and 
only 27.7% are women.

At the global level, studies have been carried out (Deloitte, 2022b) to find 
out the causes of such low participation, as well as the main reasons why 
women are not attracted to a career in this sector, with the following high-
lights: lack of diversity and inclusion (64%); lack of a personal life / work bal-
ance (53%), and inflexible working hours (43%). These reasons coincide with 
the concerns expressed in the first session, as they represent obstacles to 
increasing inclusion with a gender perspective in the industry.

Regarding the presence of women in management positions in the in-
dustry globally, according to data from Catalyst, in 2018 there were only 16 
women (8%) in the senior teams of the top 20 Fortune Global 500 automo-
tive companies, which represents an increase of only 1% compared to the 14 
women included in the same list in 2014 (Deloitte, 2022b).

3. International collaboration 

International collaboration within human capital is a key factor to be taken 
into account in the transition to electromobility in Mexico and the United 
States. That is the reason that the decision was made to create a specific 
sub-axis for it. Two major needs were found in this regard: first, a need to 
encourage the training of personnel in institutions both in Mexico and in 
the United States, with the aim of consolidating specialized regional hu-
man capital. Second, there is the need for action to meet the SDGs.

With regard to the training of specialized regional human capital, the aca-
demic and private sectors argued that it is necessary to develop bi-national 
programs in which Mexican and US industries participate to move towards 
the training of personnel in support of the transition to the electrification 
of the automotive industry. This is seen in conjunction with the establish-
ment of a regional learning center to consolidate the development of hu-
man capital that responds to the regional and global nature of this industry. 

To achieve this result, the recommendation was made to strengthen the 
collaboration between the academic hubs and the industry, in order to 
facilitate the establishment of regional networks and the coordination of 
curricula that contemplate the needs of the industry in both countries.  
As previously mentioned in the Innovation chapter, including environmen-
tal engineering for battery management and circular economy was consid-
ered of utmost importance.
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Likewise, mention was made of the need to take into account the circularity 
of personnel in the region, in other words, the integration of workers into 
regional value chains both in Mexico and in the United States. Therefore, 
the training of workers who are already present in the production lines was 
identified as a priority to continue with the transition to electromobility in 
North America.

Regarding actions to comply with the SDGs, mention was made of the 
need to encourage joint efforts between industry and government that are 
aligned with these commitments. Some examples of actions are the use of 
clean energy, the implementation of circular economy strategies, as well as 
implementing measures to promote and obtain certifications for socially 
responsible companies.

This statement is confirmed by analyses carried out by the Economic Com-
mission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), which concluded 
that a dialogue between government, civil society and private sector is es-
sential for the fulfillment of SDG 7 (affordable and non-polluting energy), 
particularly for the transition towards electromobility, the generation of lo-
cal and regional production chains, as well as for the diversification of pro-
duction (ECLAC, 2019).

On the other hand, it was highlighted that there is a need to encourage 
more women to participate in STEM areas, particularly by promoting great-
er inclusion in engineering positions, and that both government and indus-
try make efforts aligned with the fulfillment of SDG 5 (on gender equality 
and empowerment of all women and girls, and in general the protection 
and empowerment of all vulnerable groups).

In this sense, it is estimated that tangible benefits can be obtained in terms 
of social inclusion in a ten-year scenario, provided that the increase in the 
personnel required for the operation and maintenance of electrical units 
allows promoting inclusion programs that contemplate the participation of 
a greater number of women (Carrillo et al., 2020).
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4. Public policy, governance and legislation 

The subject of the fourth sub-axis is Public policy, governance and legisla-
tion, in which two major needs were identified. The first concerns the up-
dating of the regulatory framework to validate skills, labor flexibility and in-
dustry development; the second concerns the establishment of links with 
government programs for the inclusion and development of personnel, as 
well as academic exchanges and investment in specialized human capital 
training.

Regarding the first need, it was identified that the public sector needs to 
design training plans in accordance with the Federal Labor Law, and to in-
clude the certification of the development of skills in the associated policies 
and regulatory framework. Similarly, it was suggested that the legislative 
branch address aspects such as labor flexibility. In this sense, in order to 
implement a gender perspective in this industry, it was explained that it is 
important that these initiatives improve the balance between personal life, 
professional life and duties of care, and of promoting access to nurseries. 

As to the second subject, it was highlighted that there is a need to increase 
the links between companies and government programs for the inser-
tion of human capital in the production industry. Examples included the 

“Jovenes construyendo el futuro (Youth Building the Future)” program of 
alumni - a project created by the Ministry of Labor and Social Security (STPS) 
at the technical level - which helps companies to find available human capi-
tal, and the National Employment Service, which holds job fairs and training 
scholarships.

Regarding the above, a mention was made of the need to follow up on 
the Science and Technology Act -which is currently being reviewed by the 
Mexican Congress-, because the link with the National Council of Science 
and Technology (CONACYT) was considered to be of utmost relevance for 
the transfer of skills and academic exchanges, particularly with the United 
States, in order to strengthen the integration of the electric automotive in-
dustry in the region. 

In conclusion, in light of the national and international context, the diagno-
sis of human capital conditions in the automotive industry in Mexico dic-
tates the need for a comprehensive personnel management strategy that 
is aligned to the new characteristics and conditions of the industry, includ-
ing the reformulation of profiles in the industry and the redefinition of labor 
relations.

Due to the nature of this problem, it is proposed that this strategy be the 
result of a coordinated effort between private companies, employers’ and 
workers’ organizations, specialized government offices of different jurisdic-
tional areas, including international ones, to comply with Mexican regula-
tions, international treaties and/or commitments on the matter, including 
the USMCA and the SDGs.
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HUMAN CAPITAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The second session of this thematic axis, held on August 1, 2022, aimed to 
respond to previously identified obstacles with recommendations based on 
the expertise of the actors involved in the project, and on complementary 
research and best practices. After this session, the following recommenda-
tions covering various public policy proposals were issued.

Some of the initiatives proposed by the participants of this event are also 
best practices for human capital in the manufacturing industry worldwide. 
These include strategies to offer training with mechanisms to establish links 
with other actors, including governments and academic institutions, to pro-
mote curricula that adapts to the needs of the industry (see the Innovation 
chapter). Other issues that have been addressed in these experiences are 
the inclusion of female staff or persons with disabilities in training strate-
gies. In general, they offer a platform for the industry to take the lead and 
coordinate both internally and with authorities to address these crucial is-
sues for industrial development.

As addressed in the previous chapter under the Innovation axis, one of the 
comparative policy strategies focuses on the development of software ca-
pabilities through a joint public-private scheme and digital platform, known 
as the European Software Skills Alliance (Essa) in the European context.  
Likewise, the session reviewed another example of a European Union pro-
gram and platform focused on the development of emerging skills in ad-
vanced manufacturing called Skillman or industry Skills Alliance Project. 
Both programs stand out as modern and flexible responses to the new re-
quirements for trained personnel in the industry. 

Likewise, there is a program created by the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB) that considers additional elements, such as the formulation 
of a strategy based on a self-diagnosis, the creation of roadmaps and the 
self-definition of implementation strategies. This project is very useful for 
the coordination of various actors for industrial development, starting with 
a program called Industry Upgrade Strategy, in which participants were 
chosen by an industry skills council made up of industry representatives 
with the aim of designing an industry improvement system. In particular, 
they defined the sectors, goals, scenario, trends and advantages of each 
participant.

Then a plan was made to achieve the goals identified by the strategy. There-
fore, it is important to note that the main objective of the Global Services 
industry (GSS) project implemented in Jamaica, is to improve the skills de-
velopment system and to provide trained personnel to the industry. 
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In this sense, it must be taken into account that part of this strategy is based 
on another experience carried out in Singapore, where there is an initiative 
called Skills Framework. This project is considered to be an integral com-
ponent of the Industry Transformation Maps and was created by employ-
ers, industry associations, educational institutions, unions and government 
to strengthen the workforce of the country. This tool provides key industry 
information: career paths, occupations and positions, emerging skills re-
quired for them, as well as a list of skills improvement training programs.

Once both the industry skills council and the Industry Upgrade Strategy-
had been established, the methodology followed by these institutions is to 
design the skill maps and the career pathways framework. This allows infor-
mation on the careers available in the industry, the growth and better salary 
prospects to be publicly available to guide actions in the search for profiles. 
One of the main achievements of this strategy is the creation of a network 
of participants and industry-specific skill councils made up of the strategy 
directors of the companies, as well as a mechanism for capturing real time 
information, which allowed them to define priorities in a more efficient way, 
with information that is up-to-date. 

I. SPECIALIZED WORKFORCE

Recommendation 8: Development of a strategy to promote specialized 
careers in the industry 

The need for a greater number of available specialized personnel for the 
electromobility industry was identified as part of the diagnosis carried out 
in the human capital axis. The first step identified was to make a diagnosis 
of the quality in the training of human resources by country region, in order 
to identify areas of opportunity through dialogue and triple helix alliances.

The project experts suggested considering the IDB strategy of Industry Up-
grade Strategy, because in the Mexico automotive industry there is already 
an organization that is defined internally by industry clusters and organiza-
tions. The next step of the strategy is to identify obstacles and the specific 
profiles that the industry requires. The career pathways framework must 
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then be developed taking these variables into account, as a mas of job po-
sitions and potential paths to make the information required by decision 
makers or people who want to study a technical or university career, among 
others, publicly available. These maps have the potential to provide infor-
mation about the career growth opportunities, salaries and benefits for 
various positions. 

Likewise, specific actions could be proposed through a decision-making 
process within the joint industry, academia, authority and academic institu-
tion councils to address any obstacles identified. In some cases, incentives 
have been implemented to train specialized personnel, and to provide op-
portunities for capacity conversion to the personnel already working in the 
industry, both through the dissemination of information using the career 
pathways framework and with specific training actions.

It was recommended that this effort to define, design and implement the 
profiles required in this industry be coordinated by the Ministry of Labor and 
Social Security (STPS) in conjunction with industry, academia and the public 
sector consulting with the IDB (a key player of the project that has shown 
interest in collaborating in initiatives of this kind). In particular, we would 
like to highlight the role of the Office for Sector-Specific Academic Develop-
ment of the Ministry of Public Education (SEP), the institution that updates 
curricula and works to harmonize and include them in the National System 
of Competencies. This coordinated effort can identify all the knowledge and 
skills that are required for these professions and propose their potential ca-
reer paths as maps, as in the successful experiences mentioned above. 

With regard to the academic sector, the recommendation was made to re-
form curricula in collaboration with universities to meet the needs of the 
industry. The implementation of said curricula will enable the development 
of more suitable profiles and a closer relationship with the automotive in-
dustry, with whom it could promote enrollment in these careers through 
scholarship programs, professional internships and follow-up of job place-
ment programs.
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RECOMMENDATION 8
Development	of	a	strategy	to	promote	specialized	careers	in	the	industry,	and	to	
harmonize	 the	 training	provided	by	educational	 institutions	with	other	national	
and	international	certifications,	in	particular	through	the	National	System	of	Com-
petencies.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Labor and Social Security, the Ministry of Public Education, the Mi-
nistry of Foreign Affairs, development banks, the National System of Competen-
cies, industry, national academia, the University of California.

II. WORKING CONDITIONS AND INCLUSION IN THE INDUSTRY

Recommendation 9: Strategy to improve job opportunities and for the 
inclusion of women and vulnerable groups in the industry 

Regarding the inclusion and participation of women and other underrepre-
sented groups in the automotive industry, the proposal was presented dur-
ing the second session of the working group in the human capital axis to 
promote economic incentives with public and public-private funds for the 
training of women, gender minorities and people with disabilities. 

This strategy could be aligned with the Industry Upgrade Strategy which, 
according to the characteristics offered by the career pathways framework, 
can give increased visibility to the most attractive career paths and per-
sonnel requirements, which would encourage people to receive training 
and to be better prepared to meet the requirements of the industry and, 
consequently, to achieve better wages and working conditions that meet 
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Mexico’s SDG commitments with well-paid and stable jobs. Similarly, this 
exercise, with the information provided by these instruments, would allow 
people to choose career profiles and paths that meet their needs and in-
terests, bringing about, for example, more flexible schedules so that people 
can dedicate time to duties of care and increased physical adaptability of 
spaces to promote the inclusion of people who have special needs as a re-
sult of a disability that restricts their mobility.

Strategies for gender equality have been promoted through the implemen-
tation of the Industry Upgrade Strategy, where different industries have 
managed to address the gap in women’s labor participation by applying 
incentives using “competitive funds”, which, in other training projects are 
financed 50% with company contributions and 50% by the international 
development bank. However, in some cases, incentives have been imple-
mented to promote the inclusion of women in training projects, which in-
creased the coverage of international development banking by up to 70%, 
which in turn increased the interest of companies from different industries 
in promoting the training of female personnel and gender diversity.

In the case of the inclusion of women in the automotive industry, a diag-
nosis could be made to find out the baseline of their participation in indus-
try-related technical careers and science and technology university careers, 
and then execute different strategies, such as: 

Identifying the technical and administrative needs of potential employers 
within the automotive industry using an industry upgrade strategy to com-
municate them to universities and students.

Designing specific mechanisms that facilitate the inclusion of women in 
the industry, such as economic incentives with public and industry funds to 
invest in the training and recruitment of women, considering their specific 
needs and interests.

A communication strategy to raise the appeal of technical professions to 
girls and women of school age, to allow them to find out about the experi-
ences and opportunities in this industry.

RECOMMENDATION 9
Design of strategies to improve job opportunities and for the integration of wo-
men and vulnerable groups into the industry, with a focus on inclusion and diver-
sity in the automotive industry.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Labor and Social Security, the Ministry of Public Education, the Mi-
nistry of Foreign Affairs, development banks, industry, national academia, civil so-
ciety	organizations	working	on	labor	inclusion	issues,	the	University	of	California.
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III. INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

Recommendation 10: Bi-national educational programs 

International collaboration on human capital issues is a fundamental part 
of this working group. In regard to this issue, the project participants deter-
mined that an important step in this transition in Mexico and the United 
States is the development of bi-national educational programs both at the 
technical, undergraduate, and graduate level, as well as training courses in 
areas such as robotics, new technologies, electromobility, use of software, 
circular economy, infrastructure, and others. 

This type of bi-national educational programs must be designed with the 
main goal of contributing to the strengthening of profiles and to increase ac-
cess to quality jobs, with the participation of the industry to receive first-hand 
information on the specific skills and abilities that are required for this tran-
sition. Therefore, the project participants recommended strengthening the 
collaborative work with the main automotive companies and, in general, with 
companies interested in attracting specialized human capital in this field. 

These programs can be presented in various modalities, for example, under 
training programs and academic student, faculty and postgraduate student 
exchanges between Mexico and the United States. Likewise, they can seek to 
design bi-national programs with courses taught by academics from univer-
sities of the other country, where the curriculum is periodically updated with 
academic support at the technical, middle-higher and higher levels. 

In this sense, the participants recommended starting these programs with 
medium-higher and higher educational institutions, and to do refresher 
courses in companies based in the member states of automotive clusters, 
including the states of Bajio and the northern region of Mexico. This is be-
cause the Bajio -specifically in the states of Guanajuato, Aguascalientes 
and San Luis Potosi— produced 43.57% of all light vehicles in Mexico during 
the first half of 2022 (Industrial Cluster, 2022). On the other hand, during  
2021, Coahuila (in the north of the country) received 1.7 billion dollars in in-
vestments from twenty projects of the automotive industry, the highest 
amount in all of Mexico that year, of which nine correspond to the construc-
tion of new plants or industrial parks, and the other eleven correspond to 
the expansion of existing plants (Industrial Cluster, 2022).

With regard to job training and the updating of the skills of the person-
nel already working in this industry, the participants of the working group 
recommended working hand in hand with the General Office for Work 
Training Centers (DGCFT) of the SEP, which has institutions and programs 
such as the Industrial Work Training Centers (CECATI), Work Training Insti-
tutes (ICAT), POETA Centers, that have infrastructure to receive people with 
disabilities and the Institute for Support to Technological Development 
through the High Technology Training Centers (INADET-ICAT Chihuahua). 
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One of the good practices that can be replicated bi-nationally with the Unit-
ed States is the Skills for Prosperity Mexico collaboration agreement of the 
International Youth Foundation that Mexico has with the United Kingdom, 
which aims to promote inclusive economic growth through education for 
employment. 

 Skills for Prosperity incorporates the so-called green skills to support edu-
cational institutions in Mexico, and particularly technical education institu-
tions, to develop green skills and abilities, linked to the clean energy and 
sustainability industries. These areas are: i) energy efficiency, ii) electromo-
bility, iii) circular economy, iv) solar energy and water heating systems and 
v) specialized technical English. The courses have a total duration ranging 
between 15 and 32 hours.

This type of initiatives can be replicated in different regions of the coun-
try with the collaboration of universities in Mexico and the United States 
and they can be led by the SEP, with support from the automotive industry. 
In this regard, the DGCFT has initiatives with the business sector in which 
they develop curricula based on the training needs of companies, and in 
which they seek to incorporate the Dual Training Program (General Office 
for Work Training Centers, 2022). In this sense, the recommendation was 
made that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs coordinate the liaison between 
the companies interested in the design of these programs and the DGCFT 
within the framework of the working group presented in this document. 

Some Mexican universities already have a presence in the United States, 
such as the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM), which has 
four Mexican Studies Centers (CEM) in Boston, Tucson, Seattle and Los An-
geles, and two extension schools in San Antonio and Chicago (UNAM, 2019). 
Similarly, the University of California has a presence in Mexico through Casa 
de la Universidad de California in Mexico and the UC Institute for Mexico 
and the United States (UC MEXUS). This institute collaborates in academic 
programs and exchanges under the UC-CONACYT Agreement for Cooper-
ation in Higher Education and Research, as well as the UC-Mexico Initiative, 
which develops alliances between the university and various Mexican in-
stitutions, such as the Autonomous University of Guadalajara, the Autono-
mous University of Baja California and UNAM (University of California, 2021).

These established networks, as well as other institutions that implement 
similar initiatives, can be used for the development of bi-national educa-
tional programs, which would be taught both in person and under a mixed-
modality and to promote academic exchanges between Mexico and the 
United States.

Likewise, it is proposed that the University of California and other universi-
ties in the United States provide training to Mexican educational institutions 
at the middle-higher and higher levels for the improvement and updating 
of their curricula, hand in hand with the relevant authority from the SEP.
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Collaboration with Alianza Mexico of the University of California is consid-
ered strategic for the design, promotion, and implementation of these bi-
national educational programs, particularly for higher education, including 
graduate programs. This university has programs that can be used as refer-
ence, such as the Master of Engineering at UC Berkeley, which has majors 
such as Data and Systems Sciences, Robotics and Software, and Electronics 
and Integrated Circuits (Berkeley EECs, 2022). Likewise, the Electrical and 
Computer Engineering program can be found at the San Diego, UC Davis, 
Irvine, Los Angeles, Riverside, Santa Barbara and Santa Cruz campuses.

Likewise, the recommendation was made to develop programs that involve 
or are included within the Remote Training Program for Workers (PRO-
CADIST) implemented by the Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare, which 
consists of an online educational platform to develop skills and increase 
labor productivity, employability and which is supported and validated by 
that office (Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare, 2021).

RECOMMENDATION 10
Design and implement bi-national educational programs in a collaborative man-
ner between the automotive industry, the government and academia.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Labor and Social Security, the Ministry of Public Education, the Mi-
nistry of Foreign Affairs, industry and academia in Mexico and the United States.

IV. PUBLIC POLICY, GOVERNANCE AND LEGISLATION

Recommendation 11: Bi-national job placement opportunities 

As part of the diagnosis on the liaison with government programs for the 
inclusion and development of personnel, a recommendation is submitted 
to implement a bi-national job board for students, graduates, researchers 
and teachers of the bi-national educational programs mentioned in the 
previous recommendation, and for the professional profiles interested in 
vacancies in this area. 

The actors of the project recommended that this job placement board be 
carried out jointly with the STPS, in order to rely on their experience, good 
practices and support. Similarly, this initiative can be integrated and up-
dated with the existing databases of that office. This will make it easier for 
staff to find verified and secure employment opportunities in both Mexico 
and the United States within this industry. 
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In addition, one of the functions of this platform would be to allow com-
panies to have easier access to human resources that meet the profiles for 
any available vacancies. In this regard, the recommendation was made to 
clearly include the name of the position, location, salary, benefits and activi-
ties to be carried out in the vacancy postings.

This board could be accessed online and in person. The first form of access 
seeks to facilitate and expedite both the posting of vacancies and the pro-
fessional profiles by being accessible from mobile devices. Likewise, the 
registration and access could also be carried out in person at the central 
and state offices of the National Employment Service (SNE), which already 
have infrastructure and means for this purpose.

This exchange can be strengthened through the different functions of the 
SNE which has been serving the public seeking employment, and employ-
ers who need personnel (National Employment Service, n.d.), since 1978. 
Among the existing programs that can be incorporated into this initiative is 
the Labor Mobility Mechanism, under which the SNE, in collaboration with 
the State offices of the STPS, make global alliances to offer employment 
options abroad. 

This way, this service will connect the staff in a legal, orderly and safe way with 
employers, which reinforces the enforcement of labor rights. These alliances 
can be formed as a result of the networks consolidated within the working 
group project. Likewise, this job board can also be advertised by the Online 
Employment Journal (Periodico Digital de Empleo) of the SNE, which is free 
to access and is updated biweekly with detailed job information.
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On the other hand, this proposal can be strengthened with the job liaison, 
advice and occupational guidance offered by the General Office of the SNE. 
In particular, this recommendation also includes the organization of online 
and in-person bi-national job fairs under the coordination of the STPS.

Likewise, aid job fairs could include human resources offices from Mexi-
co and US-based companies in the automotive industry. These in-person 
fairs could bring together people in search of employment to be heard by 
company representatives, which would allow them to contact the poten-
tial employer directly and to advertise job skills and abilities, in order to se-
cure employment opportunities (Job Fairs, n.d.). Online fairs, on the other 
hand, would enable the consultation of job offers directly with the human 
resources officials of the companies, without the need to travel physically, 
and with the support of the STPS.  

RECOMMENDATION 11
Organization	and	publication	of	bi-national	job	boards	and	job	fairs.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Labor and Social Security, the Ministry of Public Education, the Mi-
nistry of Foreign Affairs, industry, national academia and the University of California. 
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Since the entry into force of the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA) in 1994, the automotive industry in Mexico has grown exponentially 
to 3.04% of the national GDP in 2020 (Statista, 2022), which consolidated 
the country as a global competitor in vehicle and auto parts manufacturing. 
Between 2010 and 2017, in real terms, the industry grew by 12 percentage 
points compared to a growth of 3% of the national GDP and manufactur-
ing industry GDP growth of 3.4%. In this sense, the automotive industry has 
had an outstanding performance that has only been interrupted during the 
1995 and 2008 economic crises (INEGI, 2018), and by the covid-19 pandemic 
in 2020.

The economic integration of this industry in the region, first with NAFTA 
and now with the USMCA, is such that on average eight out of ten light 
vehicles assembled in Mexico are exported to North America, so the indus-
try has come to represent 31% of all manufacturing exports in the country 
(INEGI, 2018). 

Over almost three decades, Mexico has strengthened its supply chains for 
the manufacture of internal combustion cars and became the seventh 
country in terms of production and the fourth country in terms of export of 
light, cargo and passenger vehicles in 2022 (INA, 2022). However, the transi-
tion to electromobility radically changes the components used in the ve-
hicles, and the country will have to reconfigure the supply chains of this 
industry. 

The supply landscape in the automotive industry is undergoing an im-
portant moment, not only as a result of technological changes, but also 
driven by environmental goals and, in recent years, due to disruptions 
to supply chains caused by phenomena such as the covid-19 pandemic,  
the current geopolitical tensions -particularly between the United States 
and China— and the war in Ukraine in 2022. These events had humanitarian 
consequences, contributed to inflation, and led to readjustments of energy 
strategies around the world.

Introduction
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All of the above has created significant challenges for global supply chains, 
impacting the electric car industry. As an example, this context led the Unit-
ed States to enact the 2022 Inflation Reduction Act (IRA), which contains 
a chapter to incentivize the purchase of clean vehicles through subsidies 
so that manufacturing, components and raw materials progressively come 
from the North American region (IRA, 2022). 

This law, together with the provisions of the USMCA regarding tariff exemp-
tions for rules of origin for vehicles, is a major incentive for the establishment 
and development of electric vehicle suppliers. The IRA also establishes sub-
sidies for advanced manufacturing, including for battery components of 
these cars to be manufactured or assembled in a staggered manner in the 
United States, which imposes significant challenges for Mexico.

On the other hand, in the domestic context, it is important to note that 
Mexico has issued rules for the nationalization of lithium production chains, 
one of the main raw materials in the manufacture of electric vehicle batter-
ies. Lithium-ion batteries, as mentioned above, are the most valuable com-
ponent in electric cars and, under Article 10 of the USMCA, are subject to 
rules of origin and to particular rules concerning essential parts of both light  
vehicles and heavy trucks (see Tables A.1 and E of Article 10 of the USMCA).

These factors necessarily lead Mexico to rethink and seek the most resilient 
supply chains for the manufacture of electric vehicles, in order to maintain 
its status as a relevant player in the automotive industry. To this end, this 
chapter focuses on the weak points or obstacles identified in the work ses-
sions and interviews of this and other thematic axes with government, in-
dustry and academia participants of the project.

A list of relevant topics and obstacles in the subject of supply was draft-
ed, based on the participation of the guests in the first rounds of thematic 
conversations. The challenges identified resulted in a list of questions that 
guided the in-depth interviews with industry actors, who were particularly 
vocal in the first part of the research process and in the subsequent solu-
tions session.
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The issues mentioned include the physical distance of new suppliers to 
vehicle manufacturing centers and their integration into the production 
chain; the availability of some crucial elements for electric cars, such as bat-
teries, and the so-called “semiconductor crisis” that caused the automo-
tive industry to record estimated losses of 210 billion dollars in 2021 alone  
(Deloitte, 2022c), and finally the lack of alignment of national public policy.

DIAGNOSIS

1. Proximity to suppliers and distance from production centers  
in the integration of the production chain 

The first highlight in terms of supply was the need to bring the produc-
tion of components closer to the vehicle production centers. In this regard, 
the project participants considered that the distance between industry and 
suppliers is an obstacle. The electric vehicle industry’s high growth projec-
tions underscore the need for companies to accelerate the creation of a 
supply chain that helps them achieve their goals. To do so, both traditional 
suppliers and new entrants will need to define their role in the new supply 
chains (Robbins and Sullivan, 2021). 

This means different things for established manufacturers and for new elec-
tric vehicle companies. On the one hand, large manufacturers will seek to 
balance the simultaneous production of internal combustion cars with elec-
tric ones. For that purpose, they need to develop partners who are of batter-
ies and other specific components for this new industry, while continuing 
to foster relations with the current suppliers of the traditional automotive 
industry. On the other hand, new manufacturers must build new supply 
chains from scratch - something that took automotive giants decades to 
build - and put in place the structure to manage supplier performance and 
quality (Robbins and Sullivan, 2021). 

Participants also highlighted the importance of considering SMEs in the 
different steps of the production chains, particularly for Tier 2 (parts manu-
facturers) and Tier 3 (raw material suppliers) companies, since they will be 
the ones that will find the greatest financial difficulties to transform their 
production to serve the new market.

In the current geopolitical context and given the supply chain disruptions 
that have occurred because of the covid-19 pandemic - such as saturated 
ports and blocked channels - it has been seen that globalization resulted in 
an excessive concentration of production centers of certain products and 
components in specific regions of the world. In the particular case of the au-
tomotive industry, this became evident in the production of semiconductors,  
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with 60% of the production concentrated in East Asia (Deloitte, 2022c). 
Something similar happens in the manufacture of batteries and their com-
ponents, as will be seen in the next section.

This showed the need to diversify and decentralize extremely localized 
manufacturing of specific components, in order to avoid dependency, dis-
ruption and the resulting lack of resilience. It was noted that as a result of 
this, the companies using semiconductors are currently redesigning their 
long-term production strategies. Some of them, for example, could move 
from a just-in-time ordering model, which helps minimize inventory costs, 
to one in which semiconductors are ordered well in advance of assembly 
(Aboagye et al., 2022).

Regarding the concepts of distance and proximity, the participants stressed 
that these have different meanings depending on the vehicle sub-indus-
try, and they differentiated between light and heavy vehicles in particular.  
They argued that the central difference between the two lies in the scale 
of manufacture, since the volume of production of heavy vehicles is gener-
ally much smaller and does not always justify the establishment of suppliers 
nearby. For larger-scale manufacturers, such as those of light vehicles, the 
proximity of suppliers is ideal if they are in the same state or municipality, but 
it is perhaps more important that they are in the same region. The difference 
between light and heavy vehicles is also relevant in the way they are built; 
either using components of the vehicle’s brand, or, as in the case of trucks, 
using components from third parties. 

In this context, participants highlighted concepts that are being increas-
ingly used, such as nearshoring and allyshoring. Nearshoring refers to the 
outsourcing strategy in which a company transfers part of its production to 
third parties in nearby destinations with a similar time zone, despite being 
located in other countries. These practices arose in response to offshoring, 
which aims to reduce costs by looking for suppliers in other destinations, 
usually in Asia (Thomson Reuters Mexico, 2020). Similarly, allyshoring con-
sists of relocating industrial processes to countries that share fundamental 
coincidences, like commercial alliances and international politics (Mendoza, 
2021). In this context, it was mentioned that under nearshoring and allyshor-
ing policies, Mexico has great potential to receive companies from around 
the world, due to its proximity to and the treaties signed with the rest of 
North America.
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2. Development of battery suppliers 

Why develop Batteries in Mexico? This was one of the most recurring ques-
tions in the meetings and interviews of the task force. There was broad con-
sensus among the participants about the (logistical and economic) suit-
ability of manufacturing these supplies in the vicinity of the raw material 
suppliers as one of the most important reasons to consider the develop-
ment of batteries in Mexico as part of the general development of the elec-
tric vehicle industry and supply. It was highlighted that transporting batter-
ies results in high economic and environmental costs because they are one 
of the heaviest components in electric vehicles. 

In addition to weight, batteries are one of the most expensive parts of elec-
tric vehicles, representing 30% to 40% of the car’s value (IEA, 2022). For that 
reason, several participants mentioned that companies that produce them 
will be generating one of the highest value-added components and, as a re-
sult, the highest profit margin in the production chain of this new industry. 

In this sense, they pointed out that proximity to raw material sources is crucial 
because approximately 56% of the value of batteries is found in their chemi-
cal components used for anodes, cathodes and electrolytes. Cells, packaging 
and manufacturing constitute 25% of their value, and only 19% corresponds 
to other components (APCUK, 2019). For the participants, the fact that Mexi-
co has deposits of lithium and other minerals that are used in the manufac-
ture of batteries is a comparative advantage in terms of battery supply.

The interviews that followed the first phase of this thematic axis, reiterated 
the importance of developing batteries in Mexico and the relevance this busi-
ness would have in terms of export, since about 80% of vehicle production  
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in Mexico is destined for the United States (Department of Commerce, 
2021b). They commented that manufacturing the batteries in the country 
will have a very relevant impact on compliance with the Regional Value 
Content (CVR) rules established in USMCA, which defines batteries as a core 
part. Also, in terms of labor, there is a requirement that no less than 40% of 
the value of the car comes from paid work in the region, with salaries of at 
least 16 dollars per hour (Modesto, 2020). 

In the opinion of one of the interviewees, despite the entry barriers to com-
pete against consolidated manufacturers around the world -which will be 
explained later in this document-, the possibility of producing the batteries 
in Mexico must be analyzed in consideration of the rules of origin, because 
in certain scenarios, complying with CVR could compensate for certain 
tariffs, environmental and transport costs incurred when importing them 
from other regions. 

In terms of obstacles, the industry considers that having remote suppliers is 
not only more expensive in terms of logistics and makes them less resilient 
when faced to supply chain disruptions, but it can also affect the rules and 
facilities granted by USMCA. On the other hand, they identified a number 
of general (worldwide) and particular (in Mexico) obstacles to the develop-
ment and manufacture of lithium-ion batteries. The most relevant general 
obstacles include the scarcity and price of lithium and other key minerals, 
while particular obstacles include regulatory uncertainty regarding raw 
materials in this industry and the difficulty of developing innovation and 
businesses that compete in a highly developed market in other countries.

The general obstacle facing the industry as a whole is the scarcity and high 
prices of lithium and other minerals: between early 2021 and May 2022, the 
price of lithium increased over 700%, the price of cobalt over 200% and the 
price of nickel almost doubled (IEA, 2022b). According to the International 
Energy Agency (2022b), these unprecedented increases are the result of 
a combination of factors including huge growth in demand. For example,  

price of lithium price of cobalt
The general obstacle facing the industry  
as a whole is the scarcity and high prices.
IEA, 2022b

The general obstacle facing the industry  
as a whole is the scarcity and high prices.
IEA, 2022b

700% 200%
increase increase
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in 2021 alone the demand for batteries for electric vehicles doubled. In addi-
tion, there is a growing pressure on supply chains and concerns about the 
contraction of supply, which in turn were caused by the covid-19 pandemic, 
the conflict in Ukraine (because [Class 1] nickel comes from Russia) and fi-
nally by the reduction of investment in new supply capacities during the 
three years leading to 2021, when prices were relatively low. 

Additionally, it should be noted that most of the minerals that are essential 
for the manufacture of electric vehicle batteries come mainly from Austra-
lia, Chile and the Democratic Republic of Congo, and are mainly handled by 
a few multinational companies (IEA, 2022b).

Regarding the particular challenges facing Mexico, uncertainty regarding 
the participation of private initiative in lithium extraction, enrichment, pro-
cessing and marketing was considered an obstacle. The Mexican territory 
has lithium deposits and, given the growing global demand and the lim-
ited number of countries that supply this mineral, the Federal Government 
took the decision in 2022 to nationalize the lithium industry by reforming 
the Mining Law to declare it “of public interest,” as it is a strategic resource 
for energy security for the country, restricting the right to explore, exploit, 
benefit and use this mineral to the State (Mining Law, 2022). In turn, it was 
established that lithium value chains shall be administered and controlled 
by the State through an office referred to in subsequent regulatory decree 
as Lithium for Mexico or LitioMx. With regard to lithium mining, the law 
establishes verbatim that “no concessions, licenses, contracts, permits or 
authorizations will be granted on this subject” (Mining Law, 2022).

Finally, the lag and the difficulty for Mexico to compete in this highly devel-
oped and consolidated market at a global level was pointed out as a major 
obstacle in the first session of this axis as a considerable entry barrier to 
innovate and develop lithium-ion batteries in the country. Currently, most 
electric vehicle batteries are manufactured in Asia (APCUK, 2019). For ex-
ample, China alone produces three-quarters of all lithium-ion batteries, has 
70% of cathode production capacity and 85% of anode production capacity 
(essential components for all batteries). In addition, China has more than 
half of the processing and refining capacity of lithium, cobalt and graphite 
(IEA, 2022b). Europe, in contrast, although it is responsible for 23% of elec-
tric vehicle assembly, has a minimal participation in battery supply chains, 
except for processing 20% of cobalt, a mineral that is mainly mined in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (IEA, 2022b).

In addition, the participants mentioned that Mexico also lags at the regional 
level, because even though North America is lagging behind other regions, 
both Canada and the United States are already developing lithium mining 
and battery development strategies in their territories. The United States, 
for example, produces 10% of electric vehicles globally and 7% of batteries 
(IEA, 2022b).
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3. Low availability of digital and technology components,  
including electronics, semiconductors and software 

In relation to electric vehicles, semiconductors are necessary both at the 
production plant and for the operation of vehicles, the development of in-
frastructure and countless associated services that allow them to operate 
to their full potential. Similarly, semiconductors are especially critical for the 
implementation of 5G network infrastructure, and the associated services, 
since they enable the transmission of radio signals by connecting to the 
devices and acting as a backbone through which data is transmitted and 
exchanged (SIA, 2020).

The semiconductor industry will grow exponentially in the transition to digi-
tization, it is estimated that by the end of 2023 it will grow 50% with respect 
to the year 2020 (Deloitte, 2022c). Part of this growth will occur in the places 
where the best consolidated manufacturers are located, such as Taiwan 
and South Korea, but participants such as the United States, China, Japan, 
Singapore and Europe have already and are expected to invest private and 
public resources in relocating chip production to bring their supply chains 
closer and make them more resilient (Deloitte, 2022c). In this regard, seek-
ing to accelerate this transition, the United States Congress approved a 
52-billion-dollar aid package for the semiconductor industry in July 2022 
(Foran and Barrett, 2022). In this regard, the participants recommended 
that Mexico moves from the usual discourse of attracting investments to-
wards concrete public policy actions.
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4. Lack of public policy alignment 

Participants pointed to a number of government actions and omissions 
that they believe affect the electric vehicle industry’s supply chains. This 
section covers the lack of a clear alignment between public policy at the dif-
ferent government levels and the interests of this industry (issues that are 
also addressed to a different extent in the Governance chapter). 

Several participants noted that there is a general perception of a lack of 
legal certainty in the country. They explained that this is partially the result 
of government actions that are interpreted as contrary to law, which nega-
tively impact the appeal of the country for investment and suppliers. In par-
ticular, they expressed their concern that, if existing permits, contracts, laws, 
agreements and international treaties are not respected, this will result in a 
climate of uncertainty that represents risks for investment.

In this regard, the participants highlighted certain concerns regarding ac-
tions taken in the energy industry. They pointed out that, while electric 
power is one of the most important supplies for any industry, but it is par-
ticularly relevant for electromobility, particularly if it comes from renewable 
sources to make it a true sustainable mobility solution. In this context, they 
mentioned the impact that government decisions have had on clean en-
ergy and, they specifically highlighted the lack of clarity of the new rules 
relating to clean energy certificates (CEL). This issue was particularly sensi-
tive for automotive industry participants, who stressed that the major mul-
tinational companies demand that clean energy be part of their production 
processes. 

On a different topic, participants noted the lack of incentives - or clear in-
centives - for attracting investment as an obstacle to supplier development. 
They also pointed out that existing incentive policies, such as the Interoce-
anic Corridor, do not necessarily align with the needs of and the existing 
electric vehicle and auto parts production centers in the north of the coun-
try (more about this subject in the Governance chapter).

Likewise, they pointed out the lack of customs, fiscal and environmental in-
struments that seek to facilitate and encourage the import of supplies and 
vehicles into Mexico within the commercial and manufacturing promotion 
policy of the country as an obstacle to the optimization of supply chains. 

In this sense, the program that stood out most among the participants was 
the Automotive Tax Deposit (DFA) because of recent changes that made 
it mandatory to obtain a waybill. The Tax Deposit is a benefit granted by 
the Tax Administration Service and can be granted automatically to ve-
hicle manufacturers that meet the criteria established in the “Automotive 
Decree” (DOF, November 30, 2009). The DFA allows authorized car assem-
blers to import auto parts or temporary machinery that integrates Mexi-
can parts at a percentage close to 20% for the process of assembling the 
vehicles, exempting the imported auto parts from paying VAT, under the 
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condition that they are exported again. This tax exemption was designed to 
avoid double taxation and also to avoid having to pay VAT and then request 
a refund at the time of export. This exemption is contemplated in tax and 
customs legislation.

As of January 1, 2022, it became mandatory to have a waybill, as a means to 
have a detailed identification of the goods being transported, to know the 
routes they follow, and their origin and destination, for random checks that 
preempt risks or threats in the shipment, and thus obtain information to 
establish safety strategies on the different routes, and other measures (SAT, 
2021). In this regard, the participants argued that this new requirement 
generated a huge administrative burden for customs authorities and raised 
the time and economic costs for companies, because what previously was 
done in days, now takes weeks.

More specifically, the participants considered that this requirement gener-
ates enormous costs for the transfer of goods between plants (and not only 
at the customs) because they need to have a detailed record of the pieces 
being transported, the value of the goods, serial numbers, and other data, 
which in turn may create windows of opportunity for discretionary deci-
sions and corruption.

Finally, participants identified programs that, while beneficial to the in-
dustry, in practice have certain operational deficiencies that need to be 
reviewed. Some examples are the Manufacturing, Maquiladora and Ex-
port Industry Program (IMMEX), which is perceived as inaccessible; the 
Industry-Specific Promotion Program (PROSEC), which generally works 
adequately, and, last the Clean Transport program, which in their opinion 
needs to be reviewed and adjusted to operate adequately, as well as an 
incentive mechanism.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following section summarizes a series of recommendations based 
on the contributions, opinions and actions submitted in the second ses-
sion of the supplier development thematic axis, held on August 29, 2022.  
The session was attended by industry, government and academia actors 
from Mexico and the United States. In turn, the recommendations were cor-
roborated with academic evidence, best practices and subsequent inter-
views with project actors. 

I. PROXIMITY TO SUPPLIERS AND INTEGRATION  
OF THE PRODUCTION CHAIN

Recommendation 12: Census of existing suppliers and development  
of a national directory of electric automotive industry suppliers 

The first of the obstacles identified in the previous section is related to 
having integrated supply and production chains at the regional level and 
throughout Mexico. Participants in the solutions session under this themat-
ic axis were asked what strategies could be implemented jointly between 
the government, the academic sector and the private sector to encourage 
the development of regional suppliers near the production centers. While 
most suppliers in the industry today can provide supplies for both internal 
combustion and electric vehicles, in many cases they will have to gradu-
ally transition to manufacturing specific components for the new electric 
vehicles. 

In response to that question, several participants agreed that a necessary 
first step to solve this obstacle is to identify all existing automotive industry 
suppliers in a national level census, in order to understand what processes 
are currently available, as well as their location. The product of this recom-
mendation would be, on the one hand, having more complete information 
for decision-making and, on the other, creating a national directory of sup-
pliers available to the industry.

This type of census and directory can be developed jointly between gov-
ernment, industrial chambers, original equipment manufacturers (OEM) 
and Tier 1 (equipment and auto parts supplied to OEMs), Tier 2 (parts) and 
Tier 3 (raw materials) suppliers, with support from the academic sector.  
This will allow companies to obtain information in other states of the coun-
try outside their clusters, and thus incorporate other states to this industrial 
field. In the short term, this would also make it possible to take advantage 
of Mexico’s capacities, for example, in electrical manufacturing, while in the 
medium term, it would adjust the production of components that will be 
increasingly demanded by OEMs. 
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That said, the participants recommended developing an electronic cata-
logue with industry supplies consisting of a list of electric automotive in-
dustry goods and services, which could be managed and updated by the 
Ministry of Economy.

RECOMMENDATION 12
Carrying out a census and creating directory of existing suppliers with information 
provided by the industry to identify what is currently available and where are the 
areas of opportunity to attract new industries. This will make it easier for other in-
dustry	players	to	find	suppliers	to	increase	their	domestic	market.	

RELEVANT ACTORS
Industry, the Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Recommendation 13: Identification of supply needs, conversion of existing 
industry for the transition and requirements to attract new suppliers 

The second recommendation consists of a detailed analysis of the mapping 
and catalog of existing suppliers mentioned in the previous section. Having 
an updated database of the currently existing supply chain in the country, 
the industry and the academic sector suggested carrying out an analysis 
that identifies the components - mainly from Asia - that still have to be im-
ported into Mexico to strengthen the regional supply chain for the manu-
facture of electric vehicles.

This analysis will define which suppliers need to be developed locally for 
supply chain resilience, and which existing suppliers could manufacture 
components that are not currently supplied to the automotive industry. 
The reconfiguration and transition of companies is a process in which the 
Ministry of Economy participates, and which it has used to identify which 
suppliers meet the requirements of the transition to electromobility, as well 
as the tools and support they need to carry it out successfully. 

A similar case took place in the United States, based on an executive order 
by President Biden to analyze six production chains of the manufacturing 
industry that depend on imports. Following this review, a report was pre-
pared with diagnostics and strategies to strengthen the industries under 
review, including that of semiconductors. In addition, they carried out a 
panel and a created a specific working group for each of the industries un-
der review (White House, 2021a).

For the development of Mexican supply, mainly from micro, small and me-
dium enterprises, the need was emphasized to have increased availability 
and more flexibility in credits from development and commercial banks, so 
that these companies can invest in technological development and growth 
to adapt to the needs of the electromobility industry.
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In this regard, it was also mentioned that it would be even more desirable 
to create new mechanisms that facilitate investment towards Mexican Tier 
2 suppliers, for example, with the creation of investment mechanisms simi-
lar to FIBRA (real estate investment trusts). These trusts are responsible for 
investing, managing and operating large scale and high-quality proper-
ties; they can belong to different industries, such as factories, offices, malls, 
hotels, energy and telecommunications companies, among others (BMV, 
2021). The recommendation mentions that the mechanism could initially 
be based on best practices of these trusts and then be adapted to the au-
tomotive industry.

RECOMMENDATION 13
Based	on	the	census	of	suppliers	in	Mexico	(from	the	first	recommendation),	the	
recommendation is made to identify the potential for the conversion and tran-
sition of the current supplier to the electric automotive industry. And in turn, to 
promote	mechanisms,	incentives	and	financing	for	investment.	

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, the National Banking and Securities Commission, development 
banks, commercial banks, industry and academia.
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II. DEVELOPMENT OF RAW MATERIALS FOR BATTERY PRODUCTION 
 
Recommendation 14: Round tables to hear the key actors in order  
to create strategic programs, policies and guidelines 

Although this obstacle was identified before the publication of the decree 
for the creation of LitioMx in the Official Gazette of the Federal Government 
on August 23, 2022, a significant degree of uncertainty remains with regard 
to the mechanisms and forms of participation of the private sector in this 
industry after the issuance of the decree. 

On the one hand, the decree establishes that LitioMx may be associated 
with the private sector for the production, processing and distribution of 
lithium products (article 6 section VII). As far as this chapter is concerned, 
the office will have the mandate of “ [r]esearching and developing the tech-
nology required in the industry related to the use of lithium”, as mentioned 
in article 6 section II (DOF, 2022). However, uncertainty remains an obstacle 
identified by the actors, since the organic law of this state body is yet to be 
issued. Its duties will include developing strategic programs, policies, guide-
lines and vision, as well as determining its operational budget and the crite-
ria it will use to partner with others.

In this way, participants reiterated in subsequent interviews that the scant 
existing  regulation does not give provide clarity in regards to the scope 
and the ways in which the private sector could participate in battery supply 
chains, and thus, to how they can attract suppliers. Therefore, the need to 
attract investments is still necessary, not only for the exploration, extraction 
and refining of lithium in Mexico, but also for the development of an ecosys-
tem in the country (in addition to batteries, for example, for alloy manufac-
turing or for the pharmaceutical industry).

As noted in the Obstacles section (and other chapters of this document), 
battery manufacturing is highly strategic for the electric vehicle industry. 
The existence of lithium deposits in the country, as well as the intention ex-
pressed by President Lopez Obrador to use national lithium for the automo-
tive industry, (Gobierno de Mexico, 2022b), signal that there is movement in 
the right direction, exploiting Mexico’s potential comparative advantage in 
the field of batteries. 

In this sense, the recommendation is not only to ask for the pending regula-
tory framework to be issued as soon as possible, but to listen to different key 
actors in the industrial, social and environmental industry in the process of 
creating it. Having rules and plans that reflect different points of view will 
make it possible to design forms of participation that respond to different 
interests, attracting investment, technology and innovative business mod-
els that facilitate the insertion of Mexico in battery supply chains.
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Therefore, project actors recommended convening a participatory forum 
that informs the pending regulatory framework on lithium as fully as pos-
sible, ensuring the greatest benefits for Mexico, its inhabitants and indus-
tries, and evaluating the technology that will be necessary for the extraction 
and processing of the mineral, according to the specific characteristics of 
Mexican deposits.

This forum would provide greater clarity to the regulatory framework, tak-
ing into account the different opinions and requirements to extract and 
process the mineral efficiently. The recommendation was made to follow 
the Chilean example for this purpose, where they built a roadmap to es-
tablish lines of work, research and development both in the medium and 
long term (Alta Ley, 2022). This will facilitate the attraction of battery devel-
opment companies that have expertise in the development of these com-
ponents. In addition, it will promote collaboration and knowledge transfer 
agreements for Mexico to develop this type of technology in the country.

Finally, the participants stressed that it is prudent to focus attention not only 
on lithium, but also on other raw materials, for which they recommended 
carrying out round tables focused on other strategic components for the 
manufacture of batteries and also for other important parts for electric cars. 
They also considered it important not to focus all efforts exclusively on the 
manufacture of batteries, but to consider a holistic approach to the entire 
value chain of the industry.

RECOMMENDATION 14
Hold round tables focused on identifying strategic components for the manufac-
ture of batteries and other essential components for the electric vehicle industry. 
Likewise, to hold participation tables in which LitioMx, through its representative 
body, hears the key actors in lithium matters, including academia, industry and 
public bodies not represented in the governing body to draw up a roadmap and 
include these recommendations when issuing strategic programs, policies, guide-
lines and vision. 

RELEVANT ACTORS
LitioMx, the Ministry of Energy, the Ministry of Economy, the National Geology Ser-
vice, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, industry, academia.
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III. AVAILABILITY OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS

Recommendation 15: Creation of an industrial roadmap and financing 
mechanisms for Mexican suppliers 

The shortage of semiconductors, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, is a 
major concern of the automotive industry globally. One of the recommen-
dations to face this challenge is to attract semiconductor manufacturing 
companies to Mexico.

To this end, the recommendations session of this thematic axis included 
that the Ministry of Economy actively works with semiconductor compa-
nies - such as Intel and Vishay Intertechnology, for example - to accelerate 
the establishment and production of its plants in Mexico (Morales, 2022). 
This would reduce the dependence on the import of these components at 
the regional level and move Mexico forward as a pole of innovation in the re-
gion, strengthening the complex semiconductor supply chains in the world.
An example of this vision is the Intel Design Center in Guadalajara, as well 
as the signing of a collaboration agreement between this company and the 
Ministry of Economy in April 2022 to strengthen the transfer of innovation 
resources and the long-term training of highly-specialized Mexican talent 
in technology (Ministry of Economy, 2022).

In this sense, project participants recommended that the initiatives of the 
Ministry of Economy for the installation of digital technology projects must 
continue, scale and attract more companies and investment for the devel-
opment of digital technology supply for the manufacture of semiconduc-
tors, which are a basic element for a growing number of industries. 

This translates into the recommendation to develop an industrial policy-
based roadmap that links suppliers and developers, in order to increase the 
content of Mexican (and North American) value in electric vehicles in the 
medium term. In addition, participants recommended that this map focus 
mainly on micro, small and medium companies, which will benefit from 
the increased demand for manufacturing processes driven by the trends in 
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nearshoring and allyshoring, and by the USMCA, specifically in regards to 
the regional content value.

In order for Mexican suppliers to increase their capacity and take advantage 
of the new demand, they must also have financing and investment attrac-
tion facilities, so it is important to provide them with the necessary tools to 
adapt to the new era of electromobility.

RECOMMENDATION 15
Develop an industrial roadmap linking suppliers and developers, that establishes 
concrete objectives, and the steps for their implementation in order to achieve 
100% regional content value in a period to be determined in the roadmap. Design 
mechanisms	for	investment	and	a	proposal	for	public-private	financing	to	support	
and encourage industrial expansion.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, National Foreign Trade 
Bank, U.S. Department of State, U.S. Department of Commerce, local governments, 
technology and semiconductor industries, academia.

IV. POLICY ALIGNMENT 

Participants mentioned multiple obstacles that can be grouped togeth-
er in a “lack of alignment of public policies”, which will be addressed in 
more detail in the Governance chapter. However, it is important to men-
tion some recommendations that address both supplier development and 
public policy. 
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Recommendation 16: Organize working groups with stakeholders  
to include their perspective and experience in developing a public policy 
that encourages supplier development 

To begin with, participants identified the perception of a lack of legal cer-
tainty in various areas that impacts the attraction of both investment and 
suppliers. They referred in particular to electric power and the policy fol-
lowed by the Federal Electricity Commission (CFE), in particular in relation 
to renewable energies, which are fundamental for the transition of this 
industry. In this area, they also mentioned a perception that the Federal 
Government doesn’t have a unified project to work on a coordinated elec-
tromobility policy. 

Due to the above, the proposal is to create an inter-ministerial task force 
to hear and incorporate the views of each of the agencies, industry ac-
tors and academia, to develop a unified and consistent public policy that 
encourages the development of suppliers in the electromobility industry.  
This information must be included in the roadmap of the previous recom-
mendation in order to generate a comprehensive document that includes 
the perspective of the aforementioned actors.

RECOMMENDATION 16
Involve	the	different	ministries	and	relevant	organizations	in	the	development	of	
the industrial roadmap, listening to the voices of industry and academia actors, 
to evaluate the most suitable mechanisms to attract investments to the industry. 

RELEVANT ACTORS
Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Environment 
and Natural Resources, the Federal Electricity Commission. 

Recommendation 17: Regulatory innovation tables to review critical 
advocacy areas with industry experts to improve customs and tax 
instruments 

On the other hand, the participants of the working group considered that 
the current operation of incentives and customs schemes is not efficient, 
and recommended to the relevant bodies to carry out a comprehensive 
review to identify measures that can improve the operation of the instru-
ments. It is advisable that this be carried out without neglecting the legiti-
mate control and inspection purposes for which they were intended, such 
as, for example, the prevention of the smuggling of goods. 

Participants also mentioned making the IMMEX scheme more accessible 
and improving the so-called automotive tax deposit. To do this, it is important  
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to hold participatory forums where the proposals and concerns of industry 
participants are heard in order to align critical impact points. 

Participants argued that, broadly speaking, the implementation of reforms 
to prevent tax crimes have caused the industry to have to temporarily pay 
VAT and then wait months to receive refunds, which affects the liquidity 
of companies and results in the problematic lack of financing to invest in 
the demands of the new automotive markets. In addition, industry players 
consider that merchandise inspections and counts are also very time-con-
suming for authorities.

On the other hand, they also pointed out that the Automotive Decree (the 
Decree to Support of the Competitiveness of the Terminal Automotive In-
dustry and to promote the development of the internal car market pub-
lished in 2003 and reformed in 2009) does not contemplate electric vehicles, 
so there is an opportunity to issue a new decree that does include them in 
order to support the industry in its transition to electromobility.

Participants also recommended reviewing policies for tax exemptions on 
the import of electric vehicles for public transport, since the import of auto 
parts for the domestic manufacture of such vehicles is currently not exempt 
from taxes. 

They suggested that all these reviews should be done with the participation 
of tax experts from industry, government and academia, with the aim of sup-
porting and leveling the playing field for domestic automotive suppliers. 

RECOMMENDATION 17
Round table on public policy innovation with the participation of technical experts, 
to	 identify	 critical	 failures	 and	 solutions	 in	 customs	 and	 fiscal	 regulations	 that	
affect the import of supplies for car manufacturing. Enactment of a new automo-
tive	decree	that	 incorporates	benefits	 for	electric	cars	and	addresses	the	critical	
points	identified	by	the	industry.	

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, the Tax Administration Service, customs, industry, academia. 
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To begin this chapter, it is important to define what type of infrastructure 
the document refers to, taking into account the context of the electric auto-
motive industry. To do this, we propose dividing the topic into two different 
areas: charging infrastructure and network infrastructure. The first refers to 
the types of chargers and the deployment of charging stations that will be 
required for the operation of electric cars. The second has two lines, first, the 
telecommunications network that will be key in the efficiency processes of 
the industry, followed by the network and electrical matrix that will provide 
power to the stations. 

According to IHS Markit forecasts for electric vehicle charging infrastruc-
ture, the global deployment charging stations will increase at an annual 
rate of 31% up to over 66 million units by 2030. Preferences for the type and 
location of charging infrastructure vary across the industry’s major promot-
ing regions, with China accounting for over 60% of the growth in public 
charging stations deployed worldwide by that year (IHS Markit, 2021). 

In the case of the United States, the International Council on Clean Trans-
portation (ICCT,) prepared a study that proposes a scenario in which, in 
states that promote the industry (such as California), all vehicle sales will 
be electric by 2035, while for the rest of the nation it would happen in 2040. 
Based on this scenario, the report estimates that the United States will need 
to install 2.4 million public (outside homes) chargers by 2030, an elevenfold 
increase with respect to the 216,000 chargers installed and registered by 
the end of 2020 (Bauer et al., 2021). 

On the other hand, the cumulative deployment of electric vehicle charging 
stations in Europe is estimated to increase by 24% during the 2020-2030 
period. By 2030, around 20 million homes on this continent are expected to 
be equipped with charging stations, while there will be eight times more 
public stations than those installed as of 2020 (IHS Markit, 2021). 

Introduction
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The increase in demand for electric vehicles, accompanied by the installa-
tion of charging stations, will generate substantial changes in energy con-
sumption and generation. For example, in the European Union the percent-
age of total energy consumption from electric vehicles is expected to rise 
from about 0.03% in 2014 to around 4-5% in 2030 and 9.5% in 2050 (EEA, 
2021). 

Given international commitments to address climate change, it can be ex-
pected that the additional energy needed to meet increased demand from 
society at large will come from renewable sources. Comprehensive plans 
will be needed to change the grid structure, however, as most electric cars 
are currently recharged with energy from fossil fuels. To put this into per-
spective, the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) explains that, 
if all light cars in the United States were electric today, they would repre-
sent 24% of the total electricity demand of that country. Given that the to-
tal amount of electricity produced from renewables in the United States 
ranges between 18 and 22%, the energy demand of all light vehicles could 
not, even theoretically, be met with clean energy (IRENA, 2019). 

Infrastructure changes will also need to be accompanied by digitization, 
particularly the adoption of the 5G network. Interconnectivity and digitiza-
tion offer different advantages to the industry. For example, they can help 
the user accurately determine the available (battery) range of their vehicle 
to the nearest charging stations. Or data collection at different charging 
locations can support distributors in planning network expansion to ensure 
sufficient capacity is available to meet the growing demand for electric ve-
hicles (Muttaqi et al., 2019). 

In most markets, charging infrastructure is nascent, difficult to manage, 
geographically limited and expensive. Fleet owners who organize mass re-
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charging must pay for expensive network upgrades and suffer extended 
downtimes. Standard charging has its difficulties, which new technologies 
are trying to overcome. In addition, there is an ongoing debate regarding 
the installation of recharging infrastructure, with differences of opinion 
regarding which entity should be the one that invests in its development. 
There are multiple alternatives; for example, that the main investors are the 
government, vehicle manufacturers or partnerships between both parties 
through tenders and subsidies. Analyzing supply chains has shown that the 
most advisable option to increase the demand for electric vehicles is gov-
ernment investment accompanied by subsidies to users, as well as the con-
struction of infrastructure by vehicle manufacturers that have government 
support to promote their use (Kumar et al., 2021).

It is clear that infrastructure is a core issue in the transition to electromobility. 
The following pages explain the diagnosis, which is based on the opinions of 
the experts from the working group for electrification in this thematic axis, 
and on additional individual interviews and research that corroborates the 
relevance of the obstacles analyzed.

DIAGNOSIS

1. Charging stations 

One of the main issues mentioned during the first session of the working 
group of this thematic axis was the need to install charging infrastructure 
for light and heavy electric vehicles both at homes and in public access lo-
cations and roads. 

Participants mentioned that one of the main obstacles is the lack of stan-
dardization of the chargers, since there are different types for use at home, 
which use the residential electrical grid, as well as stations that can man-
age higher voltage and current levels, leading to reduced charging peri-
ods. These stations are commonly known in Spanish as “charging stations”  
(Sanchez Vega et al., 2020) a portmanteau of the word “electricidad” (elec-
tricity) and “gasolinera” (gas station).
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Regulations have been issued in different countries for the different types of 
chargers, to facilitate their installation and use. However, there is no global 
consensus on what type of chargers should be used. Because of this, there 
are three different types for alternating current (AC), and three more for di-
rect current (DC). The United States and Canada use type 1, Europe uses 
type 2 and China uses GB/T for alternating current (Hove and Sandalow, 
2019; Mobility Insider, 2021). In the obstacle session it was mentioned that, 
given that the United States is Mexico’s main trading partner and because 
of the proximity to that country, a good option would be to regulate the 
adoption of type 1 chargers. 

The installation of electric vehicle infrastructure was also highlighted as a 
challenge for the transition to electromobility. This entails, in turn, several 
aspects that it is important to mention in this chapter. The first is the lack of 
a reliable study that shows the currently existing chargers, in order to geo-
locate, according to demand, the areas that need to be prioritized for the 
installation of charging infrastructure. There is currently a CFE study that 
indicates that there are 2,090 chargers in Mexico (RENAEL, 2021). However, 
experts noted that the information has not been updated and it doesn’t 
include existing private chargers.

As an additional step to the aforementioned obstacle, they brought up the 
technical issue of voltage adequacy for the correct operation of the char-
gers, especially with the growth in number of vehicles to be charged. To 
this end, the participants highlighted the need to develop an infrastructure 
implementation plan that takes into account the estimated demand and 
charging levels projections. There are different charging levels; level 1 can 
be used with regular current; it takes many hours to charge a vehicle and 
it is normally used overnight. Level 2 charging is considerably faster, but 
requires the installation of a charging station, also known as electric vehicle 
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supply equipment (EVSE). On the other hand, DC fast charging is the fast-
est, and requires additional installation at the charging stations (California 
Clean Vehicle Rebate Project, 2020). 

Likewise, they considered it necessary to take into account different factors 
for the successful regulation of the installation of the infrastructure, since 
it must consider, for example, how will access to the charging stations take 
place, what guidelines must be met to ensure their correct operation, the 
characteristics that locations where the stations are installed must have, as 
well as the business and charging schemes for suppliers and users both in 
cities and on roads. Best practices from the most advanced markets - such 
as China, Europe and the United States - can be analyzed for this purpose, 
although the characteristics and context of the country must be considered 
and the recommendations must be adapted to the specific needs of the 
market. Some of these practices are modifying building, housing and park-
ing construction codes, the Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) and the 
implementation of incentives and subsidies (Hull and Lutsey, 2020).

Last, project actors stated the importance of prioritizing the attraction of 
investment for the implementation and deployment of the infrastructure, 
and they stressed that both the industry and the government must provide 
funds to achieve this development, ideally, through modernization, innova-
tion and eco-friendly energies that support Mexico’s compliance with inter-
national emissions goals. In subsequent interviews, the participants men-
tioned a CFE case study in which chargers were installed in parking lots 
under agreements with shopping stores and automotive industry actors, 
thus achieving a win-win operation.

2. Cities vs. Roads 

On the same subject, a debate was opened during the aforementioned 
working session on the order of priorities for the deployment of charging 
infrastructure in cities and roads. In the first instance, it was pointed out 
that electromobility is initially an urban phenomenon, so it was suggested 
that infrastructure development start in cities, particularly in public places, 
such as parking lots and shopping malls. 

On the other hand, it was argued that, although electromobility emerges 
in cities, most electric cars will be able to be recharged in residential ar-
eas, which will give them sufficient autonomy to circulate. Having said that, 
they mentioned that the biggest obstacle lies in the reconfiguration and 
adaptation of residential electric supply. They pointed out that one of the 
main challenges of electric cars is the ability to move from one city or state 
to another, so it was recommended to start with the deployment of charg-
ing station networks on roads. To reinforce this point, during the individual 
interviews following the aforementioned session, government and industry 
actors explained that over 70% of trade between Mexico and the United 
States is carried out by land and that, given the adoption and promotion of 
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electric trucks in President Biden’s administration, together with the transi-
tion of multinational company fleets, the installation of recharging plants in 
border areas should be prioritized.

Around the world, different countries are implementing strategies for the 
deployment of charging stations. While these strategies include the devel-
opment of infrastructure in cities and roads, the methods of prioritization 
or the incentives to develop this infrastructure are usually different. For ex-
ample, Chile launched its national electromobility strategy in 2021, and it 
explained that the location of charging points was to be based on vehicle 
flows and the availability of the electric network, so, the Chilean govern-
ment has focused more on the development of the urban infrastructure 
part to date (Government of Chile, 2021). 

On the other hand, and by way of contrast, the development of infrastruc-
ture from a regional point of view prioritizes the installation on roads, as in 
the case of the European Green Deal strategy of the European Union, which 
presents a regulation for the deployment of electric recharge with the goal 
of installing a station every 60 kilometers (about 4 million recharging points 
by 2030) along the main communication roads between the countries of 
the area (European Commission, 2021). The above suggests that charging 
station planning will depend on geographical position, regional integration, 
population size, economic situation and demand for electric cars in each 
country.

is carried out by land and that, 
given the adoption and promotion 
of electric trucks

over
70%
of trade between 
mexico and u.s

Land
transport
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3. Telecommunications networks 

According to data from the Federal Telecommunications Institute (IFT) and 
INEGI, about 60% of the population in Mexico in 2015 - 57 million people - 
were Internet users. Five years later, the number of users increased to 88 
million. This means that today 78% of the urban population and 50% of rural 
areas have internet coverage. On the other hand, this is the main medium 
for the connection of smart phones, at 96% (IFT, 202 INEGI, 2021).

Technological evolution, falling prices, the implementation of reforms and 
industry competition have supported the rapid digitization of Mexico and 
various countries in the last decade. Due to the above, the telecommuni-
cations industry has made ever greater strides in the mobility ecosystem. 
For example, the development of autonomous vehicles and interconnect-
ed services depends on digital networks. The 5G network, for example, will 
make it possible to connect a hundred times more devices, which will en-
able the massive Internet of Things (IoT), which means a million connected 
objects per square kilometer. As electric vehicles become “smarter”, the in-
terrelationship between these two industries will be even greater (ITU, 2018).

That is why one of the most relevant topics discussed during the working 
session was the need to accelerate digitization in the automotive industry, 
in particular the adoption of the 5G network, to improve the user experi-
ence and to make manufacturing and automation processes more efficient. 
In this sense, the intermediate interviews with telecommunications indus-
try experts in Mexico identified two obstacles for the adoption of the 5G 
network in the country: the deployment of infrastructure and the cost of 
the spectrum.

With regard to the former, they mentioned that - unlike 4G systems - the 
5G network includes greater data transmission capacity, greater bandwidth 
and shorter waiting time or latency (IFT, 2020c). Since high-frequency 
waves have more difficulty traveling distance and through objects, 5G sys-
tems will be built with small cell technology with separate antennas and in 

people, in 2015, 
were internet users

people, in 2020, 
were internet users

57 million 88 million

IFT, INEGI IFT, INEGI
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greater proximity to each other, so the number of base station antennas will 
increase considerably (ITU, 2021). This will require the coordination of differ-
ent levels of government, as well as decision-making and urban-territorial 
planning in municipalities to expedite the installation and deployment of 
this type of network in the country.

Second, they emphasized the need to reduce the cost of spectrum.  
According to data from various international organizations and consulting 
firms, the cost of spectrum in Mexico is the highest in Latin America, as 
it represents 12% of the annual revenue of the telecommunications indus-
try; almost twice that of countries such as Germany and the United States 
(BNamericas, 2021; GSMA, 2020). The increase in capacity and data speeds 
enabled by the 5G network will require more spectrum, therefore the high 
cost may represent a barrier to the development of this digital network in 
the country in the short and medium term. 

4. Electric network 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the power grid infrastruc-
ture was identified as a priority obstacle in the deployment of charging 
stations. The reason for this is the need for reliable infrastructure that can 
withstand the increase in energy demand for recharging - light and heavy - 
electric vehicles and which would ideally come from clean energy.

Two main factors were mentioned in this respect: the first was electricity 
generation and the second was transmission and distribution infrastruc-
ture. Electricity generation, whose planning is beyond the scope of this 
project, plays an essential role in meeting the environmental goals of inter-
national automotive industry players. For example, during COP26 thirteen 
car manufacturers committed to reach 100% of new vehicle sales with zero 
emissions in major markets by 2035 (UK Government, 2022).

In addition, according to the National Energy Control Center (CENACE), 
10,926 GWh will be used by 2035 to meet the increase in demand for electri-
cal energy destined for electromobility, which represents 2.3% of the con-
sumption of the National Electric System (Sen) (CENACE, 2021). Additional 
power generation, as stated in the working groups, should ideally consider 
Mexico’s international commitments in terms of emissions. Some solutions 
mentioned were microgrids and generation for self-consumption.

Electrical transmission and distribution, on the other hand, are concerns 
that were expressed on several occasions during the aforementioned ses-
sion. In Mexico, the SEN consists of 53 transmission regions that are con-
nected to each other by high-voltage electrical networks (corridors), known 
as national transmission networks (RNT), which allow the exchange of elec-
trical energy between them. In turn, within each transmission region there 
are distribution networks, which connect each and every one of the sub-
stations to each other (Chacon et al., 2021). This system must be in optimal  
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operation; otherwise, it runs the risk of collapsing. Likewise, the network 
must be able to respond to the new operating conditions effectively and 
safely and, at the same time, guarantee access to energy (WRI Mexico, 2021).

On the other hand, it was emphasized that one of the main challenges 
facing the country in terms of energy security is the transmission network, 
since it has not received the necessary investment for maintenance. In ad-
dition, it was noted that there are interconnectivity challenges, for example, 
in the isolated systems of Baja California and Baja California Sur and in the 
Yucatan peninsula (Ocampo, 2022). In this sense, vehicle charging can ag-
gravate the persistent problems in the electricity network if there is no co-
ordination between the actors, since there will be greater pressure on the 
network as supply and demand peaks.

In addition, the experts identified the challenge the deployment of fast 
chargers will represent given the pressure they exert on the network. This 
coincides with several studies, which say that this type of chargers can pres-
ent adverse effects because of the voltage profile, as well as energy and 
power losses in the transformers (Hall and Lutsey, 2020; Shariff et al., 2022).

It is necessary to identify the critical points of the network to proactively 
seek solutions. This will require investments in infrastructure, technology 
and innovation, which were pointed out as an additional obstacle by group 
experts. There are new solutions, such as the one known as vehicle to grid, in 
which the control and management of energy is facilitated at a certain time 
of the day, based on demand. Over time, both the development and deploy-
ment of such technologies will allow vehicles to connect to smart chargers 
to contribute to the balance of the system (IEA, 2022c). In this regard, they 
mentioned a need to define a path to attract investments, accompanied by 
a regulatory framework that allows an efficient use of the network.
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I. GENERAL INFRASTRUCTURE  
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following section presents a series of recommendations based on the 
contributions submitted during the second session of this thematic axis of 
the project, held on September 2, 2022, with participants from the industry, 
government and academia of Mexico and the United States. These solu-
tions and steps were corroborated with evidence, best practices and subse-
quent interviews with project actors. 

I. CHARGING STATIONS 

Recommendation 18: Carrying out a census to identify  
the current supply of chargers and their status 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, one of the main challenges identi-
fied for the success of the installation of the recharging infrastructure in 
Mexico is the absence of a reliable study showing the current offer of char-
gers. Participants noted that, despite the existence of some databases and 
approximations by the industry and the Federal Electricity Commission 
(CFE), there is no single reliable census prepared by an authority that lists 
the number of private chargers. 

In addition, they commented that currently it is not possible to know the 
status of installed chargers, so their first recommendation was to develop 
an updated database of chargers. Second, they suggested analyzing ex-
isting technology options to identify the operating status of the chargers, 
highlighting the importance of developing a charger maintenance strategy.

In this regard, there are several alternatives to monitor the operation of 
chargers using telecommunications solutions. However, its implementa-
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tion will require a review of the existing infrastructure. The importance of 
such information is that using such data as a baseline would make any fore-
casts of the number of chargers that will be required in the future more ac-
curate. This would also provide greater clarity as to the demand for electrical 
energy (Gartner, 2021).

Likewise, knowing the location of public chargers facilitates the use of elec-
tric vehicles and, therefore, accelerates their adoption. According to the 
Center for Sustainable Energy, a recharging infrastructure database helps 
both utilities, states, and entrepreneurs maximize the return on infrastruc-
ture investments and avoid underutilized assets (Gartner, 2021).

In summary, the recommendation identified in the second session revolves 
around the development of a solid database, with a census of electric ve-
hicle charging infrastructure that includes the information and geolocation 
of chargers both for private and public use. It was also suggested that this 
database be updated periodically and include infrastructure information 
for both light and heavy-duty vehicle charging.

RECOMMENDATION 18
Prepare a census of the existing public and private charging infrastructure, to have 
a baseline that allows establishing the future demand for chargers, as well as the 
priority area in the medium term. 

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the Ministry of Infrastructure, Communications and 
Transport; the Federal Electricity Commission; the automotive industry.
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Recommendation 19: Create a roadmap to establish  
a common standard for unified charging infrastructure across  
the North American region 

The second major obstacle in terms of charging infrastructure is the lack 
of standardization of electric vehicle chargers. As mentioned previously, 
there are various types of chargers that use different plugs and voltages. 
During the recommendation session, industry representatives expressed 
mixed opinions. However, most agreed with the implementation of a char-
ger standard aligned to that of the United States and Canada to ensure the 
ease of transit of private and commercial vehicles in North America. To this 
end, they suggested sharing both lessons learned and case studies from 
the region that could facilitate such standardization.

In turn, they recommended drafting a document that outlines the path to 
be followed for the standardization of electric chargers in the country, seek-
ing that the type that is chosen benefits as many users as possible. Partici-
pants noted that this will also facilitate the transition to electromobility and 
generate an increase in the country’s domestic demand. They also men-
tioned that this will benefit the manufacturing industry, since the number 
of import and manufacturing components will decrease once there is a reg-
ulation to install and use a single type of chargers, as this will reduce costs 
and allow greater commercial development.

On the other hand, they stressed that it is advisable that the route map 
seeks, in addition to the type of charger, a standardization of software and 
payment systems, so that any user can use the public chargers available.  
In this regard, they noted the importance of regulating the way in which 
users would pay to use said public infrastructure.

This concept of standardization is closely linked to interoperability. From the 
consumer’s point of view, this refers to the possibility that users can use any 
public charging infrastructure point, which must have different payment 
methods available, and adequate outlets to charge the vehicle. In addition, 
policies implemented in other countries recommend that public charg-
ing stations communicate with each other and with the entire ecosystem. 
Interoperability not only improves the user experience, but also facilitates 
infrastructure management, minimizes costs and increases infrastructure 
utilization (Ministry of Energy of Chile, 2021).

Regarding voltage standardization, experts agree that the existing voltage 
regulation for Mexico should be followed. In this sense, they mentioned that 
its adoption and standardization for electric vehicle chargers would avoid 
the need to make voltage adjustments, a common practice today to install 
European or Chinese chargers that use a different standard. These adjust-
ments result in additional costs and can be problematic as they involve a 
higher energy demand.
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It was also recommended that the roadmap include actions to lower the 
increase in demand due to the installation of recharging infrastructure. 
One case that has been successful in other countries is to implement a 
preferential rate for night charging and a higher rate in peak demand 
hours during the day. In certain regions, this alternative depends on dif-
ferent electrical grid operators (EAFO, 2021), so an advantage for Mexico is 
that it would only have to be coordinated by the CFE. Establishing different 
rates would reduce the stress on the electricity network and, in turn, map 
the areas in which it will be necessary to strengthen the network in col-
laboration with the CFE.

In Canada and the United States, 30% of the causes of peak electricity 
consumption are attributed to the residential sector. Residential charg-
ing of electric vehicles will contribute to peak consumption periods if it 
takes place within critical periods of the grid. To mitigate network over-
load, scheduling plans known as load shifting strategies are being devised, 
which seek to shift peak demand to lower demand periods. However, these 
strategies require a significant amount of information (e.g., customer be-
havior) to optimally meet the energy needs of users and the electrical grid. 
(Cardenas et al., 2021).

It should be mentioned that this recommendation has to be executed in 
collaboration with the Ministry of Economy, which must review the legal 
framework related to the standardization of charger types and the demand 
shifting strategies mentioned above, and provide a timely follow-up with 
other federal agencies to ensure the correct implementation of a new NOM.

RECOMMENDATION 19
Develop	a	 roadmap	 focused	on	 seeking	 recharging	 standardization	 in	 terms	of	
the type of chargers, the voltage required, the operating systems and payment 
methods to facilitate the use of said infrastructure at the regional level, and to ac-
celerate the national adoption of electromobility systems.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the Ministry of Infrastructure, Communications and 
Transport; the Federal Electricity Commission; the Ministry of Economy (General 
Office	for	Standards);	the	United	States	Department	of	State,	academia,	industry.
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II. CITIES AND ROADS 

Recommendation 20: Prepare a study to obtain information  
to determine the order of priority to install charging stations on roads 

Project actors agreed by consensus that roads are the priority for the de-
ployment of charging station infrastructure. In this regard, they argued that 
the first reason for such prioritization is that in the cities electric cars will be 
mainly recharged at home and that these vehicles still don’t have sufficient 
autonomy to travel long distances. They also mentioned that the heavy ve-
hicle fleets in Mexico and the United States are moving towards electrifica-
tion to move goods domestically and abroad, which is of utmost relevance, 
since trade between both countries takes place mostly by land.

However, participants pointed out that there are different aspects of the in-
stallation of charging stations, both on roads and in cities, that must be tak-
en into account before carrying out the first steps of this recommendation. 
For example, they stressed that the challenge in housing areas lies in the 
remodeling of vertical housing, particularly in terms of adapting electrical 
capacity and the availability of the recharging spaces that will be needed. 
In addition, they recommended that the new permits to build offices and 
vertical housing include infrastructure with the additional energy capacity 
to meet the future electricity demand and that they set the requirement 
to establish a minimum number of parking spaces exclusively for vehicle 
recharging.

As to the roads, they explained that over 50% of heavy vehicles in Mexico 
belong to micro and small companies (SICT, 2021), so charging their fleets 
and adapting the electric charging time compared to diesel will represent 
a challenge for them.

As a first step to prioritize the deployment of charging infrastructure in the 
roads, they recommended carrying out a study to obtain quality information 
to support decision-making in this area. It was suggested that this study 
consider the prospective demand and current capacity of the CFE. In ad-
dition, it should consider the installation of 4 and 5G telecommunications 
antennas on the roads to interconnect the vehicle with the different charg-
ing points and thus improve user experience and safety. In this sense, it was 
pointed out that interconnectivity will help the collection of data for mainte-
nance and monitoring of both the electrical grid and the charging stations.

In this regard, several cities in the United States are taking advantage of 
the use of technology on the roads to increase safety, reduce traffic and im-
prove road operations and interconnectivity. For example, the Georgia state 
government, in collaboration with the Department of Transportation of the 
state, developed a smart highway corridor located on North Avenue in the 
city of Atlanta. The corridor has internet coverage, travel time equipment 
and Bluetooth origin-destination systems, as well as sensors to enable IoT. 
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This strategy has enabled the state to collect and analyze data that supports 
both short- and long-term transportation planning (SNC Lavalin, 2018).

On the other hand, it was recommended that the proposed study consider 
the requirements to speed up the installation of charging stations with fast 
chargers, highlighting that these should include stops where the user feels 
safe while waiting for their car to recharge. Finally, participants presented 
various existing mechanisms and projects that can serve as a starting point 
to execute this recommendation. For example, it was mentioned that the 
CFE prepares prioritization studies using the transit information generated 
by toll booths.

They also pointed out that the Institute of Engineering of the UNAM has 
origin-destination studies of the metropolitan area of the Valley of Mexico 
that gave the characteristics of the trips of both people and cargo transport 
(UNAM, 2017). The methodology used in this type of exercises can be imple-
mented or replicated to analyze specific roads.

RECOMMENDATION 20
Develop	a	study	to	obtain	quality	information	to	prioritize	the	installation	of	char-
ging stations on the roads. It is recommended that this study consider the installa-
tion of safe stops, as well as reliable internet networks to improve user experience 
and ensure the monitoring of charging points. 

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the Ministry of Infrastructure, Communications and 
Transport; the Federal Electricity Commission; UNAM; highway concessionaires; in-
dustry; the academic sector of the United States.
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III. TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

Recommendation 21: Review the telecommunications regulatory 
framework to expedite the installation of 5G networks.  
Create urban-territorial planning guides and promote incentives  
for the deployment of this type of networks 

By way of context, it is important to note that the telecommunications in-
dustry falls under federal legislative jurisdiction under article 73, section XVII 
of the Constitution. In exercise of this power, Congress issued the Federal 
Telecommunications and Broadcasting Act (LFTR), which establishes in ar-
ticle 5 that any issue related to telecommunications infrastructure shall be 
managed by federal authorities. It also establishes that the three levels of 
government are obliged to collaborate to allow their deployment, in compli-
ance with state and municipal provisions (which have jurisdiction for urban 
development and street infrastructure matters). However, various project 
participants were of the opinion that federal powers are different in practice, 
since municipalities and mayors are the entities that grant permits to install 
equipment for the transmission of 5G network, because of the regulatory 
heterogeneity of the different states and municipalities of the country.

On the other hand, before delving into the recommendations in this area, it 
is important to explain that because it uses 3.5 GHz, the 5G network belongs 
to the C band, which is the portion of the radio spectrum allocated for mo-
bile transmissions in the frequency range between 4 and 8 GHz. Operating 
on a medium frequency, this band has a range of approximately two kilo-
meters, compared to that offered by other networks, such as 3G and 4G, of 
ten to twenty kilometers.

That said, the 5G network will need to deploy a much larger number of cell 
sites (antennas) than the cellular frequencies used on a daily basis. Compared 
to other types of networks, an advantage of the 5G network is that, because 
it operates on a higher frequency, it uses a smaller antenna, so it requires less 
space and energy to operate. Given these characteristics, the installation of this 
new network in cities and industrial parks around the world should not pres-
ent greater challenges, as long as there are clear strategies for deployment.
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In this regard, experts in the field recommended reviewing and/or, where 
appropriate, reforming the regulatory framework as a first step to provide 
greater regulatory certainty to make 5G deployment more efficient, with-
out ruling out homogeneous rules in which the Federal Government has a 
greater weight in decision-making for local deployment, which may make 
this process less bureaucratic and less prone to corruption risks. They also 
recommended that the Federal Government establishes procedures and 
guidelines to accelerate the installation of the 5G network at the local level.

On this last topic, during the recommendations session of this thematic 
axis, as well as in subsequent meetings, the Ministry of Agricultural, Ter-
ritorial and Urban Development (SEDATU) was interested in promoting the 
creation of guides by the National Mobility and Road Safety System, chaired 
by that office since October 11, 2022. The above is with the aim of strength-
ening the urban-territorial plans for the deployment of the 5G network in 
states and municipalities.

To complement the above recommendations, project actors suggested 
that the Federal Government offer incentives (such as more funds for pub-
lic works) using a transparent mechanism for municipalities to accelerate 
the installation of telecommunications infrastructure. In this regard, the 
Ministry of Infrastructure, Communications and Transport (SICT) is the one 
that, under article 9 section XVII of the LFTR, must promote investment in 
telecommunications, broadcasting and satellite infrastructure and services 
in the country (LFTR, 2021).

Last, they suggested adopting best practices for the implementation of 
these suggestions, such as those outlined in the 5G Plan of the Government 
of Colombia, published in December 2019. This plan states that regulations 
were modified in 2015 to speed up the deployment of telecommunications 
in local governments: 

Article 309 of the PND 2018-2022 amended the first paragraph of article 193 of Law 1753, 
providing that mayors may carry out any actions necessary to implement the modification 
of the territorial planning plans and other district or municipal regulations that present ba-
rriers to the deployment of infrastructure for the provision of telecommunications services 
(MinTIC, 2019a p.26).

Following this modification, the 5G Plan proposes that the Ministry of Infor-
mation and Communications Technologies (MinTIC) prioritize the deploy-
ment in the territorial entities that have eliminated such barriers. In turn, 
the strategy recommends that the Communications Regulatory Commis-
sion (CRC) of the country periodically update the code of good practices for 
the deployment of telecommunications networks. The constant updating 
of this code will serve the country as a support and consultation tool to fa-
cilitate and encourage the proper deployment of the 5G network in local 
governments (MinTIC, 2019a).
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RECOMMENDATION 21
Review the regulatory framework to strengthen Federal Government decision-ma-
king on the installation and deployment of 5G networks in states and municipali-
ties. Likewise, that State Ministries prepare guides in coordination with states and 
municipalities to implement urban-territorial plans that expedite the installation 
of this type of infrastructure. Finally, the recommendation is made to promote fe-
deral incentives for local governments to accelerate the adoption of telecommu-
nications. 

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the Ministry of Infrastructure, Communications and 
Transport; the National Asset Administration and Appraisal Institute; the Ministry 
of Finance and Public Credit; the Ministry of Agricultural, Territorial and Urban De-
velopment; local governments; telecommunications industry.

Recommendation 22: Reduce the cost of spectrum  
and implement the first 5G corridor in Mexico 

In Mexico spectrum concessions last about twenty years. They involve the 
payment of an initial fee, colloquially known as “glove”, and then annual 
amounts that are proposed by the tax authority and ratified by Congress in 
the Federal Fees Law (IFT, 2020a). While tiered payments and the glove offer 
incentives to telecom operators, as discussed above, the country has one of 
the highest costs globally.

In addition, the increase in price for the spectrum has not aligned with the 
evolution of the mobile market. For example, over the past five years, indus-
try revenues have declined, while annual fees have increased, not always 
in relation to inflation. In turn, Mexico is the only country in Latin America 
where the amount of allocated spectrum has decreased despite exponen-
tial growth in data demand per user (GSMA, 2021).

In this sense, participants argued that the high price translates into higher 
costs for the end user and a barrier for the adoption of new technologies in 
the communities that need it the most. It is for this reason that participants 
recommended changing the way the State conceives the spectrum - from 
an income generator - into a driver of development and social inclusion.  
According to different studies, in the last thirty years, every dollar invested 
by a country in digital technology has helped increase GDP by twenty dol-
lars, while one dollar invested in non-digital technology has increased GDP 
by only three dollars (World Economic Forum, 2019).
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According to an industry report by the consulting firm Gartner, by 2023 
the automotive industry will represent 53% of the global endpoint market 
(12endpoints of the IoT), a tool whose capacity will be expanded by the 5G 
network. This new network will promote the connected car market and ad-
dress key road safety challenges to usher in the next generation of autono-
mous and intelligent vehicles. The report estimates that the percentage of 
cars connected to a 5G service will grow from 15% in 2020 to 74% in 2023, 
and up to 94% in 2028 (Gartner, 2019). On the other hand, a study by ABI Re-
search (2022) estimates that the manufacturing industry globally will have 
over 49 million 5G connections within its facilities by 2030.

To achieve the adoption of 5G networks in the automotive industry, par-
ticipants suggested reducing the cost of the spectrum, prioritizing deploy-
ment in areas lacking connection and that the State allocate a percentage 
of the revenue to the telecommunications industry. They also recommend-
ed following the practices implemented by the Colombian government, 
particularly referring to the 2019 tender for the auction of 700 MHz with 
payment deferred at seventeen years, in exchange for the operator priori-
tizing deployment and coverage in rural areas in the first five years of the 
concession (MinTIC, 2019b).

In this regard, the IFT has issued several recommendations: for example, on 
October 26, 2021, it presented a proposal to reform the Federal Law on Radio 
Spectrum Fees. One of the recommendations was to include a social ex-
penditure accreditation scheme against the payment of fees for the use of 
spectrum to bring coverage to locations without internet access; that is, to 
reduce the cost of spectrum in exchange for incentivizing current conces-
sionaires to invest in mobile internet services frequency bands in locations 
lacking connection (IFT, 2021). However, it should be noted that, as of the 

12 A physical device that performs a function or task as part of an internet-connected product or service.
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writing of this document, these suggestions have not been contemplated 
in a draft reform nor are they part of the federal budget of the relevant fis-
cal year.

Last, the participants recommended that part of the concessioned spec-
trum be used to develop the first 5G industrial corridor in Mexico, and that 
it starts in the Bajio region. They recommended starting in this region be-
cause it hosts a large number of industries-automotive manufacturers and 
they advised that Queretaro be the state leading this infrastructure is , since 
it is one of the most relevant data center hubs in Latin America.

To reinforce this proposal, they mentioned similar actions implemented 
in the region that can serve as a starting point for the creation of public 
policies. For example, to strengthen manufacturing GDP, which is currently 
lower than that of Mexico, the Brazilian government has prioritized that part 
of the 5G spectrum under concession be used by industry, the agricultural 
and the mining sectors to optimize and make their productive processes 
more efficient (International Finance, 2022). 

RECOMMENDATION 22
Reform the Federal Fees Act so that spectrum can be auctioned at a more compe-
titive	price	and	that,	in	exchange	for	this	flexibility,	operators	prioritize	the	provision	
of services in rural areas lacking connection. It is also recommended that the Sta-
te invest a percentage of spectrum revenue in the telecommunications industry. 
Last, they recommended that part of the concessioned spectrum be allocated to 
develop	the	first	5G	industrial	corridor	in	Mexico.	

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Executive Branch (Presidency); the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the Ministry of 
Infrastructure, Communications and Transport (SICT), the Ministry of Finance and 
Public Credit; the Federal Telecommunications Institute; the National Congress   
(Finance, Automotive and Telecommunications Commissions)
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IV. ELECTRICAL NETWORK
 

Recommendation 23: Prepare a short- and long-term strategy  
to strengthen transmission and distribution networks 

 
In the long term, the adoption of electric cars will bring a demand in ex-
cess of the currently installed electric capacity. Despite some approxima-
tions, industry input will need to contribute to the determination of the 
expected increase in demand. According to the pledges announced by dif-
ferent countries, global energy demand will increase by 4% in 2030 due to 
the growth of electromobility, which is equivalent to twice the total energy 
used in countries such as Brazil (IEA, 2022a).

This is why one of the biggest concerns of the industry is the impact on the 
electrical grid, from generation, to transmission and distribution. The rec-
ommendation of project actors for this obstacle is to develop a comprehen-
sive strategy focused on strengthening the networks, one that takes into 
account different factors that are explained below.

As a first step, project participants recommended developing a heat map 
study to determine the expected demand and current installed capacity 
of the network. In order to have the most accurate information possible, 
they recommended that the study consider the manufacturing areas and 
forecasts of electric vehicle sales at the national and regional level, as well 
as electric fleets, heavy vehicles and public transport. It was highlighted 
that these studies will initially facilitate the identification of critical demand 
nodes both at the short and long term.

They pointed out the importance of differentiating the electricity demand 
that will be required for private vehicles, since those vehicles can use a 
home charging scheme during the night, minimizing the impact on the 
network. On the contrary, freight and public transport vehicles will gener-
ate a greater demand for energy given their size and operation. Different 
studies estimate that a vehicle of this nature requires ten times more en-
ergy than a private vehicle (Moaz Uddin, 2021). This differentiation will make 
it possible to identify infrastructure priorities in different urban and metro-
politan areas.

As mentioned above, it was recommended that the CFE analyze the possi-
bility of implementing differentiated rates by times of the day to incentivize 
the nightly charging of vehicles. They consider it was a best practice to have 
ad hoc meters for the use of recharging infrastructure, and recommended 
considering giving incentives for their use.

They noted the importance of conveying to users that electric vehicles can-
not be compared directly with internal combustion vehicles, since the lat-
ter can be recharged in minutes (with fuel), while electromobility requires 
a different strategy for recharging. That said, it is of utmost relevance  
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for this recommendation that strategies to minimize the impact on the 
electrical grid include informing the public of the differences between 
both types of vehicles.

The participants stressed the need for clean energy generation systems, 
which shall grow simultaneously with the electricity demand brought by 
electromobility. They also highlighted the importance of the latter in mini-
mizing the impact on the environment and meeting the international 
emission reduction objectives to which Mexico has committed.

Last, in post session interviews, the experts explained that the planning and 
implementation required to strengthen the electricity network generally 
takes several years, so they recommended the adoption of short-term tech-
nologies that allow increasing the demand for electric cars that use the ex-
isting network. As an example, they submitted the case of Flywheel Energy 
Storage Systemtechnology, which allows the installation of fast charging 
infrastructure without increasing the impact on the electrical grid.

This technology uses a rotational energy storage system using inertia, 
known as flywheels, which make it possible to use the energy of the net-
work at low consumption times, such as at night, and store it as kinetic 
energy until it is used for the rapid recharging of electric vehicles. These 
mechanisms have an intelligent system that allows the optimized use of 
energy and can be used in microgrid systems that use clean energy, which 
would further reduce the impact on the national electrical grid (Gabbar and 
Othman, 2017). 

RECOMMENDATION 23
Develop a national strategy to identify electrical grid priority areas, considering the 
currently installed capacity and future energy demand, with inputs from industry, 
academia and government. Also, implement technology that accelerates the tran-
sition of the automotive sector in the short term and using the current electricity 
network. 

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the Federal Electricity Commission; the Ministry of 
Infrastructure, Communications and Transport: the Ministry of Energy; the auto-
motive industry; the academic sector.
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For the purposes of this chapter, governance is defined as all government 
processes, institutions, standards, technical regulations, procedures and 
practices that decide and regulate matters affecting the electromobility 
sector. This chapter explains the main topics identified in this area by proj-
ect actors and in subsequent research, so it is not meant to be exhaustive 
or to cover everything. 

As we have seen throughout this paper, the electrification of transport pro-
poses a transition to a new industrial paradigm with new applications and 
technologies, which will represent a radical transformation in the underly-
ing infrastructure. All this implies fundamental changes in governance and 
cooperation for all stakeholders. In particular, industrial policy will require 
a transformation in business models, supply chains, legal framework, con-
sumption patterns, among other factors, which have combined to consoli-
date the Mexican automotive sector as one of the leaders at the global level. 

A large number of countries have undertaken important public poli-
cies around the world. In the United States, for example, strategies have 
been implemented that promote electric vehicle innovation and research.  
However, most U.S. policies are not federal, but are conducted at the local 
and state levels (Shields, 2022). Over the past few decades, states like Cali-
fornia have led the way with pioneering policies on environmental matters, 
energy transition, industry-specific and infrastructure programs focused 
on electromobility.

Part of California’s success lies in triple helix collaborations, which enable 
the development, through intersectoral collaboration, of comprehensive 
and innovative public policies to increase the demand for electric vehicles 
in the state. One example was the creation of a 2013 roadmap aimed at hav-
ing 1.5 million zero-emission vehicles in California by 2025 (California Gov-
ernment, 2013). According to the California Energy Commission, these part-
nerships caused sales of new ZEVs in 2022 to exceed one million, or 16.32% 
of all new vehicles sold that year (California Government, 2022). 

Introduction
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On the other hand, the collaboration between industry and government 
led to the development and implementation of the so-called EV corridors 
which have been strategic, since they allowed the deployment of infra-
structure throughout the state and the installation of charging centers 
to expand electric vehicle connectivity and transport Van der Steen, 2012).  
This public policy reflects that infrastructure planning involves the coopera-
tion of different stakeholders and working together to advance electromo-
bility at different levels of government (IEA, 2022a).

In the case of Mexico, recharging infrastructure has progressed relatively 
slowly in recent years. In 2017 there were 1,528 publicly accessible charging 
centres, including 42 fast-charging ones. According to the directory of elec-
trical stations of the Federal Electricity Commission in 2022 there are 2,100 
electric vehicle charging centers in the country (Morales, 2022). Although 
it is a significant advance compared to 2017, there is still a gap, as well as 
potential for the development and implementation of charging infrastruc-
ture in Mexico, in which public-private initiatives are the best cooperation 
schemes (Edwards, 2018). 

Today, although some Federal Government offices are designing new in-
dustrial policies that contemplate the automotive sector, in the country 
there is still no comprehensive reform project or strategy that focuses on 
the transition to the manufacture of electric cars. However, Mexico has dif-
ferent mechanisms, under an extensive network of international treaties, 
that can be used to strengthen this new industry. A report by the Office of 
the U.S. Trade Representative estimates that - two years after the entry into 
force of the Mexico-Canada-US trade agreement (USMCA)— the auto and 
auto parts industry has increased investments to comply with the treaty’s 
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rules of origin. Compliance with these rules involves duty-free warranty, 
thereby avoiding tariffs of 2 to 5% on light vehicles, and 3 to 4% for lithium-
ion batteries, among others (Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, 2022). 

In this regard, participants pointed out the need to develop strategies to 
comply with the treaties Mexico has signed, and thus to take advantage of 
the opportunities that this new sector offers. For example, as mentioned 
throughout the document, policies will have to be designed on the subject 
of batteries, a super component of electric cars that the USMCA prescribes 
must have a minimum regional content of 3.4% and whose production is to-
day centered in Asia (three out of four lithium-ion batteries in the world are 
produced in China). In addition, rules of origin require that at least 70% of 
a vehicle manufacturer’s steel and aluminum purchases come from North 
America. The production of electric vehicles uses more aluminum and plas-
tic, but less steel, so the automotive transition could displace companies 
that supply this metal in Mexico (Montoya, 2022).

That said, there is a need to accelerate progress in the electrification of 
transport from a strategic perspective for Mexico, with a view to modern-
ize its automotive industry and guarantee its competitiveness worldwide. 
Mexico’s geographical position and the availability of specialized labor of-
fer international companies a strong incentive to collaborate in the most 
important transformation of the industry in recent decades. Therefore, it is 
essential to have mechanisms for governance that allow the sector to ac-
commodate all the interests and leverage the opportunities offered by elec-
tromobility, in order to move towards sustainable industrial development.

The following pages explain the governance challenges for this new sec-
tor in Mexico. The information was taken from the opinions expressed by 
automotive experts, government and academia during the first meeting of 
this thematic axis held on June 22, 2022. In addition, extensive research was 
carried out with secondary sources to outline the present obstacles.
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DIAGNOSIS

1. Regulations, incentives and international outlook 

A recurring obstacle experts agreed on was the absence of regulations to fa-
cilitate the transition to electric car manufacturing in Mexico. In this regard, 
they recommended strengthening the legal framework through regula-
tory changes (laws, regulations, NOM, decrees and agreements), generat-
ing fiscal and non-financial incentives, as well as taking advantage of the 
international treaties to enhance this industry in the country. 

In this regard and in the international context, several countries have pro-
posed legislative changes that establish sales targets for electric vehicles in 
a certain year, or strategies to increase their demand. A clear example is the 
binding goal to achieve net zero emissions by 2050, set out in the European 
Climate Law and Canada’s Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP), which proposes 
measures to make a minimum of 20% of new light vehicle sales be zero-
emissions vehicles by 2026, 60% by 2030 and 100% by 2035 (Environment 
and Climate Change Canada, 2022; IEA, 2022a).

In turn, the most advanced nations in this field have implemented tax in-
centives to increase the demand for electric cars. For example, at the time 
of writing this report, a draft law was passed in the U.S. Senate to award 
$7,500 in tax credits on the purchase of new “clean vehicles.” The incentive 
has certain restrictions: auto parts will have to be built with minerals mined 
in a country with which the United States has a free trade agreement, and 
the battery has to include a percentage of components manufactured or 
assembled in North America (Laing and Natter, 2022).

South Korean President Moon Jae-In aims to make his country the number 
one manufacturer of electric vehicle batteries by 2030. To achieve this ambi-
tion, investments in this sector need to total 40 trillion won (USD $34.92 billion) 
by the end of the decade. To attract the necessary investment, the govern-
ment will designate batteries, semiconductors and vaccines as national stra-
tegic technologies, and it will reinforce tax incentives that allow deductions of 
up to 50% for research and development in these industries (Greenhalgh, 2021).

However, tax incentives are not the only decisive factor affecting electric ve-
hicle adoption or purchases. Other countries have implemented strategies 
that are not tax-related at the local and federal levels. For example, Chile’s 
municipal ordinance no. 79 on the loading and unloading of goods in the 
metropolitan area of Santiago establishes differentiated schedules that fa-
vor electric vehicles with a longer product distribution time (Government 
of Chile, 2022). Likewise, the approval of Law 9518 in Costa Rica in 2017 pro-
moted incentives to increase the demand for electric cars through the elim-
ination of license plate restrictions for this type of transport (United States 
Department of Commerce, 2021).
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On the other hand, project participants showed concern about the ap-
proval of commercial treaties that could negatively impact sectors such as 
the automotive industry. In particular, they stressed that the absence of a 
comprehensive evaluation and the involvement of private companies in 
consultations prior to the negotiations of agreements and treaties could 
generate important challenges for the new industry. Concrete examples in 
this regard include the risks perceived by the industry in the approval of a 
free trade agreement between Mexico and South Korea and the negative 
impacts on the Mexican automotive industry that this could bring, as well 
as the benefit it would have for the production of other goods, such as meat 
for export. In addition, participants emphasized the concern to lift tariffs 
on goods from countries that carry out anti-competitive practices such as 
dumping.

In this sense, at the international level, there are cases of countries that 
are taking advantage of the transition and reconfiguration of global value 
chains to modernize trade agreements or create new economic strategies 
that strengthen their automotive industry. In 2021, India signed a memo-
randum of understanding with Argentina with the aim of strengthening 
cooperation in lithium exploration and extraction (TPCI, 2021).

Similarly, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Zambia have signed a 
cooperation agreement to facilitate the development of the electric battery 
value chain. The Congo is the largest producer of cobalt in the world, while 
Zambia is known as a copper producer seeking to enter copper wire pro-
duction. In short, both African countries are taking advantage of the sector 
because they have 80% of the minerals needed (cobalt, copper and nickel) 
for the production of electric car batteries (United Nations, 2022). In this 
sense, during the intermediate interviews of the project, experts mentioned 
the need to strengthen regional mechanisms in Latin America to promote 
cooperation on essential natural resources in this industry.

Percentage of sales
of new light vehicle sales be zero-emissions vehicles
Environment and Climate Change Canada, 2022; IEA, 2022a

20%

60% 100%

in 2026

in 2030 in 2035
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2. Industrial policy 

The need to articulate a comprehensive industrial policy that responds to 
the challenges of the electrification of transport in Mexico was emphasized 
during the diagnostic session. Experts said that a policy with clear objec-
tives and goals must be designed in order to consolidate the transformation 
of the automotive sector. They in turn highlighted that it is strongly related 
to inter-institutional coordination with the different authorities at all gov-
ernment levels responsible for implementing this type of initiatives. In this 
sense, more and more national and local governments are demonstrating 
their intention to completely eliminate combustion engine vehicles. In re-
sponse, the automotive industry is adapting its business models and mov-
ing away from combustion engines to embrace electric power. This comes 
at a time when combustion vehicles still dominate new car sales in Mexico.

In this context, according to data from INEGI, only 47,121 of the 1,014,735 ve-
hicles sold in 2021 in the country had any electric technology: 1,140 were 
electric vehicles, 3,495 plug-in hybrids and 42,486 were hybrids (INEGI, 
2022a). This represents 4.6% of total light vehicle sales in Mexico. Although it 
may seem a low figure, it is the highest in the entire Latin American region. 
Similarly, production of electric vehicles in the North American region is ex-
pected to increase by 243% from 2022 to 2023, which will present a turning 
point for the transition to electromobility (Gonzalez, 2022).

Various governments around the world have joined forces, in collaboration 
with the automotive industry, to implement industrial phase-out policies 
in the production and use of internal combustion vehicles to fully transi-
tion to the use of zero-carbon vehicles. Currently, seventeen countries have 
announced specific automotive decarbonization targets for 2050; in 2019, 
France was the first country to translate this intention into a law, with a 2040 
deadline (IEA, 2022). According to the diagnosis of industry experts, the in-
dustrial policies applied with regard to electric vehicles depend on the state 
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of the market or the technology being used. That is, the phase-out both in 
Mexico and the Latin American region will largely be driven and guided by 
the dynamics of demand of the largest and most innovative markets in the 
electrification of transportation: The US, the European Union and China.

Within the framework of a medium and long-term national industrial strat-
egy and policy towards decarbonization, President Andres Manuel Lopez 
Obrador announced at the Major Economies Forum on Energy and Cli-
mate, held on June 17, 2022, that he would join the collective international 
effort to reach the goal of producing 50% of zero-emission vehicles by 2030  
(Government of Mexico, 2022a). This announcement represents a huge step 
in the transition towards the electrification of transport in the country, as it 
officially declares Mexico’s commitment to be part of this industrial trans-
formation. However, it should be mentioned that this commitment is not 
binding nor is it in the process of being incorporated into Mexican laws.

During the session the experts mentioned that the current lack of coordi-
nation between industry, government and academia, as well as between 
different levels of government, is one of the main obstacles to the imple-
mentation of an industrial policy that responds to the current challenges 
of the automotive sector. In this sense, based on the experiences of emerg-
ing economies such as Mexico, the evidence indicates there is a need to 
implement both vertical and horizontal industrial development policies13 
that can encompass government actions and market interventions (Stein, 
2014), that is, public goods that the government provides to improve the 
competitiveness of the private sector and stimulate the development of 
new activities.

In this context, the transition towards the electrification of transport and 
the evolution of industry represent an enormous opportunity for this type of 
intervention to be expanded and consolidated in the country, in particular 
in the automotive clusters and in the industrial corridors. Therefore, having 
inter-institutional coordination and communication with all levels of gov-
ernment, as well as with the private sector, will be a factor that will largely 
determine the success of this national effort.

The importance of establishing and defining production and sales targets 
for electric vehicles that gradually allow a greater penetration of electric 
vehicles in the national and international market was mentioned during 
the session of this thematic axis. This means that multinational companies 
not only should produce in the country, but also seek to encourage demand 
with affordable electric vehicles. In this regard, they reiterated the need to 
establish a joint agenda between government and industry in order to 
consolidate a comprehensive industrial policy that facilitates the transition 

13	 Horizontal	policies	are	formulated	in	collaboration	with	different	actors	and	decision-making	is	carried	out	 
at	the	same	level.	On	the	contrary,	in	the	formulation	of	vertical	policies,	policies	are	dictated	from	top	 
(Federal Government) to bottom (state, local governments, etc.).
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without leaving anyone behind. This is aimed at promoting mechanisms to 
encourage domestic demand for this type of vehicle, as well as promoting 
opportunities for local suppliers.

Finally, one issue that remained unfinished during the diagnostic phase 
of the project was to define the specific actions to implement phase-out 
objectives beyond the measures indicated in the official documents or in 
studies carried out by international organizations. Although some national 
governments claim that their phase-out targets are an important signal 
that forces automakers to adopt cleaner vehicles, few have implemented 
accountability mechanisms to give a binding nature to these targets.
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following section presents a series of general and specific recommen-
dations based on the information provided during the second session of 
this thematic axis of the project, held on September 9, 2022, with all project 
participants. This analysis was corroborated with evidence, best practices 
and subsequent interviews.

I. REGULATIONS 

Recommendation 24: Carry out a mapping of existing automotive 
regulations, as well as expediting the issuance of permits for the 
deployment and promotion of the sector 

As mentioned above in the obstacles section, one of the main challenges 
identified by project participants in terms of regulations and incentives was 
the absence of regulations and mechanisms that promote and facilitate 
the transition towards the manufacture of electric cars in Mexico. In this 
regard, it was recommended as a first step to carry out a full mapping of 
federal and state regulations that impact the automotive sector, because 
they pointed out that in many states current transport regulations prevent 
the adoption and transition to electromobility. 

They also suggested that, once the identification of these standards was 
completed, a review should be carried out through a participatory process 
that listens to all voices (academia, industry, government and civil society), 
in order to propose reforms to laws or other standards that complement 
the current ones and that respond to the new needs of the sector. In ad-
dition, they mentioned that this evaluation will align the standards with 
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the fulfillment of the Sustainable Development Goals and promote circular 
economy strategies.

In this regard, it was specifically mentioned that this process can revise 
standards such as NOM-163-SEMARNAT-ENER-SCFI-2013 relating to carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emissions from car exhausts and their equivalence in terms 
of fuel efficiency (SEMARNAT, 2013), as well as NOM-042-SEMARNAT-2003, 
which establishes the maximum permissible limits of hydrocarbon emis-
sions (SEMARNAT, 2005).

On the other hand, it was recommended that the regulations cover the le-
gal field, but also the technical regulations associated with disruptive and 
technological changes in the industry. In this sense, they pointed out that 
electric cars represent a greater danger to pedestrians and road safety due 
to their silent engines, so Mexico would have to create rules that regulate 
those aspects. This coincides with several studies that reveal that pedestri-
ans feel at greater risk of being run over by a hybrid or electric car (Pardo-
Ferreira et al., 2020).

In response, several governments have reformed their rules, such as the Eu-
ropean Parliament, which in April 2014 published a law on the sound level 
of vehicles and muffler parts, which requires all new electric cars to emit 
a sound when driving at less than 20 km/h (European Union, 2014). Simi-
larly, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) issued a 
resolution in 2018 that requires electric cars to emit warning sounds when 
traveling at speeds below 30 km/h (Shepardson, 2018). However, the litera-
ture on this matter also suggests that complementary standards should 
be adopted and that future studies focus on recommendations that help 
drivers, pedestrians, cyclists and other public road users to interact with this 
new type of vehicles (Pardo-Ferreira et al., 2020).

In this regard, they recommended taking advantage of the working groups 
promoted by the Mexican Council for Standardization and Conformity As-
sessment (COMENOR), which bring together the country’s main quality in-
frastructure standardizers. In turn, they noted the importance of discussing 
and drafting this type of standards in the Mexican Electrotechnical Com-
mittee of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). This com-
mittee is led by the General Office for Standards of the Ministry of Economy 
(Government of Mexico, 2015).

Last, they mentioned that there are currently no clear guidelines for the 
installation and operation of power stations, so they recommended modify-
ing the General Administrative Provisions (DACG) used by the Energy Regu-
latory Commission to expedite the issuance of permits for new stations.
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RECOMMENDATION 24
Carry	out	a	mapping	and	identification	of	federal	and	state	standards	that	apply	
to	the	electric	automotive	industry.	Subsequently,	organize	a	forum	with	the	par-
ticipation of different stakeholders (government, industry, civil society, academia) 
with the aim of evaluating which standards need to be reformed or, where appro-
priate, created. to meet the needs of the new sector. In addition, to improve the 
efficiency	of	administrative	procedures	 to	expedite	 the	 issuance	of	permits	and	
the installation of charging stations. 

RELEVANT ACTORS
The	Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs,	 the	Ministry	of	Economy	(General	Office	 for	Stan-
dards), the Ministry of Energy (Energy Regulatory Commission), industry, acade-
mia, civil society. 

II. INCENTIVES

Recommendation 25: Reform and extend the decree on tax exemptions 
for electric cars, and create programs that encourage the supply  
and demand for this type of vehicles 

To begin this section, project actors recommended revising the 2023 budget 
to align the incentives to the country’s budgetary reality. In this context, it is 
important to note that, at the time of writing this document, the Ministry of 
Finance and Public Credit announced that it is in the process of designing 
tax incentives that focus on increasing the profitability of investments un-
der the new industrial policy promoted by the Ministry of Economy, which 
identifies electromobility as a strategic sector (Saldivar, 2022).

Specifically, they suggested reforming the incentives for the importation 
of electric vehicles in two areas. The first is to extend the duration of the 
decree that provides temporary exemptions (effective September 30, 2024) 
on the tariff on the import of new electric vehicles. This decree specifies 
that all new electric vehicles, including trucks intended for the transport of 
cargo, are exempt from taxes, as stipulated in the tariff sections of the tariff 
General Law on Import and Export Taxes in effect since 2007 (Government 
of Mexico, 2007). However, this provision does not incorporate tax exemp-
tions on electric vehicle parts, so participants suggested that they should 
also be considered.

In turn, project participants suggested that incentives be divided or cat-
egorized to meet both supply and demand needs. On the production side, 
they pointed out the importance of encouraging that the electricity sup-
plied to plants in this new sector comes from clean and renewable energies. 
In addition, they recommended promoting programs and incentives to 
develop electric components and vehicles in Mexico, as well as supporting 
companies in the conversion of their production lines (see also the Suppli-
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ers chapter). Participants also suggested promoting the import of tariff-free 
raw materials to strengthen the production processes of the electric auto-
motive industry.

In this regard, some countries have taken various measures to encourage 
the production and adoption of electric vehicles. For example, the State 
Council of the Chinese government grants a subsidy of $3,500 per vehicle 
to companies that manufacture clean cars in the country (S.J. Grand, n.d.). 
Similarly, in 2021, under order 2535/2021 the Environment Fund of the Portu-
guese government allocated 4 million euros to encourage demand for elec-
tric vehicles. Under this strategy, the government grants tax exemptions to 
companies that convert their fleets to electric vehicles (EuroFound, 2021).

As mentioned in the obstacles section of this thematic axis, from the per-
spective of demand in the country, there are user incentives that are not 
tax related, but they are not well known, so they recommended carrying 
out communication campaigns to inform users of these benefits. An ex-
ample of these incentives is the ECOTAG in Mexico City, a prepaid card that 
grants a 20% discount to electric vehicles transiting in certain urban areas 
(PASS, 2022). However, project experts noted that these efforts need to be 
replicated at the federal and state levels, because current policies have not 
been sufficient.

Last, it was emphasized that a particular strategy to incentivize the con-
sumption of electric cars (while making progress in achieving emission 
reduction targets) would be discouraging the demand and production of 
internal combustion cars. By 2026, 35 percent of all new cars sold in the 
state of California will mandatorily be electric, hybrid or hydrogen vehicles. 
That proportion will increase to 68% by 2030, before reaching 100% by 2035. 
Automakers that fail to meet the required percentages by 2035 risk being 
penalized by the state with a $20,000 fine for each vehicle that does not 
meet the annual target (De Leon, 2022).

to encourage demand for electric vehicles, 
under order 2535/2021 in 2021  
by the Environment Fund of the Portuguese 
government

$4 euros
million
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RECOMMENDATION 25
Extend the duration of the decree exempting the import tariff for new electric ve-
hicles and include auto parts in it. Create programs that offer incentives for the 
production of electric vehicles and their components, for the conversion of pro-
duction	lines,	and	for	the	import	of	raw	materials.	Last,	incentivize	users	by	offering	
dynamic nightly recharging rates and inform consumers of the existing incentives 
(such as toll discounts).

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Mi-
nistry	of	Economy	(General	Office	for	Standards),	the	Ministry	of	Energy	(Energy	
Regulatory Commission), Litio de Mexico (LitioMx), industry, academia. 

III. MULTILATERAL POLICY 

Recommendation 26: Coordinate a regional alliance, initiative  
or multilateral effort in Latin America to regulate and manage  
the supply and demand of strategic minerals, in particular  
lithium value chains 

As mentioned above in the obstacles section, international commitments 
and the diversification of foreign relations have been some of the key ele-
ments for the success of the first stage of the electrification of transport. 
In this sense, the transition from internal combustion vehicles to electric 
vehicles presents important challenges, particularly for strategic mineral 
extraction and transformation industries, such as lithium. The rapid expan-
sion of the electric vehicle industry will result in increased demand for raw 
materials used in their production and the manufacture of a primary com-
ponent: batteries.

Electric vehicles can use different types of batteries, however, the vast 
majority are lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries. The strategic minerals needed 
for their production are lithium, cobalt, nickel, graphite and manganese.  
The gradual adoption of this type of cars will greatly increase the demand 
for these minerals. Electric vehicles contain six times more of these miner-
als compared to conventional internal combustion vehicles (IEA, 2022d). In 
this sense, the challenge for the strategic minerals industry is to be able 
to progressively meet demand and balance their prices so that electric ve-
hicles can be reasonably affordable.

As noted in this report, batteries are currently the most expensive compo-
nent of electric cars, representing on average 30% of the total cost. In turn, 
the lithium contained in the battery represents approximately 30% of its 
value (Wentker, 2019). Therefore, lithium demand is expected to increase 
from 100,000 tons in 2021 to 904,000 tons in 2040 (Van Halm, 2022). That 
is the reason that it will be essential to guarantee the reduction of its price 
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and to ensure the sustainability of the chains of this material, so that the 
industry can move towards electromobility in keeping with the established 
objectives and goals.

Current strategic mineral supply and processing efforts for component 
generation fall far short of the demand required for the start of the large-
scale automotive electrical industry. The vast majority of these minerals 
come from a small number of regions. For example, almost all lithium min-
ing - with 98% of joint production in 2020 - is currently carried out in Aus-
tralia, Latin America and China (Azevedo, 2022). This geographical density 
has generated enormous global concern regarding the acquisition of these 
minerals for the transition to electromobility.

Taking into account the comparative advantage of Latin America, project 
participants recommended the creation of some type of alliance, initiative 
or regional effort between lithium and other strategic mineral producing 
countries as a first step that allows diversifying supply chains. At the same 
time, they recommended that this initiative serve as a platform to attract 
investments in value chains, to promote technology exchange and innova-
tion, and to create a multilateral cooperation framework for the use of these 
minerals.

They also emphasized the great benefits of the implementation of a multi-
lateral cooperation mechanism around strategic minerals. On the one hand, 
they indicated that this will generate an environment of certainty in the re-
gional and national market, since the demand for raw materials for the pro-
duction of basic components will be guaranteed. This in turn will drive do-
mestic companies to consolidate their position in value chains, which can 
help them become more competitive internationally. On the other hand, 
they stressed that the regional administration of these minerals will allow 
producers to establish reasonable trading prices, which will facilitate a bal-
anced supply and demand that can encourage the automotive industrial 
development of each country.

In turn, the actors involved pointed out that capacity-building and knowl-
edge transfer can be a particularly fruitful area of cooperation, as experi-
ence varies from country to country. Several countries work together at the 
government level through international organizations, such as the World 
Bank and the OECD, to strengthen supply chains and consolidate sustain-
able good practices in mining (Sustainable Global Supply Chains Research 
Network, 2022).

In addition, specific mineral extraction initiatives have been created , such 
as the Intergovernmental Forum on Mining, Minerals, Metals and Sustain-
able Development (IFG) and the Energy Resources Governance Initiative 
(ERGI), designed to promote a robust regulatory framework to strengthen 
the mining sector and critical mineral supply chains.
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In particular, such high-level initiatives can help coordinate work among all 
authorities of strategic mineral-producing countries and thus ensure the 
positioning of this industry as part of national security strategies. To make 
the most of these multilateral initiatives, it is necessary to reinforce and im-
plement synergies between them as soon as possible.

Last, participants mentioned the articulation of a Mexican foreign policy 
with a regional systemic approach among strategic mineral producing 
countries in Latin America as an instrument to guarantee the supply of the 
raw materials that support electromobility. In this regard, they recommend-
ed that the proposed multilateral governance mechanism provide the tools 
to address global challenges in value chains in an energy and industrial se-
curity framework that can facilitate the efficient, safe and sustainable tran-
sition to electromobility. This leads us to propose a comprehensive strat-
egy that aligns and coordinates the interests of the Mexican government 
with those of industry, our main economic allies and our Latin American 
neighbors in order to redesign and restructure our supply chains in order 
to strengthen, integrate and make them more resilient for the benefit of 
industry and society.

RECOMMENDATION 26
Arrange an alliance, initiative or regional multilateral effort in Latin America to 
protect value chains and supply between countries that produce strategic mine-
rals used in the production of electric vehicles. Last, promote a proactive foreign 
policy	 that	can	find	synergies	and	common	 interests	among	allied	countries	 in	
the region in order to develop a governance framework based on the exchange of 
knowledge, technology and good practices in the mining industry.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Mi-
nistry of Economy, the Ministry of Energy, the Ministry of the Environment, Litio de 
Mexico (LitioMx), industry, academia. 
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IV. INDUSTRIAL POLICY

Recommendation 27: Develop a sustainable industrial policy focused on 
national developers and electric vehicle manufacturing processes 

Industrial policy in Mexico has played a key role in positioning the automo-
tive industry. With the transition to electromobility, being able to introduce 
a sustainable industrial policy that puts the new needs and opportunities of 
the sector at the center will also be instrumental for its success.

Project participants pointed out the need to implement a sustainable in-
dustrial policy focused on local electric vehicle developers and producers 
to strengthen supply chains and increase national supply and demand.  
However, they mentioned that it is also essential to incorporate interna-
tional companies in the design of national industrial policy because of their 
capacity for infrastructure, human capital and innovation. Simultaneously, 
it is important that this is carried out under a scheme of cooperation and 
exchange of knowledge and technology, particularly with the over thirty-
three thousand automotive sector MSMEs in Mexico (Cruz et al., 2020) who 
will be impacted the most in this transition.14

They recommended identifying clear objectives to establish an adequate 
phase-out of internal combustion vehicles with electric vehicle produc-
tion goals that promote the adoption of new technologies in the industry.  
Likewise, they recommended that industrial policy should be comprehensive, 
covering not only the automotive industry -which is a key sector for Mexico-, 
but also areas such as telecommunications for the deployment of the 5G net-
work, mining and extraction, construction, among others. This will pave the 
way for the electrification of transport in the short, medium and long term.

In addition, they mentioned the need for this new industrial policy to take 
advantage of the opportunity to implement conventional vehicle decar-
bonization strategies. This way, the adoption of electric vehicles will respond 
not only to the transition of the industry and consumer demand, but also 
to the fulfillment of international commitments to reduce CO2 emissions. 
In turn, they reiterated that having an industry that can provide substan-
tial product, processes and waste management innovations in a resource-
efficient manner will strengthen the development of new business models 
in Mexico.

14 The impact on MSMEs is expected to be a major one, because the manufacture of an electric vehicle  
with approximately 20 moving parts is relatively simpler than the production of an internal combustion vehicle 
with around 2,000 moving parts. The ecosystem of conventional vehicle suppliers is shrinking as electric vehicles 
penetrate the market. As a result, it is critical that SMEs invest in building new capabilities, technology and  
in overhauling their infrastructure.
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On the other hand, participants pointed out that industrial policy has to 
be led by the Federal Government with the help of private initiative and 
academia to promote the transition of the automotive industry and the 
development of new activities and technologies in Mexico. With this, they 
emphasized the priority of producing an official document that serves as a 
guide and lists in detail the objectives and actions that must be carried out 
in the field of industrial policy.

RECOMMENDATION 27
Design and implement a sustainable industrial policy led by the Federal Govern-
ment that integrates the industry and all relevant stakeholders that promote the 
electrification	of	 transport.	Further,	promote	and	 facilitate	 the	phase-out	of	 the	
industry, and contribute to building the capacities of SMEs to strengthen their pro-
duction and adopt new technologies for the development of electric vehicles in 
the country.

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Economy; the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the Ministry of Finance 
and Public Credit; the Ministry of Energy; the Ministry of Environment; the Ministry 
of Infrastructure, Communications and Transport; Litio de Mexico (LitioMx); the Fe-
deral Electricity Commission; local governments; industry; academia.
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Recommendation 28: Establish a joint agenda between government, 
industry, academia and relevant actors for the inter-institutional 
coordination of actions around the electrification of transport 

As electromobility advances in Mexico and around the world, various govern-
ments have created participatory mechanisms where relevant actors can 
communicate and coordinate to make decision-making more efficient. In 
this regard, they recommended creating a permanent platform that brings 
together the different levels of government (municipal, state and federal) 
and their different offices, as well as industry and the academic sector to 
discuss and update strategies that impact electromobility in the country.

In this sense, they mentioned that it would be of great help to have a guid-
ing instrument to steer electromobility, because the particular needs of 
each actor can be systematized and identified to avoid confusion in deci-
sion-making. Likewise, they emphasized the need to continue consolidat-
ing cooperation with academia, particularly in the review and analysis of 
studies on the complex issues around electro-mobility. In addition, they 
stated the need for academia to be more involved in decision making with 
its knowledge and expertise in each interdisciplinary field, to support the 
industry and the government.

On the other hand, they highlighted the need to deepen the link with in-
dustrial clusters to enhance the strategy of electrification of transport. In 
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this regard, participants highlighted that the triple-helix collaboration pres-
ent at the clusters has been key to the growth of the automotive industry 
and the economic development of Mexico. These industrial ecosystems are 
the spearhead for the production and deployment of electric vehicles in 
strategic areas. However, it was mentioned that there are still opportuni-
ties to modernize and further intensify this type of coordination in spaces 
where best practices are shared, to then replicate them in other regions of 
the country, particularly in the southeast.

Finally, it was pointed out that having a participation mechanism that is 
open to everyone will facilitate decision-making and the implementation of 
policies at all levels of government. The goal is to move forward in a coordi-
nated, safe and sustainable way so that Mexico can continue to be a world 
leader in this and other industries. 

RECOMMENDATION 28
Establish a joint participatory platform or mechanism for government, industry, 
academia and other relevant actors to maintain an ongoing dialogue about the 
different electromobility strategies in the country. It is also necessary to streng-
then the different types of collaboration, at local and regional level, with industrial 
clusters and to promote cooperation with academia for an ongoing execution of 
interdisciplinary studies. 

RELEVANT ACTORS
The Ministry of Economy; the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the Ministry of Finance 
and Public Credit; the Ministry of Energy; the Ministry of Environment; Ministry of 
Infrastructure, Communications and Transport; Litio de Mexico (LitioMx); the Fede-
ral Electricity Commission; local governments; industry; academia.
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As electromobility advances in Mexico and around the world, 
various governments have created participatory mechanisms 
where relevant actors can communicate and coordinate 
to make decision-making more efficient.
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The results of the analyses and diagnoses included in this document have 
verified several of the reasons why the Mexican automotive industry has the 
solid leadership position worldwide that has characterized it in recent de-
cades. However, in the transition to electromobility, conditions are changing 
and this is precisely what this effort documents. But most importantly, this 
document goes beyond a descriptive or diagnostic approach to a proactive 
one by making numerous recommendations. The analyses and recommen-
dations - sometimes of a general nature, in some cases specific - came from 
the academia, industry and government participants themselves and will 
serve as a guide for decision-makers and relevant actors as to the first steps 
that will model this transition.

Likewise, it is important to conclude this document by summarizing the 
most relevant findings and teachings in each of the thematic axes analyzed.
In the innovation axis, this industry-specific exercise showed the impor-
tance of research and development (R&D) not only in this sector, but more 
generally at the country level. This way, the solutions it arrived to involve 
general recommendations to promote a broad dialogue at the national 
level - under parliamentary forums - where the appropriate mechanisms to 
promote innovation in Mexico can be discussed.

More specifically, it also proposes the development of sectoral technology 
centers that in turn can trigger the creation of industrial hubs, for which 
a variety of comparative experience models were identified. Having ap-
proached the process of transition to electromobility from an innovation 
perspective also made it possible to identify problems that must be antici-
pated and addressed creatively and in an innovative way. This is the case of 
the waste that will be generated by this industry, because the solution will 
come through regulatory innovation and the promotion of innovative busi-
ness models based on circular economies. Last but not least, this document 
highlights the need to have well-developed STEMS capacities, the human 
resource that will be the engine of innovation in Mexico.

Conclusions
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Regarding human capital, the opportunity was identified to strengthen 
the relationship between educational authorities in Mexico and compa-
nies in the automotive industry for the training and updating of staff skills.  
This way, educational and job training programs and initiatives can be repli-
cated and adapted to the requirements in this transition to electromobility.

Likewise, it became evident how important it is to revalue working in this in-
dustry in this technological juncture, considering that people are the most 
valuable resource of companies and economies. Therefore, addressing the 
obstacles faced by the workers who bring the sector to life must be a pri-
ority in the agenda for government and industry, promoting increasingly 
competitive wages, greater inclusion and better working conditions.

On the other hand, during three decades Mexico consolidated supply 
chains that positioned it among the leading countries in car manufac-
turing and export. However, technology changes and the transition from 
internal combustion vehicles to electric vehicles also brings substantial 
changes in the type of components, parts and even raw materials used, 
not to mention that all this happens within a juncture of significant geo-
political tensions. This makes it necessary to rethink the current supply 
chains, and to encourage existing suppliers to reinvent themselves to re-
main relevant. Given this situation, a broad consensus was found among 
the project participants on the need and opportunities that bringing the 
supply side of this industry to Mexico involves. In this regard, a first step 
proposed was to carry out a collaborative mapping of existing suppliers 
and then, as a second step, to prepare a directory to overcome any infor-
mation gaps. This in turn would help to identify conversion opportunities 
for existing suppliers as well as the supply gaps to propose mechanisms to 
attract targeted investment.

On the other hand, it was emphasized that digital supplies (hardware and 
software) are increasingly relevant for vehicles (and for most industries), 
which warrants the creation of a roadmap to guide and facilitate their de-
velopment in Mexico. Finally, this section identified the need to align exist-
ing policies, as well as the different offices in charge, to reduce administra-
tive and fiscal costs that hinder the development of industry in the country.

Another topic discussed in virtually all thematic areas - and mainly in terms 
of suppliers - was manufacturing batteries in Mexico in support of this new 
sector and to increase the country’s value added, as well as to comply with 
the regional content rules established by the USMCA. This is why the diag-
nosis in this area proposed that the competent legal bodies in lithium mat-
ters organize round tables to listen to all the relevant actors in this industry 
and its derivatives, thereby ensuring that this resource generates the great-
est benefits for Mexico.

In terms of infrastructure, both the working sessions and the complemen-
tary research revealed the complexity, implications, and the challenges that 
Mexico - and the rest of the world - will face in the transition to electromo-
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bility. The importance of adapting the capacity of the electricity network 
and of accelerating the overhauling of recharging infrastructure in vertical 
housing to guarantee recharges in residential areas was noted.

The interaction there will be between the automotive sector and the tele-
communications sector, as well as the role of the 5G network in optimiz-
ing factory processes and improving user experience became evident.  
For Mexico it is essential to increase the adoption of electric vehicles in 
the country, with actions such as the standardization of charger types and 
voltages, the location of charging stations and the ease of access to that 
infrastructure.

Finally, the governance thematic axis identified the enormous importance 
of the entire network of decision-making processes, as well as the shared 
responsibility between electromobility stakeholders. On the one hand, dur-
ing the session and in the research carried out for this document, it was 
detected that government has a leading role in implementing incentives 
and actions to update the legal framework to lay the foundation for the 
gradual adoption of electric vehicles. Similarly, the implementation of an 
industrial policy oriented towards decarbonization proved to be a determin-
ing factor for vehicle production companies, where the need to have the 
right tools to move towards the electrification of transport was highlighted. 
In turn, this showed that a guiding agenda must be formulated to improve 
intersectoral coordination with the different levels of government, industry 
and academia.

The different work sessions and the support of project actors throughout 
the year gave us the rewarding opportunity to witness the will and capac-
ity that exists in the sector to join forces to overcome the major challenges 
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imposed on us by the current context, an era defined by the urgency to 
implement transformations - in particular technology changes -, to achieve 
greater productivity and address the global climate change crisis.

Addressing these challenges is certainly not an easy task. However, we are 
firmly convinced that we will once again overcome them through our joint 
efforts. The first step to achieve this transition was to open the path to a 
plural and inclusive dialogue that broadened the scope of the diagnosis, 
achieving a more integral vision of the opportunities and challenges of the 
industry. In turn, listening to the recommendations and aligning interests 
to overcome these obstacles - from each front. with creativity and commit-
ment - gave us evidence of the capacity that exists to reach agreements for 
the benefit of Mexico.

In a second stage of this initiative and as the next steps, we will publish the 
results of this work to explore the possibility of having the relevant decision-
making bodies implement them. This will seek to promote the consider-
ation of the findings identified as a step forward in the dialogue promoted 
by the Ministry on the transition of the automotive sector and its contribu-
tion to the development of the industry.

It is also expected that this initial collaboration between the stakeholders of 
the different working groups will act as a catalyst to continue the intersec-
toral work for the benefit of the automotive transition in Mexico and in the 
region. Finally, it is important to mention that this initiative seeks to con-
tinue promoting the welfare of the communities that host this industry, to 
revalue the work of people in the sector and that to make the opportunities 
offered by electromobility accessible for and beneficial to Mexican society 
as a whole.
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The following pages explain the development of the creation process,  
the identification of project stakeholders and goals, as well as the design of 
the deliverable presented in this document.

On August 5, 2021, U.S. President Joseph Biden issued the executive order 
that establishes the guideline for the automotive industry that at least 50% of 
new cars sold in that country must be electric by 2030 (White House, 2021b). 
This decree, in view of the transition this industry is undergoing in other 
parts of the world, and of Mexico’s leadership in this industry, prompted the 
idea to create the US-Mexico Task Force for the Electrification of Transport 
under a bi-national perspective, in collaboration with the Mexico Alliance of 
the University of California. The state of California is not only the fifth largest 
economy in the world but is also a leader in the electric automotive sector.

In order to materialize the objectives of the project, based on past industrial 
policies implemented in Mexico and consulting with the sector, it was de-
cided that the task force be divided into five thematic axes, which are the 
basis for the structure of this document. However, the SRE is aware that 
there are other automotive industry and electromobility topics and areas 
that were not addressed in this document, and therefore it recommends 
that the different sectors involved in the project (industry, government and 
academia) complement this research in subsequent work.

After defining the thematic axes of the initiative and deciding that, given 
the complexity of the transition, this should be a triple helix alliance, the 
next step was to identify the actors of each sector. For this purpose, we en-
rolled the active participation of the University of California, who assisted in 
the identification of the most relevant actors of the government, industry 
and the academic sector of the United States.

Given that the project would be coordinated by Mexico, that the format 
would be hybrid with in-person meetings at the premises of the SRE, it 
was decided that most of the meetings would be conducted in Spanish.  

Project creation and  
methodological process
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It should be noted that this was not a restriction for the participation of US 
actors. It also was decided that the project would have two separate deliv-
erables. The first is a roadmap written by University of California academ-
ics, which contains a global and regional analysis of the automotive sector 
and builds on the best practices outlined in the sessions of the task force.  
Advances in the progress of this roadmap were presented by the Deputy 
Ministry for Multilateral Affairs and Human Rights of the SRE in the 2022 
edition of COP 27. The second deliverable is this document, which contains 
a diagnosis and recommendations for the automotive industry, the aca-
demic sector and the government in Mexico. The diagnosis and recommen-
dations are based on the aforementioned sessions and on the research of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs through the General Office for Global Invest-
ment, an office that was created in collaboration with the United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP) and is responsible for the attraction of in-
vestment and the economic promotion of Mexico abroad.

With the project objectives approved, the launch ceremony of the US-Mex-
ico Task Force for the Electrification of Transport was held on February 8, 
2022. The event was attended by leaders from the three sectors involved in 
the project and was chaired by Chancellor Marcelo Ebrard.

METHODOLOGY
This section of the document explains the methodological process and 
the stages of development of this report, which was initially supported by 
primary or empirical sources. Over 160 experts, leaders and decision-mak-
ers from industry, academia and government participated in the project, 
which allowed the task force to incorporate different perspectives, opinions 
and expertise to generate a document that takes into account the actors 
that currently play fundamental roles in the transition towards the electrifi-
cation of transport in Mexico.

The participation of this wide-ranging group provided a solid information 
base through more than fifty hours of meetings that productively enriched 
the debate around the electrification of the automotive sector in Mexico, 
and the processes that have to be carried out in this industrial transition 
using a holistic and comprehensive approach. The research was carried out 
in two stages; first a diagnosis stage, and then a recommendations stage.  
All the primary information collected during the sessions was later support-
ed and supplemented with secondary research.

The primary or empirical sources consisted of discussion forums held be-
tween February and November 2022 and focused on the five predefined 
thematic axes (or focus groups) in hybrid format (online and in person) with 
participants from industry, government and academia.
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The five thematic axes around which the project was structured were:

1. Innovation: Adaptation and application of new technologies, processes 
and practices to meet the needs of the transition towards the electrifi-
cation of transport.

2. Human capital: Development of new skills and abilities of the automo-
tive industry workforce.

3. Suppliers: Diversification and strengthening of electric vehicle supply 
chains.

4. Infrastructure: Infrastructure development to carry out the transition 
of the automotive industry in a sustainable and safe way.

5. Governance: Regulation and steering of the regulations required for 
the electrification of transport, and for stakeholder coordination and 
communication. 

 
The objective of creating focus groups in the first stage of the project was to 
identify specific challenges in the transition to electromobility, but also to 
understand the participants’ position, ideas and expertise. This technique 
was particularly useful to explore the knowledge and experiences of the ac-
tors in a context of interaction that made it possible analyze the root causes 
of their opinions and positions.

Subsequently, a set of “intermediate interviews” was carried out between 
July and August 2022 with the information collected in these groups. 
Through structured or semi-structured interviews, this process sought to 
outline the obstacles identified and the statements made by participants 
in the diagnostic focus groups.
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Questionnaires with a minimum of five questions were designed for the in-
termediate interviews, seeking to detect the opportunities and challenges 
related to the status of the electrification of the industry under each the-
matic axis. During this period, key actors of the task force sessions were 
selected to participated in the interviews, based on their participation and 
contributions to the general discussion.

The duration of each of these meetings was approximately one hour, de-
pending on the depth of the responses. Once the interviews were conclud-
ed, a space was made to submit additional notes and comments for the 
consideration of the participants, to be included in future sessions. It should 
be noted that, in the process of identifying the most relevant obstacles, an 
investigation was carried out to contrast the information obtained by proj-
ect experts with evidence.

Based on the obstacles or challenges identified in the first part of the proj-
ect, a similar process was used in the second phase, in the sense of listening 
to the participants in a focus group, with the difference that the structure 
of the sessions was focused on the identification of solutions. In addition, 
intermediate follow-up interviews were conducted with key actors during 
the second phase, in order to gain a detailed understanding of the propos-
als and/or to obtain more information about them.

All empirical research was contrasted and supplemented with secondary 
sources, such as public policy reports, industry publications, academic ar-
ticles, specialized books, legal sources, as well as other documentary and 
hemerographic sources. Regarding the bibliography used, it should be not-
ed that this report is not exhaustive, since it does not intend to carry out 
a literary review, but rather to find examples and support the information 
provided by the participants and mainly support and outline the recom-
mendations.

Last, it should be noted that this work was in itself a novel exercise for this 
office, which made it possible to explore and test different work and re-
search methodologies -for example, different interview formats-, to develop 
and strengthen internal and research capacities for future research projects 
that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs may carry out.
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Any research, diagnosis and recommendations have limitations of their own, 
and so the objective of this section is to present them in a transparent way, 
so that future projects can complement or update the information provided.

The first limitation of the project was its scope, since five thematic axes are 
not sufficient to expose the needs and complexity of the automotive sector. 
As mentioned above, the decided was made to structure the sessions that 
way because of Mexico’s industrial policies and the degree of interconnec-
tivity between these five areas. However, there are other areas that would 
be worth analyzing in more detail, such as the case of strategic natural re-
sources (lithium, nickel, graphite, graphene, cobalt) and clustering (compa-
nies and local government organizations). The impact of these subareas is 
explained in the five thematic axes of the document; however, further stud-
ies are required on each area.

One of the successes of the project is the enormous response and interest it 
aroused: over 160 actors, 20 companies, officials from different government 
levels and the main universities in the country had an active participation 
in this project. However, the SRE is aware that it is necessary to engage a 
greater number of small and medium companies, as well as different gov-
ernment officials at the municipal level and secure a larger representation 
of civil society in this type of proposals. That is why there will be new stages 
of the project to hear the voices of local and national stakeholders and from 
other regions of the world.

One limitation was the time frame for the creation, execution and comple-
tion of the project. The pressing urgency of having a diagnosis detailing the 
obstacles, as well as the imminent need for a joint effort by different sectors 
to identify the first steps toward the electric transition, resulted in the initia-
tive being carried out in just one year. That is why one of the clear objectives 
of this publication is to serve as a first step in the development of public 
policies; as an active, reviewable and editable document.

On the other hand, it should be clear that this document is not a roadmap 
with specific steps for the implementation of the recommendations, since 
the creation and implementation of such actions is not part of the respon-

Areas of Opportunity
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sibilities of this office. This document seeks to serve as a tool and to dem-
onstrate the concerns, interests and possible solutions of the industry and 
stakeholders to facilitate the development and implementation of an in-
dustrial policy by the different offices in charge.

It is important to note that the present research should be complemented 
with an in-depth theoretical framework, since this document is not a fi-
nal report, and its bibliography does not constitute an exhaustive literature 
review. It is recommended that any subsequent work delves into the aca-
demic literature and available case studies.

This document adopted the term human capital in contrast to human re-
sources as differentiated concepts. This is because the former is considered 
a factor of production given the industrial dimension of the analysis, as op-
posed to human resources, a concept that is more linked to staff manage-
ment literature.

Regarding the increase in wages and benefits for people working in the 
automotive sector, it is important to note that several studies in recent years 
have commented on low labor wages, instability in recruitment modalities, 
along with the deterioration of union organization and the dependence of 
people in this industry on these sources of employment due to the lack 
of alternatives where they live. All this has been related to a deterioration 
in the quality of life of workers in recent decades, which is not only mani-
fest in salary levels, but also in the absence of residential areas close to the 
workplace and the absence or insufficiency of services such as nurseries or 
transport (Garcia-Jimenez, 2021; Sancak, 2022).

Notwithstanding the above, the participants of the meetings on the hu-
man capital axis did not produce concrete recommendations to resolve 
these obstacles using strategies that contemplate decent and well-paid 
work, and that in turn comply with the Sustainable Development Goals 
and the 2030 Agenda. In addition, during these discussions, there were no 
proposals for Mexico to comply with the commitments established under 
the USMCA, which imposes a labor content value (LCV) of having at least 
40% (initially 30% for light vehicles and a fixed 45% for heavy units) of the 
value of the car manufactured at plants where workers are paid at least $16 
per hour.
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Last, the SRE thanks the members of the industry, academia and civil soci-
ety of Mexico and the United States, as well as the public officials of differ-
ent government agencies of both countries for their active participation in 
this project. Thank you for demonstrating once again that triple helix alli-
ances are possible and necessary to propose solutions to the most complex 
changes in our society. 

The persons who participated in the launch, working sessions and inter-
views that supported the creation of this document are listed below: 
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